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P r e f a C e

Sex, or the Unbearable: the title of this book does not offer its readers 
a choice between these two terms, as in “your money, or your life.” 
Nor does it mean to imply that we think of sex as reducible to “the 
unbearable.” To be honest, there’s not that much sex in the book 
either, and the “unbearable” to which it points is all crossed over 
with the enjoyable too. But then again, enjoyment itself, as we dis-
cuss it here, can be unbearable. What we offer instead is an analysis 
of relations that both overwhelm and anchor us—an affective para-
dox that often shapes the experience of sex. We approach sex here 
as a site, therefore, at which relationality is invested with hopes, 
expectations, and anxieties that are often experienced as unbearable. 
Sex, though subject to the pressures of legal sanction, social judg-
ment, unconscious drives, and contradictory desires, holds out 
the prospect of discovering new ways of being and of being in the 
world. But it also raises the possibility of confronting our limit in 
ourselves or in another, of being inundated psychically or emotion-
ally. Sex, or the Unbearable examines our attempts to remain rooted 
in the social by both holding fast to and moving beyond our ac-
customed ways of experiencing ourselves and our connectedness to 
others. It explores the forms of negotiation we resort to in dealing 
with intimate estrangement, and it tries to enact, in its own formal 
structure, the constant, and at times disconcerting, adjustments 
those forms of negotiation demand.

The following chapters approach the scene of relationality by 
focusing on the “negativity” that can make it so disturbing. Nega-
tivity for us refers to the psychic and social incoherences and divi-
sions, conscious and unconscious alike, that trouble any totality or 
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tles the fantasy of sovereignty. But its effects, in our view, are not 
just negative, since negativity unleashes the energy that allows for 
the possibility of change. So too “nonsovereignty,” a term to which 
we’ll return, invokes the psychoanalytic notion of the subject’s con-
stitutive division that keeps us, as subjects, from fully knowing or 
being in control of ourselves and that prompts our misrecognition 
of our own motives and desires. At the same time, nonsovereignty 
invokes a political idiom and tradition, broadly indicating ques-
tions of self- control, autonomy, and the constraints upon them. To 
encounter ourselves as nonsovereign, we suggest, is to encounter 
relationality itself, in the psychic, social, and political senses of the 
term. For that reason, this book attends to those moments when 
negativity disturbs the presumption of sovereignty by way of “an 
encounter,” specifically, an encounter with the estrangement and 
intimacy of being in relation. Sex is exemplary in the way it power-
fully induces such encounters, but such encounters exceed those 
experiences we recognize as sex.

These dialogues explore such encounters while simultaneously 
recording and performing one. It could be no other way. Relationality 
always includes a scenic component, a fantasmatic staging. It puts 
into play reaction, accommodation, transference, exchange, and the 
articulation of narratives. Just what an encounter entails, however, 
remains for us unresolved. As it must. For an encounter refers to an 
episode, an event, its fantasmatic scene, and the myriad misrecogni-
tions that inform the encounter and define its limit. Our various ways 
of theorizing such encounters with relation shape our different views 
of the political and affective consequences of social embeddedness. 
We are constantly asking, What do our distinctive responses to each 
other and our cases tell us about the structural conditions that pro-
duce the encounter with nonsovereignty in the first place?

Though the negativity inseparable from the sexual encounter 
comes to the fore most insistently in the final chapter of this book, 
it makes itself felt repeatedly in the dialogues that follow. For en-
counter in all its ambiguity shapes the experience of sex, giving rise 
to various forms of response, including, as the first two chapters 
suggest, optimism and reparativity. We wonder throughout these 
dialogues whether it is possible to endure the experience of rela-
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tion in the absence of optimism for bearing or surmounting what 
overwhelms us in ourselves and in each other. Is optimism, in fact, 
invariably at work in negativity? Or, conversely, is optimism a dis-
avowal of what’s unbearable in negativity? Do we even mean the 
same thing by optimism? This book attempts to hold such ques-
tions steadily in view. Even where we disagree with each other in the 
ways that we address them, though, we proceed together through 
the breaks and divisions that enable conversation, politics, and the 
creation of new social forms.

Sex, or the Unbearable is thus an experiment in the forms of theo-
retical production. It proceeds from the belief that dialogue may 
permit a powerful approach to negativity, since dialogue has some 
of the risk and excitement we confront in the intimate encounter. 
Not for nothing does the oed list “communication” and “conver-
sation” as the primary meanings of intercourse. In its dialogic struc-
ture, then, this book takes shape as collaboration, argument, and 
exploration at once. It belongs to an experimental genre in which 
theory, politics, and close textual analysis encounter the pedagogi-
cal necessity of responding to the provocations of otherness. Dia-
logue commits us to grappling with negativity, nonsovereignty, and 
social relation not only as abstract concepts but also as the sub-
stance and condition of our responses—and our responsibilities—
to each other.

Reimagining forms of relation entails imagining new genres of 
experience. These chapters try to extend the generic contours of 
theoretical writing by making exchange, dialogic give- and- take, a 
genuine form of encounter. By that we mean that throughout this 
book we try to attend not only to what we can readily agree upon 
but also to what remains opaque or unpersuasive about the other’s 
ideas, what threatens to block or stymie us. Resistance, miscon-
struction, frustration, anxiety, becoming defensive, feeling mis-
understood: we see these as central to our engagement with each 
other and to our ways of confronting the challenge of negativity 
and encounter. Far from construing such responses as failures in 
the coherence or economy of our dialogues, we consider them indis-
pensable to our efforts to think relationality. An academic culture in 
the United States still dominated by the privilege of the monograph 
only rarely affords occasions for critics to converse with each other 
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of literary genres. Structurally determined by interruption, shifts in 
perspective, metonymic displacements, and the giving up of con-
trol, conversation complicates the prestige of autonomy and the fic-
tion of authorial sovereignty by introducing the unpredictability of 
moving in relation to another. One never can know in advance to 
what one’s interlocutor will respond or what turns the conversa-
tion may take through the associations of a single word. We are 
aware that what we’re saying here sounds a lot like what we say 
about sex—and that, of course, is the point. As the book proceeds, 
the structural resonances among sex, politics, and theory become 
ever more insistently the focus of our analysis.

This discussion starts, as all discussions do, in the middle of 
many idioms and vernaculars and at the point where many gene-
alogies converge. Entering a conversation always means entering 
it with an idiolect that has to adjust to someone else’s, difficult as 
that may be. As a consequence, our own conversation includes and 
exceeds us at once; references taken for granted by one person are 
foreign to another; historical contexts or philosophical grounds are 
never fully shared (nor could they be, given the infinite expansion 
of knowledge that would require); alignments of context or refer-
ence take shape simultaneously as gaps, missed encounters, and 
blockages. So the process of clarification on which we embark must 
operate immanently from within the conversation rather than by 
appealing to an objectivized understanding of a set of issues that 
the conversation unproblematically presupposes. Each of us offers 
a set of terms that start to look different when the other uses them, 
and each of us develops ways of testing out, querying, and account-
ing for the other’s conceptualizations. This process might make any 
reader, including the writers themselves, desire some dictionary or 
reference point to stabilize the conversation or long for an accom-
panying seminar to fill in the gaps and provide us with background 
knowledge to make the going smoother. But conversation, like rela-
tionality, proceeds in the absence of such a reference point or undis-
puted ground, often, in fact, producing the fiction of that ground 
only retroactively.

The question of assumed knowledge can also manifest itself as 
a question of address. Any given reader may feel that the conver-
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sation is taking place elsewhere, failing to address her or him, or 
that it shifts its address unpredictably from inclusion to exclusion. 
Being in relation invariably involves the animation of distance and 
closeness; in that sense even direct address can be felt as indirect 
and acknowledgment can seem like misrecognition. Both of us had 
that experience in the course of these conversations, and it would be 
surprising if our readers did not have it too. But the process of nego-
tiating those shifts, of finding one’s bearings, is at the center of the 
ongoing project of relationality we explore in this text.

To sustain the critical dialogue we put fidelity to our ideas and 
their consequences above the performance of our friendship, on the 
one hand, or the scoring of points, on the other. (Whether or not we 
succeed, of course, is not for us to say.) Though friendship serves 
as the ground from which these dialogues arise, it doesn’t prompt 
us to deny our differences or obscure our intellectual or political 
commitments. At the same time, those commitments themselves 
are what these dialogues put to the test. In the course of these con-
versations we both experienced clarification, surprise, and, most 
important, transformation; there were moments, that is, when the 
contours of our own understandings noticeably shifted and some-
thing of the other’s language or intellectual imperatives affected our 
own. The differences in our political and theoretical investments did 
not, of course, disappear, but something else, new ways of inhabit-
ing those investments, appeared as well.

For all the insistence of such differences, though, we acknowl-
edge at the outset that we came to these dialogues with similar 
intellectual backgrounds and theoretical allegiances. Some might 
see that as a limitation, a failure of the dialogue to allow for an en-
counter with the disturbances of multiple kinds of difference. But 
even in the narrowcast of an encounter with the similar we recog-
nize no putative sameness of self, no sovereignty, no coherence, 
and no identity that doesn’t reveal its own radical differences. To be 
sure, many other encounters than this one both could and should 
take place—and encounters with other sorts of difference than 
those that develop here. But one of the points this book hopes to 
make is that any encounter (with the world, with another, or even 
with oneself ) discloses a nest of differences that carry what Barbara 
Johnson so memorably called “the surprise of otherness” (1987, 16).
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gether about the social, political, and theoretical consequences of 
“negativity.” Negativity points to many kinds of relation in what 
follows, from the unbearable, often unknowable, psychic conflicts 
that constitute the subject to the social forms of negation that also, 
but differently, produce subjectivity. Generally negativity signifies 
a resistance to or undoing of the stabilizing frameworks of coher-
ence imposed on thought and lived experience. In its disturbance 
of such totalizations, negativity enacts the dissent without which 
politics disappears. Negativity, in this sense, is inseparable from 
the struggles of subordinated persons to resist the social conditions 
of their devaluation. However, by challenging the coherence of the 
categories through which the subordinated produce their claims for 
legitimation, negativity can also become an obstacle to their orga-
nized resistance to things as they are. This double valence of nega-
tivity accounts for its centrality to a set of debates that have occu-
pied queer theory for some time—and that occupy our debate with 
each other here.

One of the motives for our orientation toward questions of nega-
tivity and relation is to dislodge one position in those debates, what 
has been called “the antisocial thesis,” from a set of understandable 
anxieties that it has provoked among some queer thinkers.1 The his-
toric practice of lgbtQ studies has been toward reclaiming and 
repairing lost histories and ongoing practices of delegitimation. 
Negativity as a source for social theory tends to reject the impulses 
to repair social relations that appear to us irreparable, and in that 
light, our work might seem quietistic, apolitical, nihilist, defeatist, 
or even irresponsible. By engaging closely with sociality and with 
our own deep- rooted tendencies to think about its zones of opti-
mism and longing, we are seeking to make a persuasive case for 
the necessity of recognizing the importance of addressing struc-
tural antagonisms in any analytic of the social. In doing so, we seek 
to affirm negativity’s central role in any antinormative politics. We 
hope this conversation might permit a reframing of the antisocial 

1. While evidence of that debate abounds, the most concentrated venue 
of its performance can be found in the pmla roundtable “The Antisocial 
Thesis in Queer Theory.”
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thesis that has already generated such lively debate and so much im-
portant theoretical work by its critics and adherents alike.

Part of the problem we have to confront in trying to move that 
debate forward, however, is that the very name “antisocial” disre-
gards our persistent embeddedness in and attentiveness to sociality. 
It is not a matter for either of us of standing outside the social or 
sociality or against the possibility of creating more capacious social 
worlds. Rather we recognize that negativity emerges as resistance 
to the fixity of social forms that seem to define the possibilities for 
and the limits of relationality. We want to explore the valences of 
social intensities and fantasies, of the contradictory pressures im-
plicit in established forms of relation, in order to read them not in 
any simple antithesis to the social but rather as intrinsic to it.

We recognize too that “antisocial” has sometimes functioned as 
a synonym or coded shorthand for “antisentimental” or “antirepa-
rative.” Where the issues of sentimentality and repair are concerned, 
our positions are not identical and we do not agree in all cases on 
the meanings of those terms. These dialogues address them directly, 
though, and try to work through the ways we understand the in-
vestments they bespeak. Nor do we exempt ourselves from invest-
ments, including unrecognized investments, in what those terms 
may name. Our approach, however, depends on acknowledging the 
specific contexts of their uses in order to recognize both what they 
enable and what they might foreclose. This book thus aspires to re-
formulate discussion of the antisocial thesis by conceding from 
the outset that the questions of sociality so vigorously argued in its 
wake are genuinely hard and politically imperative, which is why 
they call forth such intensity of thought on all sides of the debate.

It is in the context of that debate that we came to put this book 
together. Having mounted different but related arguments against 
the normative domination of sex, sexuality, and political collectivity 
by the ideological lure of the future, we were separately called on by 
Heather Love to give papers at a conference, Rethinking Sex (2009), 
that she was organizing in honor of Gayle Rubin. Initially invited to 
give papers at a session tentatively called “Tomorrow,” we decided 
instead to have a public conversation that would build on Rubin’s 
writings in order to move beyond the accounts of futurity we each 
had separately produced and engage instead the implication of sex 
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optimism because it hooks us to fantasies of the good life, how-
ever the good life may be defined. Often such optimism enacts the 
hope of successful integration into dominant orders—social, psy-
chic, and political—by anticipating ways of resolving the various 
contradictions amid which we live. Sex, as a locus for optimism, is 
a site at which the promise of overcoming division and antagonism 
is frequently played out. But the consequences of such efforts to re-
solve our social and psychic contradictions can include the estab-
lishment of sexual norms and the circumscription of sex for socially 
legitimated ends. It can equally, however, give rise to fantasies of 
sexual liberation and a paradise of polymorphous sexualities. We 
have different concerns about the effects and efficacy of these fan-
tasies, which led us to wonder what it would mean to think about 
or even desire the experience of sex without optimism. What if we 
accepted the challenge of negativity and began the process of con-
ceptualizing sex in the absence of such optimism? What sorts of 
displacements would it introduce into our ways of thinking sex?

That first conversation challenged clichés about the antisocial 
thesis by making criticism a social and collaborative form even 
while broaching sociality and sex outside their connection to re-
pair. Our presentation at the Rethinking Sex conference, the basis 
for chapter 1, undertook to show that negativity, far from being re-
ductively antisocial, is invariably an aspect of the social: that soci-
ality’s inherent contradictions give rise to structures of self- relation 
fundamentally out of synch with themselves. We began with a com-
mon interest in negativity’s resistance to forms of sovereignty and 
so in its status as an impediment to normativity’s will to social clo-
sure and coherence. Our discussion touched on the tragic, dramatic, 
and comic frames that negativity can inhabit and surprisingly (to 
us) found its focal objects in the vistas of “the queer adorable.” The 
energy informing that dialogue emerged from our efforts to be in re-
lation at once to each other, our objects, and our ideas, while unfold-
ing the negativity of relation as indispensable to political vitality.

In the aftermath of that conversation, finding ourselves still 
working through the questions that it raised, we began to ask if it 
would be useful to try to expand it into a book. So when we were 
invited the following year to take part in a panel at the annual con-
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vention of the Modern Language Association that was being orga-
nized in memory of our friend and colleague, Eve Kosofsky Sedg-
wick, we decided once more to use the opportunity to pursue these 
ideas together. Sedgwick’s work, over the arc of her career, inspired 
us to return to the ideological imbrications of sex and the forms of 
optimism, but to do so by engaging negativity in the context of her 
analyses of repair.

Given the inevitable, and often unbearable, disturbances onto 
which sex can open, how is it possible, we asked ourselves (and 
each other and Sedgwick as well), to address that negativity as in-
separable from what is most compelling in sex? In pursuing this 
thought we had to deal with the difficulty of articulating the join 
of psychic and social scenes and dynamics. Any analytic encounter 
with sex should push psychoanalytic accounts of the subject and of 
the subject’s psychic experience to acknowledge and address their 
constitution within an invariably political field. Sedgwick’s interest 
in Silvan Tomkins and Melanie Klein—especially as her theoretical 
and activist concerns intersected with her own therapeutic ambi-
tions in A Dialogue on Love—encouraged us to tackle a question that 
followed directly from our previous dialogue: Can we hope to trans-
form our relation to the structural disturbance of the subject’s co-
herence without just producing ever new fantasies of simplifying or 
repairing it? Our efforts to respond to the challenge posed by such 
ruptures of continuity gave shape to the talk that later became our 
second chapter, “What Survives.” Sedgwick’s death, which viscer-
ally brought home the insistence of rupture in relation, impelled us 
to explore what follows—affectively, narratively, and politically—
from the persistence of negativity in every practice of repair.

Among the responses that greeted our presentation of “What 
Survives” were several that wondered how to survive the irreparable 
negativity it evoked. The possibility of a life not governed by the 
logic of repair seemed, according to some in the audience, unbear-
able to imagine. How, in the absence of wanting to repair, could one 
possibly go on? What would such going on look like if we turned our 
theory into practice? Would living with negativity entail the death 
of the optimism that animates desire and energizes politics? We 
felt a responsibility to address these questions as clearly as possible 
and to flesh out the imbrication of negativity, politics, and the phe-
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site of politics, not a practice of withdrawal from contesting the 
terms or structures of existence, but rather a challenge to engage 
with politics in unexpected places and in unpredicted ways.

We also felt the need to think about theory as a type of social 
practice and to consider the aesthetic in terms of the narratives 
with which we turn life to account. In the first chapter we focused 
on separate aesthetic (and, in each case, visually iconic) objects 
through which to organize our speculations on what sex without 
optimism might mean. In the second we used Sedgwick’s texts to 
approach what’s beyond the optimistic model of attachment forms 
meant to solve the problem of living. What survives once the model 
of reparative relation is forced to share space with all sorts of nega-
tivity or when it starts to open onto a negativity of its own? For the 
final chapter we thought it important to link the question of living 
with negativity to the processes of narrating it, gathering up the di-
verse kinds of realism, causality, fantasy, and organization in move-
ment that narrative forces to the fore. It struck us as crucial, in that 
regard, to engage a common text, one that would somehow speak to 
the question of living with negativity while opening onto the inter-
relations among sex, narrative, and the prospect for changing how 
we inhabit and relate to the world.

After considering a wide array of objects that might galvanize our 
thought, we read Lydia Davis’s Collected Stories together and knew we 
had found our author. Though drawn to a dozen of Davis’s texts, 
each perfect for this chapter’s project, we decided to direct our ener-
gies to a close reading of only one. A single text seemed fitting here 
because this chapter, following our speculations on repair in “What 
Survives,” concerns finding ways of living with an object, or with the 
loss or breakdown of an object, that roots one in the world.

“Break It Down,” the story we finally chose, engages living with 
others and living on in their absence. Enigmatic and haunting, filled 
with the pathos of a narrator not fully controlling what he reveals, 
“Break It Down” provides a scaffold for this chapter’s meditations 
on negativity. It does so, moreover, while enacting a continuous in-
terrogation of what “sex” means. Because it plays so crucial a role 
in “Living with Negativity” and because we want it to enter our con-
versation here in its own right, we have reprinted “Break It Down” 
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as an appendix to our dialogue with the generous approval of Lydia 
Davis and the permission of her publishers. In this way we hope the 
story makes audible another voice in this book and provides the op-
portunity for another encounter with Davis’s work—an encounter 
different, we hope, from reading the story in a different context and 
one that adds a different context to the dialogues gathered here.

We have suggested that this book uses dialogue to refine theoreti-
cal questions and to bring different aesthetic and critical archives 
to bear upon them. Those questions about the overwhelming inten-
sities that shape ordinary subjectivity, even in noncrisis times, are 
harder than any one dialogue can bear, and we are not seeking to 
do justice to them, in the sense of repairing the world in which they 
operate as registers of subjectivity and power—if, that is, repair and 
justice could ever be construed as synonymous. We aim instead, 
through our own conversation, to initiate many others, including 
one among theorists of politics, affect, psychoanalysis, and aes-
thetics, that would try to account for the disturbances and anchors 
within relationality (to ourselves, across ourselves, to the world at 
large) and for the effects those disturbances and anchors have on 
our thinking about sociality. We believe that such conversations can 
expand our sense of sociality and the possibility of political move-
ment. Paradoxically, though, our strategy of enlargement relies on 
narrowing our focus here. In other work we each might have moved 
outward to different exempla and archives. Here the form of the dia-
logue impels us to ever greater specificity as we respond to a re-
current anxiety about whether our iterations of words, objects, and 
scenes are understood in the way we intended. Along with the dis-
turbance it occasions, though, the dialogue form affords us the 
chance to experience the “same thing” as different and to encounter 
the metamorphic potential that the sameness of things contains. 
Ultimately for us, it isn’t a choice between disturbance and trans-
formational possibility. We are interested in the inseparability of the 
two, in what can never be predicted or controlled in any engagement 
with the world, with otherness, and thus with ourselves as well.





1 .  S e x w i t h o U t o P t i m i S m

l a U r e n  b e r l a n t:  Because many of us—I’m not presuming uni-
versality here—want so much from sex, from the study of sex, and 
from activism that foregrounds countering erotophobia, and be-
cause so many of us want relief from rage and pessimism about sex 
too, a phrase like “sex without optimism” might raise hackles. It 
might sound like a program that advocates coolness, being above 
the fray, a dare to not care, an affective or emotional imperative, or 
disrespect for optimism. I can assure you that we are not advocat-
ing for any of this.

l e e  e d e l m a n :  Like the book for which it stands as the gate-
way, this chapter finds its origin more in questions than in an-
swers—questions that Lauren and I have been trying to think about 
together. In large part those questions center on the very concept 
of togetherness. They impel us to interrogate the practices, effects, 
and ideologies of relation both in terms of the others with whom 
we find ourselves variously together (socially, erotically, politically, 
spatially, categorically, economically, ecologically) and in terms of 
the self that may (or may not) claim a unity or togetherness of its 
own. We approach the issue of relationality through the rubric of 
“sex without optimism” because sex, for us, whatever else it may 
signify or be made to figure, denotes an encounter with otherness 
that attains the stability of knowable relation only by way of an opti-
mism that erases its negativity.

Jacques Lacan’s well- known assertion that “there is no sexual re-
lation” resists the imperative to resolve the structural antagonism 
of the Symbolic (given a contingent expression in heteronormativ-
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ity’s sexual binarism) through the fantasy, and so the optimism, of a 
successfully realized relation (Lacan 1991/2007, 116). Lacan, that is, 
attends to what is negative and unknowable in sex insofar as sexual 
difference eludes every effort to comprehend it. Such a reference to 
Lacan, more pertinent perhaps to my approach than to Lauren’s, 
might help nonetheless to crystallize what seems inseparable from 
sex for both of us: the encounter with what exceeds and undoes the 
subject’s fantasmatic sovereignty. Against the specific optimism 
such a fantasy bespeaks, sex affords a privileged site for encoun-
tering negativity—a negativity that registers at once the insistence 
of enjoyment, of the drive, and of various disturbances that inhere 
in relation itself.

l b :  Negativity, the “without” in our title, magnetizes many differ-
ent things, and one of our aims throughout this volume is to elabo-
rate on the richness and incoherence of the concept (if you add up 
all of the things each of us means). But briefly, by negativity I am 
pointing at once to the self- cleaving work of the drives, being so-
cially oppressed, and being nonsovereign, affectively undone by 
being in relation. It’s worth saying, therefore, that nonsovereignty 
and negativity are not precise synonyms (like most synonyms or 
proposals of likeness, they also imply a world of differences): the 
latter derives from a philosophical and psychoanalytic engagement, 
while the former derives from traditions in political theory that tra-
verse social and affective relationality. The main political question 
is how we understand and mobilize the relations among these con-
cepts, phenomena, and structures.

But it’s hard to stay focused on the variety when the affective im-
pact of attention to the subject’s negativity so often reads as nihilis-
tic or just anti- x when we mean something more overdetermined 
and dynamic. For example, I don’t think that “sex . . . attains the sta-
bility of knowable relation only by way of an optimism that erases 
its negativity”: what it means to know, what it means to want what’s 
not knowable in advance or controllable, what it means to sense 
something without knowing it, does not add up to amnesia, fore-
closure, disavowal, or erasure—but neither does erasure itself, as 
Lee’s writing in this chapter will soon attest. Can understanding 
more about the many ways that sexuality manifests itself as non-
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sovereignty, radical incoherence, and a scene both for optimism 
and subordination transform what sexuality stands for and does?

So we came up with the phrase “sex without optimism” and then 
had to figure out what we meant.

l e :  One way to tell our story is by starting with the problem of story 
as such and considering how telling it is that we tell our stories here 
so differently. However attenuated, qualified, ironized, interrupted, 
or deconstructed it may be, a story implies a direction; it signals, as 
story, a movement that leads toward some payoff or profit, some 
comprehension or closure, however open- ended. This leading 
toward necessarily entails a correlative “leading from,” the “leading 
from” or “out of” at the root of “education.” Even in those moments 
when we imagine ourselves immersed in its permanent middle, the 
story, so conceived at least, moves through time toward its putative 
end, where it seems to define the field within which it produces its 
sense of sense. Absent that framework of expectation, it isn’t a story 
at all, just metonymic associations attached to a given nucleus.

But even such an elaboration would return us to the conventions 
of story: the refusal of story will always enact the story of its refusal. 
This orientation toward a future, toward something always yet to 
come, conceived as bestowing a value on life by way of the future 
anterior, by way of the life one will have lived, conceived, moreover, as 
justifying this refusal to live it while one could: this is what I call opti-
mism, a condition so wide in its reach that it shapes our experience 
into narratives touched with the gloss we might think of as finish, 
in more than one sense of that term. To the extent that such opti-
mism aspires to the finish of this universal gloss, we might view it 
as truly Panglossian and acknowledge the extent to which it com-
pels a regulatory discipline that, with apologies to Michel Foucault, 
we could designate as Panoptimism.

Our conversation begins as an attempt to think about how to be 
pro- sex without succumbing to Panoptimism, or even to the sort 
of sexual optimism implicit in sexual liberation—and to do so by 
thinking about alternatives to narrative knowledge and knowledge 
as narrative: to do so, that is, by once again, as Gayle Rubin recom-
mended, rethinking sex and posing it over and against education as 
a “leading out” of ignorance, inability, and bewilderment and into 
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the condition of mastery, understanding, and realized sovereignty. 
As sex, in this context, compels the provisionality of relation, so the 
dialogue toward which we are moving neither affirms our shared 
identity nor reifies our differences. It puts those differences into 
play instead, bringing them into focus at one moment and revising 
the optic the next so that openings onto areas of agreement also 
make visible new zones of dissent. That play bespeaks the enjoy-
ment we take, the goad or provocation we find, in one another’s 
work, and it aims to allow for the sorts of surprises, interruptions, 
and recalibrations that come, or don’t, with thinking in the absence 
of predetermined outcomes.

Nothing was certain as we began this project; nothing was fixed 
in advance. We still don’t even know for sure that we mean the same 
things by “sex.” For me, it has something to do with experiencing 
corporeally, and in the orbit of the libidinal, the shock of disconti-
nuity and the encounter with nonknowledge. But versions of such 
an encounter will inform the movement of these dialogues too, 
which may induce, libidinally or not, some shocks of discontinuity 
as well. Together, in the cross- cut meditations, observations, and 
questions that determine their shape, these dialogues will reverse 
education’s leading out and return to the place of sex in thought, 
or rather, in thought’s multiplication: in its doubling, that is, by 
the two of us and by the doubling back implicit in the process of re-
thinking. As one might expect from a critical mode that dabbles in 
doubling back, we abandon all hope at the outset of moving toward 
any definable end. But we’re also mindful that such a claim may 
itself be a form of Panoptimism.

l b :  We came to the question of sex without optimism focusing on 
the ways that sex undoes the subject, but we use idioms that aren’t 
identical, as I suggested: Lee emphasizing the structuring force of 
jouissance and me emphasizing the activity of affect phenomeno-
logically and in historical context—and that matters, as we will see. 
But we both engage critically the ways that heteronormativity at-
tempts to snuff out libidinal unruliness by projecting evidence of 
it onto what Rubin calls “sexual outlaws” and other populations 
deemed excessively appetitive, casting them as exemplary moral 
and political threats that must be framed, shamed, monitored, 
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and vanquished if the conventional good life, with its “productive” 
appetites, is going to endure (Rubin 2011, 131). The question we de-
bate remains what else to do with the knowledge of the overwhelm-
ing force of sex and drive.

Thus we have both rejected projects of queer optimism that try 
to repair the subject’s negativity into a grounding experiential posi-
tivity. Where Lee is concerned, this set of aversions and commit-
ments has been called “the antisocial turn” in queer theory and has 
turned into a controversy about what embracing negativity must 
mean, can mean, should mean for people’s imaginaries of power 
and about how to live. Indeed the critique of optimism as foreclo-
sure he recounts has seemed (mistakenly) to some like a critique of 
imagining life as worth attaching to at all.

But in my advocacy for thinking about the subject as that which 
is structurally nonsovereign in a way that’s intensified by sex, inti-
macy building, and structural inequality, I have not been accused 
of being antisocial, just socially awkward, a whole different prob-
lem, resulting in a theoretical idiom more slapstick than stento-
rian, more concerned with the force and impact of what Lee calls 
“just metonymic associations.” This means that, while he focuses 
on “story” as always enacting negativity’s drama of expectation and 
refusal, I am more concerned with that muddled middle where sur-
vival and threats to it engender social forms that transform the 
habitation of negativity’s multiplicity, without necessarily achieving 
“story” in his terms (Berlant 2007). For, you know, I am a utopian, 
and Lee is not. I do not see optimism primarily as a glossing over, as 
“fantasy” in the negative sense of resistance to the Real. I am inter-
ested in optimism as a mode of attachment to life. I am committed 
to the political project of imagining how to detach from lives that 
don’t work and from worlds that negate the subjects that produce 
them; and I aim, along with many antinormative activists, to expand 
the field of affective potentialities, latent and explicit fantasies, and 
infrastructures for how to live beyond survival, toward flourishing 
not later but in the ongoing now. Lee has said to me, as we’ve built 
this conversation, that he finds this orientation too close to the kind 
of be- gooderness that we are also contesting (Berlant 2011).

I would also not describe the negativity of sex and sexuality 
as Lee just did, as “the shock of discontinuity and the encounter 
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with nonknowledge.” That is because I think that subjects are not 
usually shocked to discover their incoherence or the incoherence 
of the world; they often find it comic, feel a little ashamed of it, 
or are interested in it, excited by it, and exhausted by it too, by the 
constant pressure to adjust that is at the heart of being nonsove-
reign, subjected to the inconstancy and contingency that they dis-
cover in and around themselves. At the same time, people protect 
their sexual incoherence, and it’s worth noticing how they defend 
the ways that they are unreliable to their self- idealization and their 
internal noise, including their tangled conceptions of who should 
have sexual freedom and what kind. Shock, comparatively, is rare.

Finally, in my view, the affective experience of sexual or any non-
knowledge is not usually a blockage or limit but is actually the ex-
perience of the multiplication of knowledges that have an awkward 
relation to each other, crowd each other out, and create intensities 
that require management. This is one place where the desire to ce-
ment sex to optimism arises, as any conventionality in the penum-
bra of sex provides relief from the ordinary muddles that arise in 
the intimate zones of encounter with other persons and the world. 
But even the enjoyment of an optimistic reprieve from being over-
whelmed within sexualization is not the same thing as the desire for 
it to be repaired, to go away as a problem, or to achieve a flat con-
sistency. Relief, play, interruption, glitchiness: these can provide a 
space of interest within which other rhythms and therefore forms 
of encounter with and within sexuality can be forged.

In short, our commonalities are in our fundamental belief that 
normativity is an attempt to drown out the subject’s constitution by 
and attachment to varieties of being undone and our strong inter-
est in a pedagogy that does not purchase space for negativity by 
advocating for a simplifying optimism. I tend to expand from the 
multiplicities and disjunctures of the affective register within which 
subjectification is experienced (whether or not recognized as an ex-
perience), while Lee focuses even more abstractly on the frame-
works of meaning making that require such domination. I tend to 
dedramatize the experience of being a sexual subject in the ordi-
nary, while Lee sees the subject’s reeling experience of his subjective 
negativity as a drama that becomes dramatized. So we thought that 
perhaps we should look at different registers of aesthetic mediation 
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that might get both at what we don’t share and what we do—a view 
of the subject’s undoing and the wrongheadedness of any reparative 
politics that turns being undone into a symptom of an illness or a 
measure of injustice.

Initially we thought the phrase “sex without optimism” was very 
funny. At the same time it pointed toward a difficult project of dis-
placing sex and sexuality from their seesaw status as either causes 
of or repairs for the precarity of life. But did we really want sex with-
out optimism? Why didn’t we just want sex without stupid or de-
structive optimism? Our divergence in even understanding these 
questions was most starkly manifested aesthetically. I wanted each 
of us to curate a montage of sex without optimism. We made a list 
of films that we thought would provide some examples.

l e :  And then things started to get complicated. The more examples 
we proposed of what we could think of as sex without optimism, 
whether or not we qualified that optimism as stupid or destructive 
or cruel, the more it became clear that we didn’t necessarily mean 
the same things by “sex” and that we were finding it hard to locate 
representations of sex that weren’t optimistic. Something, perhaps 
the aesthetic framing of our various representations, or perhaps 
the persistence of narrative in the project of reading as such, recur-
rently seemed to neutralize resistance to Panoptimism’s imperative.

Given her investment in thinking about options for sustain-
ing lives that confront the obstacles of an unpropitious present, 
Lauren’s examples tended toward instances in which surviving the 
dominations of power shaped a narrative about enduring or nego-
tiating the experience of delegitimated being. Given my own sus-
picion of rhetorics that privilege viability or survival, a suspicion 
that marks less a difference from Lauren than a difference in inflec-
tion, I tended toward instances that depicted a structure I associated 
with sex without optimism (Edelman 2011). For both of us, what-
ever our definitions of “sex,” this meant turning to the distinctive 
undoing within it—an undoing that we don’t see identically but one 
that we recognize as undoing our own as well as the other’s under-
standing of it. That undoing is not, I must hasten to add, simply or 
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“ultimately” productive. It doesn’t move us toward final synthesis 
or overcome our differences. And it doesn’t give us comfort, as if 
it were an absolute good in itself. It prompts us instead to interro-
gate the relation of sex to our notions of the good and to consider 
the “re” in rethinking as repetition and undoing at once and so as 
bound to the problematic of the drive as we encounter it in sex. I 
take Lauren’s point to heart, after all, when she says that subjects 
are not generally shocked by the experience of their own incoher-
ence and that what matters most may not, in fact, be blockages or 
encounters with nonknowledge but the multiplication and overlap 
of incompatible knowledges. But the persistence of that incompati-
bility, the constant obtrusion of what our will to relational manage-
ment ignores, denies, or misrecognizes, makes undoing as such the 
condition of living in a world that is not our own.

If relation exists as a pathway between entities in a multidimen-
sional network wherein those entities themselves are the products 
of particular sets of relations, then moving across those dimen-
sions and through its infinite relational web will entail an undoing 
we may not want to experience or acknowledge as such. Shock, as 
Benjamin taught us, can itself be part of the everyday as well as 
an exceptional experience of radically traumatizing discontinuity. 
Even in its everyday form, though, the shock we encounter retains 
the potential to undo our faith in our own ongoingness, our sense 
of our consistency as subjects (however inconsistently conceived), 
and to obtrude with an incoherence we cannot master by finding 
it comic or resolve through the judgment of shame. The corollary 
to that encounter is anxiety, whose intensities we never fully man-
age since they signal our too- near approach to what we’re driven to 
enjoy. That’s why sex gets invested with such a weighty burden of 
optimism as well as with an often overwhelming burden of anxiety: 
the closer we come to enjoyment, the greater our need to defend 
against it—to defend our putative sovereignty against the negativity 
that empties it out.

Though I agree, then, that incoherence may often feel all too 
familiar and, in consequence, not shocking at all, my claim is that 
this very familiarity may testify to the will to domesticate the en-
counter with what can never be made familiar, what escapes our rec-
ognized feelings, eluding recognition precisely by virtue of those 
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recognized feelings themselves. What I find so compelling about 
Lauren’s attentiveness to the taxonomies of unaccommodated being 
is the care with which she traces the conditions impelling subjects 
to normalizing narratives of emotional adequation even while she 
attends so shrewdly to the strategies by which alternative possibili-
ties for world-building might also begin to emerge. My own im-
perative remains, however, to question the ground of those possi-
bilities, to question our desire for those possibilities, to the extent 
that they still remain rooted in the willful management of affective 
intensities and susceptible, therefore, to the misrecognitions that 
reify the subject’s self, even if the self that the subject reifies is con-
strued as incoherent. The familiarity of incoherence can become a 
way of denying it. The I that “knows” its incoherence, or has grown 
accustomed to it, has usually succeeded, if painfully, in the labor of 
normalizing a self, even when it conceives that self as inadequate 
to the norm. So for me, the structuring incoherences that queer the 
self as the center of consciousness, and so of a pseudo- sovereignty, 
remain unavailable to the subject except in rare moments of trau-
matic encounter, moments when the potential for shock gets acti-
vated by the nearness of the unbearable, which is to say, of our own 
enjoyment: the enjoyment “we” never own.

Lauren would see the word “traumatic” as an instance of my 
making grandiose what she invites us to dedramatize, while I would 
worry that dedramatization is the emptying out, the attempt to neu-
tralize the force of that encounter itself. Not always—and not in 
Lauren’s work—but maybe in our normative relations to ourselves 
as continuous or viable subjects. Our world-building can’t protect 
us against the worlds that others build, which may or may not have 
room for us or find us consistent with their survival. Nor can we be 
sure that the worlds we build don’t work against our own flourish-
ing. That doesn’t mean we could simply choose to forgo the world- 
building project, any more than we could simply choose to forgo 
the optimism of attachment, only that it finds its supplement in 
thinking the encounter with what resists it, producing thereby the 
problem of relation these dialogues will confront. The negativity of 
encounter inhabits relation for Lauren and me alike.

But it does so across differences in intellectual tradition and 
critical vocabulary that Lauren and I must negotiate as we try to 
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move in relation to each other while wrestling with relation as a 
concept. Lauren’s focus on affect leads her to resist my account of 
sex as the confrontation with a limit; she sees it as “the multipli-
cation of knowledges that have an awkward relation to each other, 
crowd each other out, and create overwhelmed intensities that re-
quire management.” What I find of interest, however, beyond the 
necessity of affect management produced by the multiplication of 
knowledges are the moments that signal the failure or even the in-
adequacy of knowledge as such, moments when the frameworks of 
knowing are not simply incoherently at odds with each other but in-
capable of accommodating the encounter with something unnam-
able in the terms they offer and irreducible to relation.

This nonrelation that’s internal to relation and that threatens to 
overwhelm our attempts to manage it by reasserting relation is cen-
tral to my approach to the encounter and to my reading of its struc-
ture. The insuperable otherness of this nonrelation finds expression 
in the negativity that marks the subject’s encounter with nonsove-
reignty, but it escapes the sort of recognition by which the subject 
could assume that nonsovereignty as something of its own rather 
than as something that disappropriates it of ownership of itself. 
Nonsovereignty, as we both agree, is not one thing but many; the 
nonsovereignty the subject can recognize (and so try to manage, at 
least affectively) differs from the nonsovereignty manifest, for ex-
ample, by the drive, by the unconscious, or by the Real that dissolves 
the consistency of reality as known.

In this regard I would want to define one difference between 
Lauren’s perspective and mine by focusing on her distinction be-
tween my engagement with “negativity’s drama of expectation and 
refusal” and her concern with “that muddled middle where survival 
and threats to it engender social forms that transform the habita-
tion of negativity’s multiplicity.” Lauren’s work directs our attention 
to the scenic potential of what can seem an immutable relation to 
oneself, one’s objects, or one’s world. Her subtle readings of “social 
forms” and their susceptibility to change, however, differ from my 
own investment in reading the repetitions of the nonrelation that 
structures and necessitates those changes. Inherent in the prolif-
eration of social forms lies what structures the social as form: the 
void of the nonrelation that in- forms, which is to say, forms from 
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within, the imperative to formalize relation even while deforming 
it as well. I tend to focus on the consequences of this antagonism 
inherent in social forms, while Lauren tends to theorize the social 
as the site for more scenic sorts of relation, exploring the various 
ways of inhabiting an environment or of being in the world. But I 
don’t construe this difference in optic or emphasis as absolute. We 
both attend to the pressure of structures, and we both are com-
mitted to thinking about change, even if those notions of structure 
and change must open to include, in the course of our discussion, 
the different ways we construe them.

Lauren calls herself a utopian, which she links to the double 
project of “imagining how to detach from lives that don’t work” 
and expanding what she calls the “field of fantasies” for “flourish-
ing . . . in the ongoing now.” I am not a utopian, though I too cast 
my vote for flourishing. But then I don’t see “flourishing” as radi-
cally distinct from the experience of “lives that don’t work”; nega-
tivity, in my view, speaks to the fact that life, in some sense, doesn’t 
“work,” is structurally inimical to happiness, stability, or regulated 
functioning, and that only the repetitive working through of what 
still doesn’t work in the end—or works only until the radically non-
relational erupts from within it once more—constitutes the con-
dition in which something like flourishing could ever happen. For 
“flourishing,” as I would use the term, refers neither to “happiness” 
nor to simple detachment from what doesn’t work in life but rather 
to the effort to push beyond limits (internal and external both) im-
posed by the fantasy of the sovereign self (the self detached from 
negativity) or the optimism invested in happiness (as an end to the 
labor of trying to achieve it).

In any case, we both see sex as a site for experiencing this inten-
sified encounter with what disorganizes accustomed ways of being. 
And as Lauren and I both want to suggest, that encounter, viewed as 
traumatic or not, remains bound to the nonfutural insistence in sex 
of something nonproductive, nonteleological, and divorced from 
meaning making. In this sense sex without optimism invokes the 
negativity of sex as a defining and even enabling condition. Gayle 
Rubin reminds us in “Thinking Sex” that “Western cultures gener-
ally consider sex to be a dangerous, destructive, negative force,” to 
which we might add: if only sex lived up to such press more often 
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(Rubin 2011, 148)! If only, that is, the Panoptimism that rules us, 
even (or especially) in our denial of its hold, did not so often lend 
value to sex through the world- preserving meanings imposed upon 
it to repudiate its negativity. One need not romanticize sex to main-
tain that it offers, in its most intensely felt and therefore least rou-
tinized forms, something in excess of pleasure or happiness or the 
self- evidence of value. It takes us instead to a limit, and it is that 
limit, or the breaking beyond it, toward which sex without opti-
mism points.

l b :  I never suggested that flourishing involves a “simple” self- 
evidence in happiness that demands a detachment from “the bad 
life”: flourishing involves traversing material conditions and then 
the affective sense of thriving, which is something different from 
and often incoherently bound to scenes and modes of living. This is 
why the materially “good life” might not be accompanied by a sense 
that life is good, why “good sex” might not be something one would 
want to repeat: without allowing for ambivalence, there is no flour-
ishing. It therefore entails a complex navigation of life and noise, 
and the will to achieve it calls for practices and tendencies beyond 
mere accommodation to the world’s and our own negativity. Like-
wise it isn’t quite right to call psychoanalytic processes “structure” 
in contrast to the rule of misrule that marks ongoing modes of social 
domination: both domains of repetition structure, in that they are 
scenes in which subjects and scenes assume forms that have pre-
dictable, not determined, impacts. Structure is a process, not an 
imprint, of the reproduction of life.

De- antinomizing structure and the everyday, for example, one 
no longer has to see sex only as expressing a relation of power, 
or someone’s singular pleasures, or the shattering activity of the 
drives. We wouldn’t have needed Rubin to help us calm down and 
think about sex, and to think about affirming what’s threatening 
about it either, if we did not need to figure out how sex reproduces 
normativity while predictably disorganizing assurance about why 
we want what we want and what our variety of attachments mean; at 
the same time, not quite knowing ourselves, we demand all sorts of 
things on behalf of the appetites, such as the right to anonymity, ag-
gression, acknowledgment, pleasure, relief, protection, and, often, 
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repair. Fantasy, formally speaking, is not what glosses over this 
craziness but that which makes it possible to move within it—
sometimes in the blindingly glossy sense of optimism Lee proposes 
but more formally in the sense its setting provides that ambivalent, 
incoherent, proximate forces can be moved, moved through, and 
with. These processes of exposure to power, norm, and desire are 
structuring in their very variety and variation. As I wrote recently in 
an essay about the work of Leo Bersani and David Halperin, “When 
in a romance someone has sex and then says to the lover, ‘You make 
me feel safe,’ we understand that she means that there’s been an 
emotional compensation to neutralize how unsafe and close to the 
abject sex makes her feel. ‘You make me feel safe’ means that I can 
relax and have fun where I am also not safe, where I am too close 
to the ridiculous, the disgusting, the merely weird, or—simply too 
close to having a desire. But some situations are riskier than others, 
as the meanings of unsafe sex change according to who’s having the 
sex” (Berlant 2009, 266). That’s where the politics comes in.

So when I say that I want to dedramatize our conceptual and em-
bodied encounters with sex, I don’t mean that I want to live in the 
pastoral sex world of Shortbus (Mitchell 2006), cruising like a happy 
puppy sniffing around a sea of interesting crotches. To some degree 
Lee is right that my stance is a way of making peace with misrecog-
nition. Making peace with it, it seems to me—being a realist of sorts 
as well—gives us a shot at displacing sex from its normative func-
tion as the mechanism of emotional cohesion that sustains aggres-
sive heteronormativity. But also, since misrecognition is inevitable, 
since the fantasmatic projection onto objects of desire that crack 
you open and give you back to yourself in a way about which you 
might feel many ways will always happen in any circuit of reciprocity 
with the world, why fight it? The question is where we move the 
dramatics of projection, what we can make available for changing 
their imaginary shape and consequence. I take cues from Lacan and 
Cavell to see sex as part of a comedy of misrecognition at the same 
time as it also can be a tragic drama of inflation and deflation. But 
“comedy” is a technical term here; it does not point to what’s funny 
or what feels good. Comedy stages explosive and implosive prob-
lems of adjustment that are fundamentally affective and political—
and survivable, if not affectively too bearable, even beyond the limit.
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It might be worth mentioning this concept’s origin in a high 
moment in feminist radicalism. I learned “dedramatize” first from 
reading Monique Wittig. In The Straight Mind, Wittig advocated de-
dramatizing gender (1992, 30). Her thought was that the demand 
to be intelligible as a gendered subject reproduced the prisonhouse 
of binary relationality that constantly reconstitutes heterosexu-
ality as the norm on which all social intelligibility and standards 
of virtue are said to hang. I think, although I have never thought it 
before writing it here, that what motivates me to insist on a project 
of dedramatizing the very intense aim of remaining in attachment 
is not to deny the drama but to address it tenderly, nudging it to a 
new place the way a border collie would, not reproducing the inten-
sity of the grand foundation for the world it has become, because 
only under those conditions of seeing dramas in their ordinariness 
will the virtue squad not be able to use dramas of threatened sexual 
security to reproduce the normative good life. To dedramatize the 
sexual encounter, to think of “benign variation” as sometimes really 
benign and not a disavowal of story’s inevitable negativity, is to de-
dramatize disavowal and call it what it is, our partial understanding 
of what we’re doing when we take up a position in proximity to the 
drives that bring us, once again, to becoming undone by wanting 
something, for example, by wanting sex.

This leads me to our archive. After all of this Lee and I looked 
at what we could possibly use to exemplify our views. He wants to 
think about the subject’s radical negativity. I had thought I would 
want to show sex at the extremes, since no doubt the first definition 
of “sex without optimism” in the imaginary oed of the appetites 
would be bad sex, sex without pleasure, sex that was manifestly or 
tacitly coerced, forced, or compulsive, sex that disappoints or that 
turned out to be beside the point. But in my current scholarly work 
I am focusing on the nonmelodramatic affects that have come to 
saturate some sexually queer narratives, so that an optimistic struc-
ture might not sound like optimism at all—from the vocal flatness 
of memory films like The Watermelon Woman, Chuck and Buck, Mysteri-
ous Skin, and My Life on Ice, which tell a trauma story in the tonali-
ties of indie coolness, to sexuality as a form of artifice or method 
acting in Mulholland Drive and Boys Don’t Cry, to the affectively vari-
able tender experimentality of adolescence films like In Between Days, 
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Thirteen, and Me and You and Everyone We Know. I decided on an ex-
emplary scene from the last film to demonstrate encounters with 
the sexual that point to the sexual limit (of self- knowledge and of 
world- building potential) in ways that are enigmatic. Lee chose a 
photograph by Larry Johnson (figure 1.1). It was then kind of shock-
ing for us to realize that, after all this talk of negativity, we had both 
tapped for our examples the archive of the adorable.

l e :  Doesn’t this exemplify in miniature how the “shock” of nega-
tivity operates? It displaces what we thought we knew or could re-
liably predict and reveals the presence of something else at work 
in the decisions, desires, and acts we think of as our own. We may 
smile at this striking convergence in such an unexpected archive, 
but the amusement doesn’t fully displace the Wordsworthian “shock 
of mild surprise” at something that seems to have “enter[ed] un-
awares into [our] mind[s]” (Wordsworth 2004, 238). That the jolt 
here should come in response to our common recourse to “the ador-
able” at the moment we seek out objects to illustrate the concept of 
sex without optimism enacts the sort of irony—the rhetorical figure 
of nonsovereignty—that the negativity we’re focused on always 
carries in its train.

Perhaps, though, the very disturbance that the negativity of sex 
can induce makes it logical that sex without optimism would seek 
the shelter of adorability, invoking the familiarity, the recogniz-
ability of its aesthetic. Among the things to which sex refers is the 
prospect of an encounter with something much closer to the sub-
lime than to the beautiful—which doesn’t, as most of us know to 
our sorrow, mean that sex is always sublime, nor that it can’t be con-
ceptualized as beautiful, but rather that it trenches on an economy 
of danger where shifts of scale can at any moment reorganize value 
or empty it out, articulate new meanings or dislocate the subject of 
meaning altogether. Sex, then, may be inseparable from the ques-
tion of the aesthetic, but primarily because the aesthetic (that is, 
the ideology of the aesthetic as opposed to the specificity of the work 
performed by aesthetic objects) can shield us against what threat-
ens to undo and displace us in sexual encounters. That, of course, 
is why Lacan could describe the beautiful as the final barrier before 
the field of radical desire and as an outpost, along with goodness, 



f i g  1 . 1 .  Larry Johnson, Untitled (Ass), 2007, color photograph, framed:  

57.6 x 62.6 x 1.5 inches (146.4 x 159.1 x 3.8 cm). Courtesy of David 

Kordansky Gallery, Los Angeles. Reprinted by permission of the artist.
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against the disorganizations of jouissance (Lacan 1986/1992). The 
adorable, which almost seems to have wrested this privilege from 
the beautiful, can domesticate the riskiness that inhabits sexual 
encounter (consider, for example, the scenes of sexual intimacy in 
Girls) and so, as Lauren has put it, can work to “neutralize how un-
safe and close to the abject” sex can be. In that sense the archive of 
the adorable might be a treasure trove of negated encounters with 
the forms of negativity.

If the adorable is a dominant aesthetic mode of democratic 
modernity, invoking the reassuring privilege of a blandly harmo-
nious normativity whose essence lies in its distance from the excep-
tionality of beauty or ugliness, then it also denotes what’s expend-
able because so easily replaced, what refuses the burden of depth or 
the experience of emotional vicissitude. In this way adorability has 
affinities with cuteness, “a taste concept,” as Sianne Ngai observes, 
“firmly rooted in visual commodity culture” and given expression 
in objects with “simple contours and little or no ornamentation,” 
objects that always retain an element of the “unformed” and the 
“de- formed” about them (815–16). Cuteness, she argues, solicits 
the violence its pliability lets it withstand, and it invites the perfor-
mative expression of what she describes as “ugly feelings.” Writ-
ing about Larry Johnson’s work, Laurence Rickels makes a similar 
point: “The violence that goes down in cute culture already doubles 
and contains itself as violence control. . . . ,” he remarks: “Cute is 
the password of mass- cultural contact, connection, communica-
tion” (1996, 28).

The adorable, in a related way, anesthetizes feeling—or rather 
creates a paradoxical entity: an anesthetic feeling, a feeling that 
aims to protect against overintensity of feeling and an attachment 
that can survive detachment from the particularity of its objects. 
Thus Rickels can write of cuteness that it “lets us pass as instantly 
available for easy libidinization, assimilation, replacement” (1996, 
27). Like the adorable, it condenses an optimism about our capacity 
to master the object, providing the smiley- faced representation of 
Panoptimism’s investment in relations (or rather in a representa-
tion of relations) that smooth negativity’s rough edges by means 
of a violence, to return to the words of Rickels, “that doubles and 
contains itself as violence control.” For at bottom the imperative 
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of optimism is the normativity of happiness, with its promise of a 
consistent pleasure in and access to one’s objects. Such consistency 
(even when associated with variety or change) imposes a deaden-
ing rigidity, a calcification, a sort of carapace, that functions like 
the anticipatory act of bracing before a collision and aims to pro-
vide protection against the insistence of the world in its alterity, exi-
gency, and unpredictability.

Alain Badiou has good reason to remind us that “every  definition 
of Man based on happiness is nihilist” (Badiou 1998, 37), but we 
can never be reminded often enough that the political program of 
happiness as a regulatory norm is less a recipe for liberation than an 
inducement to entomb oneself in the stillness of an image. It is to 
seek, as I wrote at the outset, the “stability of a knowable relation,” 
where the fantasy of knowing the relation seeks to stabilize or mor-
tify precisely what makes it living and relational in the first place: its 
opening onto differences we neither comprehend nor control. As a 
normative project, then, happiness has to abject as radically inimi-
cal whatever resists incorporation into its totalizing logic. Violence 
becomes the medium for its “violence control” as Panoptimism, like 
a Möbius strip, turns back to the negativity from which it tries to 
turn away. But to demur from this version of optimism is not to deny 
the inevitability of our, or anyone else’s, optimistic attachments. No 
Future made clear that no one, including those who assume the figu-
ral status of the social order’s death drive, can choose to stand out-
side that order or the Symbolic logic that shapes it (Edelman 2004). 
And only the prospect of making the intrinsic negativity of the so-
cial apparent, thus opening onto a possible political engagement 
with the Real, could motivate anyone to take on the function of what 
I called the sinthomosexual. The negativity that interests me has no 
ground outside the optimism it opposes. The desire at work in these 
dialogues, invariably a political desire, is to think the enabling con-
ditions of an anti- anesthetic space that would not reproduce the 
pacifications of aesthetic ideology or the sublimations that recuper-
ate the sublime’s distinctive undoings. Instead it would permit the 
encounter with negativity to initiate transformations whose end is 
only the endless opening onto the necessity of new ones.

This, then, is not a superior optimism dialectically raised up by 
negation but rather an effort, embedded in the contradictions of 
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willing against oneself, to make possible what one’s self impedes 
and Panoptimism renders unthinkable: an openness to what resists 
the survival of our mortified, adorabilized selves in their confor-
mity to the dominant ethics of happiness and immobilized social 
forms. In the misrecognitions that sex entails and their recurrent 
neutralization by optimism’s stabilizing impulse, I aim to locate the 
queerness that works as that optimism’s self- resistance: the queer-
ness that is less an identity than an ongoing effort of divestiture, a 
practice of undoing. Such queerness, I claim, can make no claim—
no claim to the good or the proper, and so to no ground from 
which identitarian claims for redress of wrongs might be launched. 
In its paradoxical self- definition as what blocks definition’s clo-
sure, it resists the regime of the smiley face whose rictus carries 
the promise of consistency, stability, and normalization. Panopti-
mism precludes the very life it purportedly enables while denying 
the negativity of its own death- driven investment in “life”—where 
“life” names the fantasy of escape from loss, contradiction, confu-
sion, or defeat in pursuit of an armored happiness that aggresses 
the enemies of its hope.

What hope for those who hope to remain consigned to that 
enemy camp? What happens when hope turns against itself in order to 
affirm the rupture that defines its enabling negativity, its structuring 
noncoincidence with the universe as it “is”? Things that may happen 
include disaffection, depression, immobility, resignation, or the 
suicidal fantasmatics of ontological repair. But among the others 
is a political resistance to the norms by which political possibility 
is defined—and defined precisely to exclude negativity and, with it, 
the radical undoing that animates hope as a rupture from itself and 
thus sets it apart from the happiness that Panoptimism promises.

l b :  I don’t see queerness mainly as “an effort of divestiture” but 
also as an attentiveness and will to make openings from within the 
overwhelming and perhaps impossible drive to make objects worthy 
of attachment, and therefore I’m less threatened by the potential 
foreclosures of hope. But I agree largely with what Lee has writ-
ten; and it makes me realize that part of my resistance to apocalyp-
tic crescendos is that they can well blot out the delicacies that got 
us there. To amplify the substantive agreement: as James Baldwin 
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pronounced long before Badiou, some fantasies of collective happi-
ness are inhuman, but a critical social theory would have to engage 
how people manage their aversion to life and liveness in relation to 
their desire for them. Such structural ambivalence points to the very 
complexity of talking about sex when it would be so much easier to 
be reflecting on feelings. Politically the reparative drive about which 
I worry most is the genocidal one, the one to which Leo Bersani 
refers as the inflation of the state ego that forces the world into 
mirroring its grandiose fantasy; the one that Judith Butler identi-
fies in the imperial world’s incapacity to grieve; the one that Sara 
Ahmed and Barbara Ehrenreich describe in their antisupremacist 
critiques of happiness projects; and the one that Fred Moten and 
Stefano Harney refuse in their call to reinvent what we mean by both 
abolition and reconstruction (offering a quite different praxis from 
a project of repair).

Most fantasies of repairing what’s broken aren’t, though, geno-
cidal; most of them are ways of staying bound to the possibility of 
staying bound to a world whose terms of reciprocity—whether in 
intimate personal or political idioms—are not entirely in anyone’s 
control and which yet can be changed by a radical collective refusal 
of normative causality, of the normative relation of event to effect. 
Sex without optimism doesn’t have to mean sex with or without 
“bad sex.” It could mean facing that we never had the option of 
maintaining our composure around that which never provided us 
the clarity and assurance that seemed to be its promise. It could 
mean seeing that sex becomes more of a threat when it has to hold 
up a world that spans both chronological and fantasmatic futures. 
Sexual politics, even as critical theory, generates better scenarios 
for inhabiting its great and disturbing discomposure.

The scene I am about to discuss, from Me and You and Everyone We 
Know (July 2005), is famous, if the 1,216,852 viewings of the scene 
on YouTube are any indication, in addition to the reenactments of 
the scene that have proliferated. The scene involves transactions be-
tween two brothers (Peter and Robby Swersey) and a curator of a 
contemporary art museum (Nancy Herrington), who is the film’s 
villain. The brothers—Peter is fourteen, Robby six—are explora-
tory and interested in sexually experimenting on the Internet. Their 
parents have just divorced, and the mother is never far from the 
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younger boy’s mind, even when they’re playing with sex talk online; 
in contrast, the older boy, manifesting sexual cynicism and genu-
ine curiosity, is also exploring heterosex with his peers. Meanwhile 
the curator, Herrington, is established by way of her bad taste and 
aversive mien: she calls shallow things profound; she is liberally 
politically correct and humorless; she wears black as a badge of seri-
ousness; she wears too much makeup and has a bad hair- dye job 
to distract inadequately from her pockmarks and her aging; and, 
most damningly, she is aggressively cold and verbally withholding 
to people who open their desire to her, face to face, coworkers and 
aspiring artists (like July herself, playing “Christine Jesperson”).

In this scene the brothers have been sex- chatting online with the 
curator. Neither the filmgoers nor the children know that the cura-
tor is the sexual interlocutor whose fantasies the boys are soliciting. 
They do not even know that the writer is a “she” because, as Peter 
points out, “she’s probably a man . . . a fat guy with a little wiener,” 
or something else, as “everyone just makes stuff up on these 
things,” these chat rooms. The curator- interlocutor does not know 
either that the “man” is two biracial boys and underage. They do not 
know that she’s white and cranky. How this or any nonknowledge 
matters matters not in the beginning of the relations that unfold in 
the film, where people fling themselves into things to become non-
sovereign in a different way, as they must, at the beginning (if it is a 
beginning, that is, of a story), without a mutually agreed- on idiom 
of optimistic misrecognition like identity or love.

One might say, additionally, that the neglect especially of racial 
metacommentary reveals this film as a white liberal’s fantasy; then 
again, a melodrama of racial commentary would do so equally. And 
it is a fantasy about what fantasy might do not just to disavow but to 
transform the conditions of encounters with negativity. For it turns 
out that many of them converge in the scenes of the film. Divorce 
as its framing event forces an assessment of what it means to give 
up the fantasy of knowing and saying it all in the attempt to stay in 
relation. Even in self- relation: the husband (Richard Swersey) sets 
his arm on fire in the opening scene as a “ritual” to confirm that 
there was a loving family there before there wasn’t. He does this 
having doused his arm with lighter fluid before burning, to simulate 
the risk of being with and without that is both love and its loss, and 
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to delay the wound of lost love that he is now experiencing, by lit-
eralizing his wife’s loss of him in his sacrificial act toward his own 
flesh. Even people who have self- disclosed and known each other 
intimately can discover their mutually enigmatic status and aver-
sive tendencies in any instant and have to get in synch with being 
out of synch all over again, as they had to do too, though differently, 
when they were falling in love. Here the fluid burns away because 
it cannot not, and the rehearsal of having and loss takes on a scar-
ring visceral force. The wife (Pam Swersey) has asked him not to 
have a drama; he can’t help expressing his drama as both life and 
death. Is charring his skin also an appropriation of his wife’s black-
ness, an expression of the impossibility of intersubjectivity, and/or 
an attempt to move beyond the ordinary to where the event of love 
still might proceed? Breakup forces facing the nonrelation that ac-
companies conventional optimism about attachment and points to 
the necessity of fantasy within the ordinary to provide a ground for 
the extension of relation whether or not an adorable nonsovereign 
mutuality is achieved episodically or, as we will see, on the affective 
virtual plane of “forever.”

But before there is a relation durable enough to become event 
there are the gestures of feeling out that are never fully absent from 
an intimacy’s long middle. Robby gets curious. He wants to know 
if the woman likes bologna; Peter asks her if she’s got big bosoms. 

f i g  1 . 2 .  Robby and Peter Swersey online in Me and You  

and Everyone We Know (2005).
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They know some things about sex but not much: Peter pronounces 
“bosom” like “bozzum” (see figures 1.2 and 1.3).

The scene’s drama intensifies when Robby insists that it’s his 
turn to control the chat.

P e t e r :  What should we write? “I have a big wiener?”
r o b b y:  I want to poop back and forth.
P e t e r :  What? What does that mean?
U n t i t l e d :  I’m wearing pants and a blouse.
n i g h t w a r r i o r :  How’s your bosom?
U n t i t l e d :  I have a deliciously full “bosom.”
n i g h t w a r r i o r :  I want to poop back and forth.
U n t i t l e d :  What does that mean exactly?
n i g h t wa r r i o r :  I’ll poop in your butt hole and then you will poop it 

back into my butt and we will keep doing it back and forth with 
the same poop. Forever.

For a minute, “Untitled” has not understood her paramour. It ex-
cites her not to have understood, and then it excites her to have the 
answer explained “exactly.” It excites her also that “NightWarrior” 
is imagining a forever that, realistically, physically, would be im-
possible, with or without the direct- action pooping, and so the 
whole thing is ridiculous. Yet the word “forever” that is there, a 
holophrasm without predicate or hesitation, a one- word sentence 

f i g  1 . 3 .  Making sex up as they go along in Me and You  

and Everyone We Know (2005).
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standing for a plane of time, saturates the affective field that seeks, 
consequently, to find form in the encounter. This exchange makes 
the curator “hot,” and they agree to meet.

To figure the sexual fantasy of pooping back and forth, forever, 
that Robby imagines, he types in an emoticon- like ideogram. Later 
Herrington folds it into the title of an art exhibition—and makes an 
icon of the age of a queered relation that adds to “divestiture” a pro-
liferation of scenes of care that might give fantasy and living some 
better options (see figure 1.4). Warm, digital, touch: to many politi-
cal theorists, the dynamic flow of the fantasy—)) < > ((—is a struc-
turally impossible achievement (Berardi 2009; Hardt and Negri 
2012; Dean 2010). In Me and You and Everyone We Know, though, people 
of all statuses aspire seriously, intensely to become cartoon, to be-
come billboard, to become comically iconic, to become lighter, to 
circulate, and to disperse the heavy comportment of their loneliness 
and structural exhaustion into a rhythm and a game. The film’s plot 
moves through two dissolutions of two straight couples, through 
divorce and death, and many attempts by people not in couples to 
become connected to other humans or other lives across distances 
that might be fantasized but never permanently bridged. All of 
this takes place in the historical context of so much change, waste, 
and waning, across adolescence to old age, aesthetic to immaterial 
labor, aiDs and ordinary geriatric deaths, and families reconfigur-

f i g  1 . 4 .  The title of an art exhibition in Me and You  

and Everyone We Know (2005).
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ing on the edge. Amid all that, the adolescents and unhooked- up 
adults “hot” to try out sexual things amid the shrinkage of what 
counts as mobility seem crazy and brave, not conventional; mobility 
is no longer upward but barely outward, involving moving around 
and making gestures. Love plots and sex plots convert “back and 
forth” from tragic to comic and back again, from bitter to lovingly 
mournful and freaked out about loss, from heteronormative to ex-
perimental, and from awkward to interested.

In this expansive context old fantasies shrink too, and that’s a 
good, because when the conventions shrink, things shift and slide, 
and people have to develop new orientations and modes of atten-
tion and extension alongside their old formulas. The episodic sweep 
of the film’s stretched ending bears this out. People go to an ex-
hibit and take in tableaux of the too- closeness of love and loss; new 
intimates on a date look at a picture of a bird hung in a tree and hug 
there, eyes closed, one behind the other. A little boy stands outside 
at sunrise, listening to the sound of a coin tapping on a streetlight. 
To not rush into story while inhabiting action is to experiment with 
relation. So the condition of the film’s adults and children merge, 
as now everyone is trying to figure out what tone to take toward 
the jouissance that drives them from themselves. The new comport-
ment iconized in pooping back and forth is all awkwardness, mis-
takes, and a desire to sense nearness more than nextness. It involves 
a continuous starting over, not out of optimism for projected out 
futures but for being in the world whose pressures are continuous 
and demand all of the resources they can scrape up and offer.

During the course of the film even the curator undergoes an 
emotional rehabilitation: she moves from “hot” to warm ; that’s 
one way to think about it. Warmth is an atmosphere that allows 
life and death to be in the same place as what’s potentially unbear-
able in love every minute, the having and losing that’s both ultimate 
and ordinary. Her curation is not a performance of denial or a cele-
bration of the fantasy of simple flourishing but a gallery space for 
moving around the scene of relationality’s hard pleasures and hard 
knocks. As far as we know, admission is free. Of course, in a film 
so much about work (the work of the shoe salesman, the artist, the 
curator), freedom from a precarious economy is a fantasy too: the 
film tracks the costs of many kinds of nonsovereignty, of the non-
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relation that is relation. Another character, a lonely young white 
girl, makes a hope chest, a privately curated hoard of fantasy that 
eventually she shares with her neighbors, the brothers. This sug-
gests that all intensified relation involves curation, etymologically 
the organization of care, if not cure.

In tune with the legacies of white sentimental privilege—Her-
rington is a pasty- white white liberal—the curator’s “humaniza-
tion” likewise occurs on taking in the fact that her lover turns out 
to be the mixed- race, round- faced boy. During their meeting they 
don’t say anything. There is proximity, glancing, the hesitant touch-
ing of hair, and a chaste kiss (see figure 1.5). We never get a clue 
what the event means to the boy, with his deadpan face and ab-
sorptive—not passive—mode of relation. For Herrington, the con-
version of the pooping icon into a device signifying a general inti-
macy among survivors living the atmosphere of ordinary crisis in 
the present happens only after she reroutes, through the encounter 
with the boy, her ambivalent sexual optimism from romance and the 
couple form to scenes of aesthetic transformation in which many 
spectators come to open themselves to being touched and undone.

She had blamed aiDs for the affective turn, during which time, 
she says, people represented feelings instead of risking the distur-
bance and comfort of contact for which sex stands in as emblem. 
But what she curates, in the end, derives art from diverse racial, 

f i g  1 . 5 .  Back and forth, face to face, in Me and You  

and Everyone We Know (2005).
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sexual, geopolitical, and generational locations in order to return 
disturbance to tenderness. I don’t mean that she aestheticizes dif-
ference simply in the negative sense in which the artwork muffles 
insuperable antagonism, although the icon )) < > (( does that too. 
The becoming- event of the encounter takes place when spectators 
witness and appreciate the waning of their genres of attachment—
of mourning and of romance—without knowing what comes next.

Having something or someone is still unbearable, yet borne by 
mediation, as by genre—by the )) < > ((—people can be together only 
if they’re also apart in some way. Racism, homophobia, misogyny, 
erotophobia, class antagonism, and then the random encounters on 
the street that become, through repetition, meaningful, intimate, 
touching, freaky: art here slows down and opens up time to the beat 
and membrane in which all of that upheaval, misery, intimacy, and 
clarity in the ordinary is lived. No matter how technically politically 
correct warm is, gone is the cosmopolitan fantasy of merging and 
knowing and dissolving hierarchy into a confident equality. Still-
ness, stuckness, and aggressive willfulness persist in proximity to 
all kinds of death that are only sometimes too soon, sometimes un-
just, but always sad, and “forever.” A phase and phrase are being 
passed through—without signaling the repair of relation. But is the 
film the same as the exhibit that the curator stages? To the surprise 
of neither of us, Me and You wants it both ways: it provides no happy 
ending but a bittersweet one, an optimistic aubade for bearing the 
end of sexual and emotional normativity as such within the chaotic 
middle that Susan Sontag (1991) called “the way we live now” and 
that Herrington adapts from Robby Swersey’s )) < > ((.

l e :  Robby’s fantasy of this back- and- forth movement, his fixa-
tion on an image of intimacy as “poop” being passed between butt 
holes forever (he demands that his brother transcribe that image 
exactly in the words he used), may seem at once a powerful emblem 
of nonfutural sexual optimism, of a rhythmic movement of open-
ing and closing, reception and propulsion without end (at once in-
terminable and nonteleological), but it also can be viewed, in the 
idiomatic translation it also seems to solicit, as just more of the 
same old shit. Even in this openness to the rhythms of exchange 
(to the rhythms of openness and closure) there’s already visible a 
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closing down, an encrustation of self that correlates with the insis-
tence that the “poop” passed back and forth must stay the “same” 
forever. This recalls Lauren’s earlier insight that fantasies of repair 
are generally “ways of staying bound to the possibility of staying 
bound to a world.”

Such staying bound, however, if it’s to be more than merely 
bondage, if it’s not to become the frozen form on which one’s world 
depends, must be bound to the very unbinding that can seem its 
polar opposite—unbinding both as the release of cathexes from 
the objects to which they’re bound and as the release of the sub-
ject from fixations that bind it to an image of itself. It entails, that 
is, divesting oneself of the self ’s immobilized form as well as of 
the fantasies that freeze- frame the self in relation to desire. Stay-
ing bound to the possibility of being in and with the world, where 
the world refers to the multiplicity always breaking from normative 
forms, must counter the dispensation that mortgages life to a mor-
tified image even while enacting a repetition compulsion, a death- 
driven movement, a back and forth that betrays the insistence of 
something we can never resolve, get beyond, or make peace with.

This death drive attests to the excess that makes any totalization 
impossible, to the break opened up by the multiple of multiples 
constitutive of being for Badiou (1998, 25). As a force not governed 
by the logic of meaning, it insists on, and thereby “stays bound” to, 
dissent from the reality to which, in our subjective constitution, we 
remain committed as well. It enacts what we might want to char-
acterize, but in a Lacanian sense, as Realism: an encounter with 
what the regime of naming, what our faith in reality, leaves out. 
The persistence of reality may be a necessary fiction, even for those 
who resist a given social or political reality, but the intrusions of 
the Real make the fictionality of its status almost palpable, remind-
ing us therefore that reality is imaginary in form. Attending to the 
moments of rupture is not a judgment against the imaginary or an 
argument for the Real (as if the latter argument could somehow take 
place outside the imaginary itself ); rather it’s an effort to account 
for the disturbance of imaginary reality by a Real with which we 
can never have a relation, only the recurrence of encounter. That 
“we” survive, that the world endures, that reality, despite such ob-
trusions, goes on: this is the normative structure of belief to which 
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the subject is committed despite the negativity to which it “stays 
bound.” The lure of the imaginary sustains the world, but the world 
thus sustained by the imaginary is also transpierced by the Real. 
And the two don’t play well together. That’s why negativity pro-
duces, especially when encountered in the drive, a sense of non-
coherence, of self- resistance, of out- of- jointedness that clings as 
well to whatever a social formation abjects as queer.

Like Lauren’s example of sex without optimism, mine too en-
gages the negativity of relation as making transformation possible. 
But where her text invokes a universe of people aspiring to “become 
cartoon,” mine involves a cartoon- like image that is “unbecoming” 
itself. Larry Johnson’s Untitled (Ass), a color photograph from 2007, 
offers a canny depiction of the touching, enforcing, and breaching 
of limits. Structured by the deeply ambiguous relation between the 
(photographed) sketch of the blissed- out donkey and the (photo-
graphed) “reality” of the human hand (with a pencil as its prosthe-
sis), the image mobilizes differences in representational status and 
degree of agency (not to mention identification by species, color, 
and apparent dimensionality) in order to approach the encounter 
with what (to paraphrase the old Blackglama ad) unbecomes us 
most. In doing so, it positions the donkey (with its “humanly” ex-
pressive face) and the hand of the man with the pencil (presumably 
the artist who created it) in the intimacy of an illegible act taking 
place at the ass’s asshole—or, at least, that’s where it would take 
place if the ass had an asshole here. For the asshole is what the 
eraser at once erases and points out. Expunging from visibility what 
it directs the eye to take in, the eraser here enacts the intertwining 
of encounter and relation, negativity and attachment, which is why 
it can be seen as variously penetrating, concealing, or erasing the 
asshole, and with it, the donkey’s ass, and, by extension, the don-
key itself as ass.

To the extent that the eraser negates what is by effacing what 
mustn’t be seen, it aims to produce an emptiness, a hole or a gap 
in the drawing at the place of the hole that it disallows, inscribing 
thereby the very thing it seems to remove or undo. If the image keeps 
something unnamed or untitled, unspoken or actively censored, it 
designates Ass as one of the names by which the untitled goes. By 
titling and untitling the image at once (Johnson’s title of choice is 
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Untitled), the title of the photograph mimes the picture’s simulta-
neity of erasure and inscription, refusing to specify—leaving Un-
titled—what then, in the wink of a parenthesis, it nonetheless seems 
to name: (Ass). But that naming cannot erase the erasure of a title or 
name in the first place. Something is passing back and forth across 
the frame of paired parentheses, something in perpetual movement 
that seems to open and close the (Ass), to offer itself up and then 
withdraw, thus pressing us to put interpretative pressure on the 
eraser pressing on the ass’s ass in the photograph itself.

Whatever the eraser in the picture is doing, it invites us to think 
about sex without optimism, without investment in the stability 
or coherence of the self in relation to its objects. Untitled (Ass) is 
part of a series Johnson made in 2007 that includes two others in 
which “adorable” cartoon characters are intimate with the pencils 
that might have drawn them. In Untitled (Giraffe) the eponymous 
two- dimensional creature leans forward between seemingly three- 
dimensional hands holding pencils that enter its ass and its mouth 
despite the drawing’s flatness. The visible ends of the pencils are 
blunt—they can neither draw nor erase—but they produce none-
theless the intense concentration the animal seems to express. So 
too in Untitled (Kangaroo) the gaping mouth and the wide, round eyes 
of the animal thrusting an “actual” pencil into its empty pouch (no 
human hands present here) suggest the pencil’s multiple ways of 
producing animation. Though this time the pencil’s visible end is 
sharpened to a point, we have no idea if the unseen end is rubber- 
topped or blunt. But Untitled (Ass) makes the eraser itself the point of 
intimate contact. If the marsupial, despite its female gender, seems, 
vulgarly, to be “rubbing one out,” the ass, though equally enjoying 
itself, is being rubbed out instead. Among these images, Untitled 
(Ass) is the only one where the loss of sovereignty, the encounter 
with something beyond the world whose familiar dimensions we 
assume, is explicitly elaborated in terms of the coincidence of en-
joyment and undoing.

But what enjoyment? Whose enjoyment? How should we read 
the relation between the expression on the ass’s face (or on the 
giraffe’s or the kangaroo’s) and the pressure of the pencil that pro-
duces it—though not, at least in the photograph, by drawing that ex-
pression? We’re encouraged to view these erotic encounters across 
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ontological barriers as sparking a flood of libidinal energy within 
the drawings themselves, as if, in the case of Untitled (Ass), the eraser 
at the animal’s anus brought it to life in rubbing it out, animating 
it despite its stillness through the shock or spark of contact. Like 
Robby Swersey’s fantasy of endless exchanges in unchanging form, 
this image too co- implicates animation and immobility.

Of course, the aesthetic dream of imbuing inert material with 
autonomous life is as old as Ovid’s Pygmalion, whose statue 
warmed to flesh when he touched its cold, still lips with his (which 
informs, no doubt, Nancy Herrington’s becoming “human” after 
kissing Robby). Just what fantasy of relation, though, does this aes-
thetic ideal condense? Does the image awaken to “sovereignty,” to 
its difference from the creator who imagined it, or does it offer the 
artist no more than an echo, his “own love back in copy speech,” in 
the words of Robert Frost (1995, 307)? If the donkey in Johnson’s 
photograph comes to life through sexual encounter, finding anima-
tion (from the Latin animus, “mind as the originator of intentions” 
[oed]) at the hand of the artist who shaped it, then we can hardly 
take its “sovereignty” as “originator” for granted. The eros that vivi-
fies the other may prove to be other than its own. In that case the 
donkey’s expression of enjoyment may merely express the artist’s, 
reflecting within the image itself what the photograph frames as 
outside it. Does this rendering of a sexual encounter then, repre-
sent one subject’s presence or two? It depends not only on whether 
or not we view the ass as animate but also on whether that anima-
tion makes it other than the artist or the same. As Paul de Man notes 
in a different context, Pygmalion may want to escape his own con-
sciousness by encountering in his statue another subject, but he 
also may want to impose on the statue’s otherness his own subjec-
tivity (1979, 177–87).

Untitled (Ass), while extending the reach of this Ovidian tradition, 
makes things a bit more complex, for what animates the ass in the 
image also threatens to erase it. Pygmalion and his living statue, 
unreadably distributed between one and two, allegorize, like John-
son’s photograph, the sexual nonrelation, the comic incommen-
surability of desire that Shaw’s rendition of Ovid brings out. But 
Johnson’s image, no less comic (in terms of genre, at least), makes 
palpable comedy’s link to the negativity of sexual encounter. To 
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make palpable, to allow us to touch, to permit us to put our finger 
on it: the photograph gives us the touching of a hole, the palpation 
of the anal opening that opens the ass to a space of enjoyment no 
subject as subject, as sovereign, can bear. The pencil’s erasure of the 
hole in the ass may signal the erasure of the ass as a whole, but 
the ass’s unbecoming of what it was, its metamorphosis by way of 
the pencil, makes the erasure of the ass in response to the erasure 
of its “unbecoming” asshole coincide with the dilation of the asshole 
across the whole image of the ass. This is the corollary, both tragic 
and comic, to our optimism about sex, to our hope and expectation 
that it can sustain the promise of meaningful relation by denying 
its invariable intimacy with what takes us from ourselves. The vio-
lence (psychic, physical, emotional) of sexual normativity, its tar-
geting of what it sees as “unbecoming” with regard to sex, performs 
this optimism by trying to separate sex from negativity, from what’s 
unbearable in enjoyment. But the comedy, however dark, implicit 
in normativity’s violence lies, as Johnson’s image shows, in the re-
duplication of negativity by the violence meant to erase it. The re-
sult—and Johnson’s Untitled (Ass) conveys this to brilliant effect—is 
that perverse enjoyment (the penetration or stimulation of the ass) 
and the reaction against it (the effort to erase the asshole as the site 
of enjoyment) can look exactly the same. And that’s why normativity 
so often insists on the adorable: to underscore the familiar forms 
of emotional attachment and domesticate the violence by which at-
tachment to the familiar is enforced.

If it’s striking that our examples of sex without optimism, 
selected independently, bear similar traces of the adorable, it’s 
equally striking that what’s adorable in each should aestheticize 
the asshole. Both Robby’s vision of “butt hole[s]” open to the end-
less exchange of “poop” and Johnson’s picture of the effacing of 
the asshole as implicated in the asshole’s insistence engage a back- 
and- forth movement reminiscent of the Freudian fort/da. Fittingly, 
therefore, in both of our images the asshole retains its libidinal 
associations with the assertion and undoing of control, the con-
trol to which, in one reading of the game, the play of fort/da as-
pires. On the basis of its association with such a discipline of self- 
governance, Guy Hocquenghem argued the centrality of the anus 
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to capitalism’s intersecting logics of privacy, property, and subjec-
tivity and offered his account of what he called the “privatisation” 
of the anus, the practice that erases it from view (Hocquenghem 
1972/1993, 96). If this privatization makes the anus the prototype of 
capitalistic production, generating surplus value by mastering labor 
and controlling exchange, it simultaneously increases the charge of 
what it requires to be concealed, necessitating a mediated expres-
sion of the libido that the anus thereby magnetizes.

Perhaps that explains why the ass so often figures in the ador-
able. The Coppertone girl might stand for a host of other, similar 
instances where the “cuteness” of the ass, allegedly free of sexual 
associations, stands in for the paradigmatic relation of the ass itself 
to cuteness. (Smooth and round, it can appear, to recall Ngai’s ac-
count of cuteness, “unformed.”) Insofar as signifiers of cuteness 
(the cartoonish lineaments of the donkey and the chat- room refer-
ences to “poop”) inflect the assholes in our images, they displace 
the anxiety about anal control and the correlative threat of non-
sovereignty onto a past we can view as behind us now that we’ve 
put aside childish things. The aesthetic of the adorable thus enables 
the sublimation of the asshole by giving it visibility in the form of 
what has yet to achieve its form—a form that reaffirms the tempo-
ral movement toward the subject’s self- formation. (No wonder the 
adorable ass is so often depicted in diaper ads.) Robby’s computer- 
graphic image of his fantasy is adorable because its iconic formu-
lation sublimates a more graphic anal desire; similarly Johnson’s 
image of the donkey with the eraser at its ass is adorable in ways 
that Robert Mapplethorpe’s Self- Portrait with Whip (1978) could never 
be. The teleology implicit in the adorable, the dialectical determina-
tion of its unformed quality by the temporality of disciplinary for-
mation (and hence of regulation, privatization, and the regime of 
normativity) returns us, then, to the optimism that negativity could 
be erased.

Thus our images of sex without optimism don’t leave optimism 
behind any more than they ever escape the disturbance of negativity. 
Instead they depict an interminable oscillation as each comes into 
focus and then retreats from view. In this back- and- forth movement 
they describe a constant engagement with negativity, with what 
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opens us to an otherness that undoes our image of the self. If that 
negativity entails destruction, such destruction enables change. 
Not, however, by redeeming negativity but precisely by enacting it, 
by imposing it as the condition of being open to (ex)changes that 
promise us nothing more than being bound to them, forever.



2 .  w h a t S U r v i v e S

“Sex without Optimism” was written for a conference celebrating 
Gayle Rubin’s “Thinking Sex.” There we asked what survives the en-
counter with the scene of sex once it’s separated out from the domi-
nant framework of optimism. What survived was being open to or 
game for the encounter and all that might be unbearable about it, 
an encounter mediated in chapter 1 by two separate aesthetic ex-
amples that examined being overwhelmed or undone by sex while 
finding something about it winning and adorable—or at least de-
serving of absorbed close reading. At issue was whether the queer 
adorable made possible our being in proximity to the unbearable or 
whether it was a way of aestheticizing and attempting to sublimate 
or deny it. This chapter returns to the question of survival—sadly, 
in more ways than one. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick was too ill to attend 
the event in honor of Rubin, where she too had been scheduled to 
speak. In a cruel sequel, we first presented this talk on a panel com-
memorating Eve’s life and work nine months after her death.

Failure

l a U r e n  b e r l a n t:  Lee and I muddled for months over how to 
structure this—but what is it we offer?—this talk, this elegy, this 
conversation, this literature review, this tribute, this convoluted 
apostrophe. While unable to figure out a genre in relation to our 
friend who continues to be absent, we did manage to write an ab-
stract that we believed we intended. But it was nonetheless just a 
placeholder, like all of our objects, like any object; an abstract is but 
an ambition, after all, an often hastily condensed fantasy decked out 
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as a project, which is the primary academic genre of futurity—and 
in this case it additionally had to capture the emotion of a nonen-
counter with Eve through a reencounter with her work. Our abstract 
promised to consider reparativity, even in the face of the irreparable 
and the irreversible. But to convert the abstract into an extended 
piece of writing did not come easily. We recorded our phone calls 
after note-taking failed, reread our notes after our memories failed, 
talked for hours while our intentions failed.

l e e  e d e l m a n :  Fail: from the Latin fallire, “to be wanting, to be 
defective.” As if wanting as such were a defect; as if not to want 
were success. As if loss were a version of failure and failure a lack of 
aesthetic coherence, a condition of brokenness or incompletion. In 
such a linguistic context I must respond to this claim of our failure, 
our repetitive failure, by saying “No.” Something important is want-
ing in describing as wanting those various practices, those tenta-
tive approaches to shaping the sundered moment we live as this 
dialogue’s “now” and so in evoking as failure the want, the want-
ing, that relation presupposes: the rupture across which it takes its 
shape, the break—perhaps the lucky break—that alone enables its 
bond.

In the thinking we did together and tried, in the ways Lauren 
notes, to preserve, Eve held the place of loss as such, the place of 
what is “wanting” in calling our repetitive practices “failed.” We re-
turned to her writings as we did to each other, anticipating, but only 
nominally, a moment to come when those various returns would 
have turned into this text. But that anticipation was only nominal; 
our enjoyment was in those “failures” themselves as we tossed our 
rough- hewn thoughts in the air without knowing whether or where 
they would land, what they might or could become, or if they would 
come to naught. It wasn’t the moving forward but the coming back 
that made our work possible: the joy of a repetition that didn’t de-
fer its end but performed it in a space without guarantee. What’s 
missing in calling this “failure,” then, is the joy of “no guarantee,” 
the enjoyment of building without blueprint, of conjuring some-
thing out of nothing more reliable than the space, the divide, that 
provokes it.

If I call that space between us, that gap of our want, the place of 
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the no, it’s not just to make another pitch for the primacy of nega-
tivity but also to attend to the space in which such negativity always 
takes place, the space that, in our conversations, in our improvised 
dialogue unmoored by anything that promised to sustain it, allowed 
a provisional being- together across various sorts of divisions. Our 
repeated engagements thus spoke to the persistence, the survival of 
our common failure such that failure became the condition for the 
survival of relation. It bound us to the multiple iterations of “us” 
performed in proximity to Eve, whose loss was condensed in our 
meditations on rupture and repair. Or rather in our common ques-
tions about the insistence of that pair and the seeming necessity of 
that pairing. What if we chose to demur from the ideological im-
perative to re- pair them? What if we attempted—deliberately, even 
perversely—to hold them apart? What if their very relation depended 
on the rupture of any such pairing—a rupture that enabled the repe-
tition that “repair,” as its prefix suggests, demands?

l b :  Not feeling the failure as a happy confrontation with the rup-
ture within reencounter, my mind turned away both from Eve and 
Lee, toward collecting materials about loneliness, a kind of rela-
tion to a world whose only predictable is in the persistence of inac-
cessible love. Eve might have called the affect that I was seeking to 
document “shame,” as she located shame in the experience of inter-
est that a person holds toward an object after it turns its face away. 
But she might not have called it that—nor would I. Eve developed 
many ways to gesture toward the space of inexistent relationality 
and one- sided attachment; not all of those ways denote shame, just 
as the return to relation does not require revisiting failure insofar 
as it gestures toward the absolute. Incompletion is another thing, 
a set that has many members. My focus is to elaborate these zones 
made by the failure to resolve, repair, or achieve relation. I want to 
expand for us all, beyond shame and love, the referential shorthand 
implied by the couplet Sedgwick- affect.

Many works auditioned for the loneliness archive: Tom Dumm’s 
Loneliness as a Way of Life (2008), Claudia Rankine’s Don’t Let Me Be 
Lonely (2004), and Rae Armantrout’s Versed (2010) came first. These 
are documentary works of a sort, addressing the world as seen by 
one life moving through collectively sensed devastation toward 
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the ongoing state called survival. To document this funneling of 
a world into a life, the texts engage catastrophic episodes whose 
becoming- event draws on the experience of other devastations. The 
clutter of materials we find there points to the lost anchoring thing 
or things—a person, a world, and confidence in the persistence of 
a healthy life. The authors’ pursuit of a shape for the clutter does 
not deny its disorganization in search of better working genres for 
endurance, relationality, and world-remagnetizing but becomes a 
practice of living on, of life itself.

Dumm’s theoretical book gathers up solitude’s affective history 
by way of ordinary language philosophy, trauma narrative, and the 
story of living with the dying of his wife. His aim is not to teach how 
to flourish in loneliness—but how not to. Citing Emerson, Dumm 
writes, “I grieve that grief can teach me nothing” (2008, 151–52). 
This nothing is not an absence, though. As the books of poetry 
also ask, genuinely and with significant degrees of hesitation: Is it 
worth, after all, fleeing the shadows of the nothing that comes after 
a great loss? To what life, after all, is one recommitting, once the 
thing that stood in for a life worth attaching to no longer obtains? 
Why bother beginning again to be ordinary? Why bother is one phrase 
that marks a great loss. Bother, from bodhairim, “I deafen”: after the 
world has withdrawn from my confidence in it, why should I turn my 
hearing back on fully to engage with its noise? These works seek not 
to return to the prior state, though. Nor are they looking for a trans-
formative, confirming event or substitute anchor. Gestural, curi-
ous, verbose, and disconnected, they make an aesthetic to focus on 
this: that what survives loss are so many decisions to patch up, or not.

Doubts about how nextness will persist, then, persist as life goes 
on. Having looked around to discover a trust in the ongoingness 
of things shoplifted and noting that aloneness has come to buffer 
their loneliness, there’s a live blankness in the ear and eye, an appre-
hensiveness in all the senses. Rankine: “Define loneliness? Yes. / It’s 
what we can’t do for each other” (62). Armantrout: “Objects are 
silly. / Lonesome / as the word “Ow!” / is” (17). Prehending, grasp-
ing at the hurt air around the bruise of loneliness that comes from 
running into the nonsolidity of the objects that organize your world, 
you discover that you were merely you all along, dangling in the air. 
“You know how fantasy works,” Eve writes. “It’s like a closed room 
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with all the air sucked out of it—hence, no gravity, and just a few, 
diverse objects tumbling around together. And the objects could be 
anything; they’re all in different registers. . . . words and phrases, 
some of them acts, organs, angles . . . and what makes them add 
up to ‘fantasy’ is that that there isn’t a stable context for them, or 
a stable place to identify, or anything” (Sedgwick 2000, 171–72).

Fantasy tethers you to a possible world but makes you passive 
too, she suggests, “waiting—waiting with dread” to discover what 
you already know, that the shoe of realism will drop (Sedgwick 
2000, 172). In one version of Eve’s project the subject of this un-
bearable knowledge shuttles between the paranoid rupture and the 
depressive position’s compulsion to repair the attachment tear that 
she feels too intimately. In another version, though, in the space 
of dread and hesitation, there is no agency- generating project, not 
even a welcome mat. Dread’s hesitation might be consumed in a 
flash, endure a long stretch, or become a state of withheld relax-
ation that spans an entire life’s existence. Dread gives a fundamen-
tally queer shape to life, multiplying a cacophony of futures and 
attachments. This is a relational style made stark, and collective, by 
illness. “Dread, intense dread, both focused and diffuse . . . [was] 
the dominant tonality of” the first phase of aiDs consciousness, 
she writes, “for queer people, at least for those who survived” (Sedg-
wick 2011, 138).

Dread maps out what’s weak in reparative desire; in Eve’s work, 
its power is in the tableau of ambivalence it produces, in contrast to 
shame’s familiar contrapuntal dynamic of cloaking, exposing, and 
desperate attaching, or paranoia’s rhythm of projection, attack, and 
vulnerability. Dread raises uncomfortable questions about repair, 
the unclarity of what repair would fix, how it would feel as process 
and telos, and whether it would be possible, desirable, or worth 
risking. As we will see, the work of dread in Eve’s oeuvre points 
in many directions, and indeed that is its clarifying power. Dread 
slices between noticing the mood made by the abrasion of lone-
liness and the discovery that nothing at the moment compels the 
drives or action toward cultivating anything, or even pretending 
to: this aggressive passivity is where fantasy offers consolation for 
living on while failing to provide a reliable cushion. A Dialogue on 
Love demonstrates prolifically the irreparable problem- scene made 
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by dread, staging the interregnum that paces, dilutes, and some-
times abandons the fantasy of repair. At one point Eve borrows 
Mark Seltzer’s phrase the “melodrama of uncertain agency” to de-
scribe this fantasmatic space of flailing or animated suspension 
(Sedgwick 2000, 157).1

The impasse not yet or perhaps never caught up in the drama 
of repair is neither life existentially nor life posttraumatically but 
existence, revealed in the stunned encounter: with the contingen-
cies of structuring fantasy; in what one loves in one’s own incoher-
ence; and in the bruise of significant contact, with people and with 
words. Eve dreads, for example, what she calls “the zinger” (Sedg-
wick 2000, 142). A zinger is a phrase that makes you rear back on 
impact, rattling your pleasure with the force of its sure verbal ag-
gression; you have no choice but to take the zinger’s hit, and then 
you’re dazed and alone with it, even if the aim wasn’t to take you 
down. Even then your buckled footing is collateral damage but 
damage nonetheless, a lonely “ow.” The resulting loneliness cannot 
be compartmentalized and is not over there, waiting for you to turn 
your attention to its repair; it has run into the store for cigarettes 
and never returned, leaving you in the idling car.

Eve, quite a wit herself, writes about fearing zingers that would 
“decathect me [from an attachment] . . . suddenly, hard, and com-
pletely,” slicing with a bullying rationality through what fantasy 
had been holding out against loss (Sedgwick 2000, 142). At times 
life itself becomes zinged, as in the cruel joke that history plays on 
the joyous subject in the form of accident or catastrophe—a can-
cer diagnosis, say—or in the betrayal of a friend, a harsh judgment 
against someone she loves, or a reencounter with homophobia. 
Then there is the zinger of discovering that she has been trying, all 
of her life, to seduce intermittent love into becoming a permanent 
and unconditional flow. Her devastating and constant rediscovery 
of the eternal task of holding up the world by herself might be why 
the word “loneliness” appears only once or twice in her writing, and 
not interestingly: it is too lonely. Her word for this situation of dis-
repair is abandonment. Abandonment presumes a prior attachment, 

1. Mark Seltzer first uses the phrase “melodramas of uncertain agency” in 
Serial Killers: Death and Life in America’s Wound Culture (1998, 77).
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but there’s also something settled about it: not a death sentence but 
a fact about the riveting state of loss.

Yet at the same time as the outrage of discovery sends Eve into a 
compulsive formalism, she finds that her abandonment brings opti-
mism with it.

Yet my fear of the coming operation, if it was fear, didn’t register 
as fear, but as a disconsolate sense that I already had been abandoned. 
And that

I was abandoned
in the sense that there was no
controlling that grief,

that outrage. A crazy regression, an infantile compulsion. But 
maybe an alternative to looking forward with dread? (Sedgwick 
2000, 88–89)

Affect management is always belated. Abandonment is when, in the 
scene of looking backward, one discovers that the end of sociality 
has come already and that there is nothing left to fear or constrain—
as long as one is not caught up in the depressive position’s nostalgia 
work of reseduction, the repair that is never completed. The aban-
doned one can be a pillar of salt that is freed to be infinitely salty. 
The recognition is not a solution, though. The relation of abandon-
ment to dread, of productive pasts to horrible futures, of recogni-
tion of the intractable, is a complex one in the Sedgwickian oeuvre: 
not convertible to a gesture, a politics, or emotional comfort but 
habitable only on the condition that it is not repaired.

l e :  “Paranoid Reading and Reparative Reading,” Eve’s introduction 
to Novel Gazing, was later republished as the penultimate chapter 
of Touching Feeling: Affect, Pedagogy, Performativity. As she unambigu-
ously defines it there, reparativity is “frankly ameliorative” (Sedg-
wick 2003, 144). Fearing the failure, the unsustainability of its re-
lation to the world—fearing indeed that the world “is inadequate 
or inimical to its nurture” (149)—the subject of the reparative im-
pulse attempts a “project of survival” (150). For reparativity, asso-
ciated with the depressive position in Eve’s reading of Melanie Klein 
(how accurate such reading of Klein may be is another question en-
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tirely), is “an anxiety- mitigating achievement” (128) that responds 
to and attempts to overcome the paranoiac’s “terrible alertness to 
the dangers posed by . . . hateful and envious part- objects”; the re-
parative, by contrast, strives “to assemble and confer plenitude on 
an object” in the hope that the object “will then have the resources 
to offer to an inchoate self” (149)—resources providing the “suste-
nance” (150) that subsequently enables the self to survive. Assem-
bling, conferring plenitude, giving the inchoate a sustaining form: 
the work of reparativity grounds itself in a notion of aesthetic co-
herence that opposes the incompletion, division, and defectiveness 
of failure. The paranoid position, Eve argues, stands condemned as 
“self- defeating” (137)—defeated, that is, in attempting to defend 
against an anticipated external threat precisely insofar as the para-
noid position is itself the source of that threat. Associating reality 
with the relentless danger of impingement from without and ini-
tiating, in consequence, a primal separation of the self from the 
world that would harm it, the paranoid position makes rupture a 
value in response to the anxiety occasioned by the vengeful part- 
objects it locates outside.

Reparativity, however, in the face of a threat to its objects posed 
by the self, extends, in Eve’s view, some protection to them against 
the self and its paranoid practices. Aesthetic unity and amelioration 
are indistinguishable in this context. Making the part- object whole 
protects the object not for its own sake but rather for the sake of 
the self that such an object is intended to sustain. Reparativity be-
comes a “care of the self,” a spiritual and aesthetic practice aspiring 
“to provide the self with pleasure and nourishment in an environ-
ment that is perceived as not particularly offering them” (Sedgwick 
2003, 137).

The self- defeat of paranoia, on the one hand, and the nourish-
ment of the self, on the other: one could be forgiven for thinking, 
despite Eve’s frequent and frequently emphatic denials, that we are 
caught in the dualistic thinking she associates with paranoia. Eve 
apprehends such dualism as central to the functioning of closed 
systems and so to the logic of digitality with its rigidly binary, on- 
off schema, in contrast to analog representation and its multiple po-
sitionalities. Reiterating the continuity of paranoia and the digital 
with defectiveness and the condition of wanting—in other words, 
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with failure or defeat—while reinforcing the reparative position’s 
claim to realized form and aesthetic coherence, Eve quotes with ap-
proval from Anthony Wilden’s work on system analysis: “Digital 
distinctions introduce gaPs into continuums . . . whereas analog 
differences . . . fill continuums” (Sedgwick 2003, 121). Put other-
wise, the digital will always divide what the analog makes replete, 
and such repletion depends, as Eve makes clear by quoting Wilden 
once more, on the analog’s characteristic incapacity for negation: 
“The analog does not possess the syntax necessary to say ‘No.’”

By contrast, the paranoid position, which displays what Eve calls 
a “rigorous exclusiveness,” insists above all on saying “No”— saying 
“No” in particular to whatever threatens to humiliate the subject or 
destroy it (Sedgwick 2003, 135). But in doing so, according to Eve, 
the paranoid subject calls forth the very part- objects it will then per-
ceive as threats by splitting “both its objects and itself” into ele-
ments “exclusively . . . good or bad” (Sedgwick 2007, 633). The 
paranoid subject, in other words, preemptively (if self- defeatingly) 
breaks from the brokenness of the part- objects it sees as threaten-
ing to break it in turn. But the reparative subject, by repairing them, 
by turning “part- objects into something like a whole,” may reduce, 
if only briefly, the anxiety of an imminent break in relation and so 
establish the conditions that secure its “nourishment and comfort” 
(Sedgwick 2003, 128).

Where the stakes in the paranoid- reparative difference are so 
stark and so highly fraught, where the wager of each, and in more 
than just figure, appears to pit life against death, survival against 
defeat, nourishment against destructiveness, we seem to be caught 
in a feedback loop, a trope Eve often made use of in her discussions 
of paranoid thought. But this feedback loop leads reparativity and 
its project of survival back into the paranoid or digital practice of 
rupture and division. For the reparative aesthetic emerges by break-
ing from the breaking characteristic of paranoia. “Paranoid Reading 
and Reparative Reading”: if we read Eve’s title (though would this 
be to read it reparatively or paranoiacally?) as an instance of hen-
diadys, then the and that binds its terms must also separate them 
as well, making difference out of sameness by naming as two what 
amounts to one in order to figure, albeit paradoxically, that under-
lying unity. In doing so the and displaces the digitalizing or, which 
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then gets banished into the subtitle, or rather into the undefined 
space between title and subtitle that indicates their relation: “Para-
noid Reading and Reparative Reading, or, You’re So Paranoid, You 
Probably Think This Essay Is about You.” But what is the relation be-
tween the two? If the or suggests an alternative, it’s an alternative 
that seems to lay equal claim to the place of the title itself. Instead 
of one title, then, we have two: a relation of and, not or—or one in 
which, rather than being two, and and or are one.

Surely no reader has ever missed the aggression of the subtitle’s 
joke (who could, when it interpellates so pointedly everyone who 
reads it?). But who has observed its redoubling of the binary logic 
of the title itself—or rather, of the ambiguity as to whether it binar-
izes or unifies? On the face of it, and completes and binds, bring-
ing disparate things together. If that disparity arises only by virtue 
of the and in the first place, however, if the “reading” at issue is not 
the distinction between paranoid and reparative modes but rather 
the reading that is paranoid and reparative at once, then and, in the 
guise of conjoining these modes, reifies their difference. Precisely 
by serving as a trope for or—for the twoness of separation and divi-
sion—the title’s and effects a literal displacement of that or. At the 
same time, however, the or that introduces what we understand as 
the subtitle begins to play the role of an and by identifying what 
could also properly be thought to title the essay. If the and of repara-
tivity tropes the paranoiac or precisely by insisting on the distance, 
the division between paranoia and repair, and so on their distinct 
modes of reading (reparativity allegedly making whole what para-
noia splits), then only in splitting from paranoia by functioning as 
an or can the title’s and become, paradoxically, an and of conjunction 
once more. One can only conjoin or repair what bears the mark of 
separation already. And and or conjoin as conjunctions in their equal 
commitment to the splitting by which they separate from each other 
and come together at once. Reparativity similarly repeats the schiz-
oid practice it claims to depart from; but precisely by virtue of pro-
claiming its essential division from paranoia, and thereby erasing 
the division between paranoia’s division and its own repair, it is 
able, ironically, to enact “repair”: the repair that undoes what we 
now can call reparativity’s murderous division—and undoes it by way 
of its own implication in the negativity it seems to negate.
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But “Paranoid Reading and Reparative Reading,” when reprinted 
in Touching Feeling, was followed, tellingly, by another essay, “The 
Pedagogy of Buddhism.” After tracing the transformation of Bud-
dhist concepts as they entered Euro- American culture, this essay 
concludes by discussing the emergence, particularly in the United 
States after World War II, of an interest in what Eve refers to as “the 
Buddhist pedagogy of nonself” and further describes as “the vibrant 
realms of ‘no’ in Buddhist thought” (Sedgwick 2003, 173). Identify-
ing herself with those whose medical status has made them vividly 
conscious of the distance “between [the] knowledge and [the] real-
ization” (173) of death, she rejects the well- meaning assertion with 
regard to those confronting illness “that we are the last people who 
should be allowed to lapse from an unremitting regimen of positive 
thinking” (173). Though wary of a muscular appeal to the negative 
as an exercise of “sheer will power” (173), Eve makes space for the 
negativity that informs those “vibrant realms of ‘no,’” making them 
inextricable from “being and learning to unbe a self” (179).

The place of this “no” must be placed alongside Eve’s readings of 
reparativity in order to see the unstable place of the reparative in 
her own thought, a place by no means final from the perspective of 
her critical performance, however frequently it may be vaunted as her 
ultimate critical statement. Can anyone attentive to Eve’s career mis-
recognize her own distinctive gestures of negation and repudiation, 
of moving beyond and turning against the formulations, the ver-
sions of her own critical self, for which she had come to be known? 
Famous for declaring the cultural centrality of the hetero- homo 
distinction, she later had occasion to rethink that claim and dis-
pute the importance she herself had placed on matters of sexuality. 
Similar acts of self- negation inform her changing attitudes toward 
shame, paranoia, epistemology, sexual difference, and even Fou-
cault. The critical desire to stabilize reparativity as Eve’s last (and 
lasting) bequest, as the wisdom surviving her loss—and by which 
we ourselves survive losing her—may serve, in this case, to simplify 
what her pedagogy enacts, to bury what only loss as such might 
serve to keep alive: the rupture to which repair is bound, the persis-
tent place of the “no.” Against what she saw as the paranoid posi-
tion’s association with “bad karma,” Eve affirms, in what seems an 
unmistakable instance of paranoid splitting, the reparative posi-
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tion’s commitment to turning “bad karma into good” (Sedgwick 
2007, 641). But in a deliberate echo of Oedipus at Colonus, an echo 
heard too in A Dialogue on Love when she describes herself as “con-
vinced, with the ancients, that it would be best not to be born” 
(Sedgwick 2000, 111), Eve follows this distinction between bad and 
good karma, between the paranoid and the reparative, with some-
thing different from either: “The best thing of all . . . is to have no 
karma” (Sedgwick 2007, 641).

l b :  To have no karma is to discover oneself not dropped or aban-
doned tragically but occupying a separateness from the circuit of 
attachment and repair. So what survives here, across our readings, 
are multiple paradigms of Sedgwickian relationality: the clashing 
quasi- antithetical formalisms of which Lee just spoke and also the 
sideways zones of suspension that allow for the circulation of mul-
tiple affects. Eve hopes for something other than drama that feels 
dramatic and threatening to the possibility of staying attached to 
life. She figures this potential more than theorizes it; in relation to 
the care style of her therapist, Shannon, for example, she describes 
a foundationless life of watery buoyancy, so that she can float care-
less in the good sense, without a care (Sedgwick 2000, 139).

Then there’s the revelation Klein provides that is so stunning that 
Eve keeps forgetting and having to remember it:

The sense that power is a form of relationality that deals in, for 
example, negotiations (including win- win negotiations), the ex-
change of affect, and other small differentials, the middle ranges of 
agency—the notion that you can be relatively empowered or disem-
powered without annihilating someone else or being annihilated, 
or even castrating or being castrated—is a great mitigation of that 
endogenous anxiety, although it is also a fragile achievement that 
requires to be discovered over and over. (Sedgwick 2011, 130)

Add to this list the patient that Shannon recalls to Eve, in whom 
“the parts . . . were only barely holding hands” (Sedgwick 2000, 
111). This too describes the relief that acknowledgment, detach-
ment, and even dissociation can provide, suggesting that a mode of 
existence can be forged in which the subject lives with an open vul-
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nerability without compulsively inducing a saturating defense that 
attempts to disavow the noise of abandonment and dread.

What’s Lost

l e :  Loss is what, in the object- relation, it’s impossible to lose; it’s 
what you’re left with when an object changes its place or changes 
its state. Even change for the better, even gain involves such loss, 
where loss is not merely an emptiness but something more dimen-
sional, something that fills the vacated space that’s left by what used 
to be there. Loss, in such a context, may be a name for what sur-
vives. In the place of what one had before, loss remains to measure 
the space or distance relation requires. As relationality’s constant, 
then, loss preserves relation in the absence of its object, affirming 
the object’s contingency, from which relation first takes its sting, 
even if or when the object is mourned as irreplaceable. Maybe that’s 
one of the motives for Eve’s engagement with reincarnation, with 
the thought of surviving in and as this very loss of self, of becoming 
that loss and maintaining thereby a relation that overcomes it.

At the end of “The Weather in Proust,” for example, she quotes 
this sentence from an account of Plotinus’s thought on reincar-
nation: “When it passes from one inner level to another, the self 
always has the impression that it is losing itself” (Sedgwick 2011, 
34). But implicit here is a counterassertion: that such an impression 
of the loss of self is something the self can have. Indeed that very im-
pression may be what constitutes the self. Such a self would emerge 
from the outset, through its experience of threatened loss, in the 
paranoid position associated with what I’ve been calling the place 
of the “no.” What Eve evokes as the reparative position, anxiously 
responding in its own distinct way to the anxiety of the paranoid, 
would trope on this stance of negation by presenting the threat 
as aimed at the object now instead of at the self, as emanating, in 
fact, from within that self whose power—that is, whose destructive 
power—fills the self with dread, but in doing so fills the self none-
theless.

Protecting, holding, pitying: the reparative process, as Eve as-
serts, may possess (unlike the schizoid position, with its murderous 
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assertiveness) a “mature, ethical dimension” (Sedgwick 2007, 638). 
“Among Klein’s names for the reparative process,” she tells us else-
where, “is love” (Sedgwick 2003, 128). But that doesn’t preclude re-
parativity’s implication in violence, aggression, and destruction or 
exempt it from the consequences of its defensive deployment by a 
self whose dread of its powers nonetheless enlarges both them and 
it. And never more successfully than when that self would restrain 
or renounce them. This is the paradox of the reparative position and 
also, perhaps, of the mysticism Eve associates with reincarnation. 
For if mysticism in “The Weather in Proust” is, in Eve’s words, “all 
but defined by its defiance of the closed system of either/or” then 
we might well ask, as the aural slippage between signifiers here sug-
gests, if such defiance actually defies or defines what closes the system 
(Sedgwick 2011, 5). Doesn’t the act of defiance perform the closed 
system’s distinctive “no” and so reproduce the “either/or” it’s in-
tended to defy?

Closed or open: that is the question Eve’s essay will force us to 
ask: “The important question in Proust” is “how open systems re-
late to closed ones, or perhaps better put, . . . how systems them-
selves move between functioning as open and closed” (Sedgwick 
2011, 3). The “better” formulation’s betterness, of course, depends 
on the greater openness seen in its invocation of and, but even that 
openness cannot close off the closed system’s “either/or.” We may 
now be asking how systems move “between functioning as open 
and closed,” but the functions themselves, as “between” makes 
clear, remain resolutely digital, where the digital pertains to the 
paranoid position’s insistence on saying “no.” While that “no” by 
no means discredits mysticism’s claims to potential openness (any 
more than the and as trope for or discredits reparativity), it betrays 
the negativity indissociable from every gesture of repair: the dis-
junction or “no” that registers loss as the medium of, the precondi-
tion for, and the spur to relationality.

l b :  I don’t know if loss is the best name for what survives, or what 
relation it has to your similar observation about failure. But I agree 
that what we’re facing is a spectacle of an unspectacular space in 
Eve’s work, of the subject’s own capacity not to be caught up in 
the tangle of her own circuits of abjection, grandiosity, and aggres-
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sion. What does it mean to be in them without being torn up by 
them? What is the relation of narrative contingency to her stated 
desire to be held, not through the will but by unconditional love? 
What does it mean to want to write relationality into the uncondi-
tional? More and more potential orientations toward the object pro-
liferate. It is as though her pedagogical compulsion to make people 
smarter translates, after a while, into making them merely prox-
imate, as in the intimate pedagogy she frames so magnificently in 
“White Glasses,” where intimacy is about cospatiality and not pre-
dictability, recognition, or exchange. The unpredictable structure of 
the later work does not incite mourning in me or a desire to seduce 
the text toward repair but a curiosity about what’s on offer in that 
space, a Bollasian attentiveness to the possibility of a loving defla-
tion and a stretching out to figure things out, like a cat waking up 
in the sun. Perhaps the displacements she narrates are not always 
about loss and repair but a departure from the vanity of achieving 
perfect form and the risk of unlearning an attachment to the poten-
tial for drama to prove that we are really living.

This leads us back to dread: the dread of admitting knowing what 
brokenness is while managing the rage to repair. This living place of 
a knowing dread is a hard thing to talk about, much harder than the 
subject’s tenderness, injury, and projected aggression. In some late- 
career moods Eve writes not in the emotional vernacular of empathy 
but with realism about how destructive pure being is:

The Kleinian infant experiences a greed whose aggressive and envi-
ous component is already perceived as posing a terrible threat both 
to her desired objects and to herself. The resulting primary anxiety 
is an affect so toxic that it probably ought to be called, not anxiety, 
but dread. It is against this endogenous dread that the primary de-
fense mechanisms are first mobilized—the splitting, the omnipo-
tence, the violent projection and introjection. These defenses, in 
turn, which may be mitigated but never go away, can impress their 
shape on the internal experience of repression as well as the social 
experience of suffering from, enforcing, or resisting repression. 
(Sedgwick 2007, 633–34)

In this model, the subject who dreads is not successful at dis-
avowal but spends her time encountering the impossible- to- 
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distinguish relation between attaching and destroying and between 
building a world and annihilating what’s inconvenient to it, includ-
ing herself. Dread marks the core power of this version of the sub-
ject, no longer seen as protected by care and the compulsion to re-
pair but as vulnerable to all acts, even acts of love, whose internal 
relation of violence to preservation is completely cloaked by the am-
bitions of personality to appear blameless.

l e :  Listening to this powerful reading, Lauren, I’m conscious of 
the implicit drama you trace in the difficult gambit associated with 
Eve’s “spectacle of [the] unspectacular”—a gambit perfectly cap-
tured when you write: “Perhaps the displacements [Eve] narrates 
are not always about loss and repair but [about] . . . the risk of un-
learning an attachment to the potential for drama to prove that we 
are really living.” That the real need not be situated in the inflated 
extremes of “drama” is surely a lesson that Eve learns through Klein 
(and through her therapist, Shannon, as well). But narratives evok-
ing the “risk of unlearning” such histrionic attachments reenact 
them through the excitations called forth by the figure of “risk.” 
Drama, like negativity, may be harder to escape than we think. Even 
the trope of “escaping” drama covertly resurrects it in the same way 
that self- enlargement may inhere in the effort to make the self mini-
mal, to turn it from actor to witness, or to make such “witness” into 
something more companionate, more relational, like withness.

A middle child, as she lets us know in A Dialogue on Love, Eve 
bluntly acknowledges her profound distrust of melodramatic ex-
tremes, but she admits that the “middle ranges of agency” that 
allow for “negotiations” represent, at best, a “fragile achievement,” 
always on the verge of coming undone and so bound up with dra-
matic suspense no less than with suspensions of drama. Eve, after 
all, loved the novel; she began her career with a book on the Gothic; 
and melodramatic extremes were sites of intense erotic potential. 
Yet she invests much in this space of detachment from the melo-
dramatics of selfhood, invests, that is, in a holding environment 
as sustaining to us as air, as ubiquitous as weather: a space beyond 
grandiosity, splitting, anxiety, or dread, a space she lovingly speci-
fies as “quotidian, unspecial, reality- grounded” (Sedgwick 2011, 4). 
But what relation obtains between such a space and the intensities 
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of sex or the pressures of drives and desires that make that dread- 
free space so desirable?

Sometimes Eve posits that space of detachment as a vast circuit 
of interrelation. In A Dialogue on Love she describes it as “big / enough 
that you could never / even know whether // the system was closed, 
finally, or open” (Sedgwick 2000, 114). But if the openness of the 
system is open to doubt, the psychic affordance of this figure for 
interconnectedness is not; “picturing this new kind of circuitry 
was a vital self- protective step,” she writes (115). Though for Eve the 
very point of this circuit “could only // lie in valuing / all the trans-
formations and / transitivities // in all directions / for their differ-
ence” (114), that openness to transformation remains in the service 
of “self- protect[ion],” conserving what is, forestalling loss, and so 
precluding her transformation beyond a recognizable self insofar 
as she remains what sees and values the transformations around 
her. That is what becoming witness means here (“picturing this 
new kind of circuitry”) and why witness, which Eve calls “reality- 
grounded,” may not be so different from fantasy. Both rely on a loss 
of self through identification with the mise- en- scène in order to see 
what happens in what one imagines as one’s absence. Eve distin-
guishes this open circuitry of what she calls “post- Proustian love” 
from the circulation of erotic desire in closed or triangular struc-
tures—structures in which

you would
eventually

get back all of the
erotic energy you’d
sent around it (so
that the point of this
fantasy was nothing is

ever really lost)—  (114)

But that fantasy continues to animate her thinking about re-
incarnation and mysticism. That, I think, is why Eve insists, by the 
time of “The Weather in Proust,” that even a figure for reincarnation 
like the fountain of the Prince de Guermantes remains bound to the 
drama of a linear narrative, to a “conservation of matter and energy” 
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that “might be called strictly karmic” (Sedgwick 2011, 3). And yet, 
as she notes, something other than the logic of karma is at play too, 
something that keeps the circuitry open to prevent the possibility 
that transformation, that novelty, might get lost. Observing how the 
fountain’s elegant jets unexpectedly douse Mme d’Arpajon when a 
sudden gust of wind diverts them, Eve writes, “Sometimes things 
that come around don’t go around, and vice versa” (3).

Beyond the cycles of karma, then, whether that karma turns 
out to be good or bad, reparative or paranoid, lies the space of “no 
karma” that every attempt to approach pushes farther away (just as 
seeking the space beyond drama, aspiring to inhabit its “beyond,” 
already entails the heroics of drama in trying to supersede it). “It 
seems inevitable for us karmic individuals,” Eve admits at the end 
of “Melanie Klein and the Difference Affect Makes,” “that even the 
invocation of nonkarmic possibility will be karmically overdeter-
mined. . . . It can function as an evasion” (Sedgwick 2007, 641–42). 
An evasion of the desire that attaches us to the vision of freedom 
from desire itself ? An evasion of the historicity of our own relation 
to the “nonkarmic”? An evasion of the ways the nonkarmic may 
carry, as its very prefix suggests, the “no” that marks its connection 
to the splitting evinced by the schizoid position? Eve ends that essay 
without specifying just what the nonkarmic would evade, affirming 
instead that, at least for her, the “vision of nonkarmic possibility . . . 
also illuminates some possibilities of opening out new relations to 
the depressive position” (642).

Whatever this means, and I think Eve deliberately refuses to give 
us its meaning in any propositional form, it strikes the chord of a 
set of values to which the whole of her later work vibrates. “Possi-
bilities,” “opening out,” “new relations”: these sound the base tone 
of those values and they anticipate her explicit summation of them 
near the end of “The Weather in Proust”: “That the universe along 
with the things in it are alive and therefore good: here I think is 
a crux of Proust’s mysticism. Moreover, the formulation does not 
record a certainty or a belief but an orientation, the structure of a 
need, and a mode of perception. It is possible for the universe to be 
dead and worthless; but if it does not live, neither do the things in it, 
including oneself and one’s own contents” (Sedgwick 2011, 32). The 
universe must live, and in living be good, these sentences seem to 
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suggest, either because I am living myself or in order that I may continue 
to do so. Just before she makes this claim Eve talks about viewing the 
universe as “instinct with value and vitality” (32); here, in a parallel 
epithet, though one chiastically inverted, she recoils from seeing it 
as “dead and worthless.” It’s not just vitality that she values here, but 
value that proves to be vital: the valuing of the universe that sees it as 
good is precisely what keeps it alive.

The nonkarmic alternative to self- inflation brings us back to a 
self apparently charged with maintaining and supporting the uni-
verse so that it can hold the self in turn. As Eve muses in A Dialogue on 
Love, “Without magical thinking I imagine the world would be gray, 
no colors, air pushed out of it” (Sedgwick 2000, 111); this world 
without sequins, deprived of attachment, is the one and only thing, 
Eve tells us, she truly dreads for herself: “for me, dread only // I may 
stop knowing / how to like and desire / the world around me” (4). 
But the dread here attaches less to the prospect of detachment from 
the world, less to the specific thought of her neither liking nor de-
siring it, than to the competence- humbling confrontation with not 
“knowing how” to do so. An affective blockage gets processed as 
dread when its form is epistemological. Or else, as a defense against 
dread itself, epistemology here trumps affect. Of course, the ten-
sion between these two projects (epistemology and affect) names 
a rupture in Eve’s career even as it names two competing ways in 
which she encounters Proust. Against what she acknowledges, but 
devalues, as his “demystifying, propositional level of knowingness 
and lack” (6) she mobilizes the nonkarmic alternative: “the non- 
propositional, environmental order of Proust’s reality- orientation, 
which coincides with his mysticism” (Sedgwick 2011, 4). Between 
epistemology and object- relations, between the order of proposi-
tions and the environment they take place in, we encounter once 
more the place of the “no,” the space of discontinuity, where know-
ingness, with its endless retinue of erotic potentiality bound up 
with the limit or lack that’s always encountered in the “no,” is de-
posed in favor of an ethical vitalization of the universe.

l b :  I am not sure that being erotically knowing, in Eve’s work, is 
trumped by a vitalizing ethical sanitation of the inconvenience and 
messiness of attachment. Is trumping the only relation we can see 
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when divergent models line up next to each other? Are managerial 
impulses really, in the end, impulses toward mastery? These are not 
rhetorical questions, but I’m not saying yes or no. The transferen-
tial situation lets us encounter where we don’t make sense without 
being defeated by it. I recognize that I read for what Eve makes pos-
sible, for her belief in the work of concepts to make the unbear-
able livable and the nonrelational part of intimacy a part of what’s 
potentially sustaining in attachment. People often encounter their 
own dramas undramatically, with not much more than a nod and 
sometimes comic shrugging. Let me focus on a few related prob-
lems emerging in our analysis.

For Eve, dread opens up the possibility of seeing that one’s own 
dramas are murderous and that this knowledge does not make them 
less murderous. What its acknowledgment does—and this is dif-
ferent from what knowledge does—is to specify those impulses as 
one mode of action among many. I could destroy the world in my 
dreaded desire for it—or not, and in the not, be rocked by things 
without being defeated by it. So at stake in the confrontation with 
the impulse to use knowledge and writing to repair a relationality 
constitutively broken while remaining relational is not to note that 
epistemology trumps affect or vice versa but to address how to pro-
ceed when one’s epistemological and affective dressage no longer 
provides knowledge, pleasure, or even effective affect management. 
This is the conceptual rhetorical work of Eve’s late fictocriticism, as 
well as the motive for therapy. The crisis is of what to do when one’s 
long habit of doing the work of being oneself no longer works, not 
even in a fake or fantasmatic way: one needs all of one’s resources 
for improvisation, new affective rhythms, better conceptualizations 
of what the subject is capable of that will always coexist with the as-
pect of the subject stuck in drama. Likewise, therefore, the problem 
in Eve’s work of risking unlearning the association of life with a dra-
matics of living is not necessarily a fantasy of escape from drama but a 
fantasy of making room for the openness imminent to acknowledg-
ment without destroying that space with the dreaded histrionics of 
one’s greedy mastery demands.

Judging what is necessarily or not necessarily the case is a central 
trope throughout her work, and a trope is not necessarily a drama. It 
might involve feeling out a territory like a hand skipping over sand 
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in the dark. When she says something “must necessarily” refer—as 
in “the nation must necessarily refer to sexuality”—it is to insist 
on the connectedness of things that claim to be separate, and it is 
always political (Sedgwick 1993, 147). But when the “not necessarily 
related” kind of phrase appears, it ratchets down the melodrama of 
attachment: “After this, in fact, I get very charmed and relaxed by 
everything that looks like non- necessity. I’ve started noticing that 
lots of Shannon’s best comments—the ones that change the aspect 
of things for me—amount to nothing more profound than ‘It ain’t 
necessarily so’” (Sedgwick 2000, 112). One could call the discovery 
of the nonnecessity of things, a non- that’s predicted by the spon-
taneity of the Sedgwickian nonce, a moment of heightening that 
also marks the difference between affect and emotion as vectors of 
analysis.

In the way she represents her relation to Shannon, Eve does 
sometimes wish for something simple, an emotional monotone 
that rules over the affectively inconvenient noise. This is because 
the noise of affect is inconvenient. But Eve was trying for something 
else in the work too—not a simple symptom simply calling out to be 
cured but a messier room. Symptoms overorganize a process into a 
representation. They seem literal: one problem, one presenting and 
representing problem. But before something becomes the lie that is 
a symptom, a fetish, or a fact invested with desire, it is a dispersed 
environment of causes and pulses. The unconscious is not where 
she looks to be able to bear this. She looks to her complex world 
made up of affective extensions. She calls Shannon, her friends, and 
the authors in whose work she is deeply invested forces that change 
the aspect of life, etymologically the arrangement of the planets, and 
she hopes that changing the aspect can change the expect. The ques-
tion is whether the wish to provide a rearrangement is a defense 
against the loss of everything or a wish for the unbearable to be-
come the habitable in a way that actually risks changing something. 
My gamble is that the encounter with her unconditional negativity, 
the misalignment of her internal planets, is not the same thing as 
merely a fantasy of being both oneself and otherwise. It matters to 
say “maybe.” Acknowledgment changes a palate.

This takes me directly to sex. A Dialogue on Love narrates the loss 
of a lifelong masturbatory practice and its refinding as erotic energy 
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both in the transferential therapeutic scene and outside the office 
as well: just as the “dialogue” on love is not a dialogue but many 
genres of call and response, so too she finds sex again in anything 
that can stand as a syncopated relation. Syncopation includes syn-
cope, a fainting feeling. She finds it all, the recession and the return, 
in caring for the other, in being cared for, in allowing the other to 
push her body into a new aspect and make it feel solid and liquid; 
in the concept of a being- with that includes all of what’s unshared 
and discarded in the penumbra of the promise to show up again for 
more talk; and in the revelation that there was never a singular break 
to be repaired but tears within a membrane that can take the shock 
in some spots better than others, without being annihilated by it.

In this way out- of- synchness is not only a drama of negativity 
but also sociality’s great promise, and a way to maintain an affective 
mess for which most people do not have the skill or the trust in the 
world’s, or other people’s, patience. Eve never wrote an essay called 
“Pedagogy of Sex.” There are many reasons for this, no doubt, and 
“A Poem Is Being Written” comes close. There the main thing is that 
sex is not a thing of truth but a scene where one discovers potenti-
ality in the abandon that’s on the other side of abandonment. She 
wanted sex at once to expand and become specific by multiplying 
the range of its potential scenarios and relational rhythms, so that 
her readers, her intimates could achieve different kinds of aspect- 
altering acknowledgment of sexuality’s genuinely wild object in-
ducements, from the biggest love to something as minimal as a 
“gay- affirmative detachment” (Sedgwick 1993, 169).

So I am not saying to you, “Stop with all the drama, already!” 
Sometimes Eve said things like that, but it was just one of her many 
wishes. Others were to acknowledge the subject’s internal chaos in 
relation to the chaos of the world; to admit the relief of being man-
aged and managing the situation of attachment without repairing 
it, were repairing to mean disavowal; and to imagine that different 
tones could induce unpredicted infrastructures for relationality in 
the world. Above all, to respect the impact of the concept a wish 
makes to reroute the effects, and the affects.

l e :  I’m glad you’re not saying “Stop with all the drama, already!” 
since such a self- deconstructing imperative would be a showstop-
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per in spite of itself. We could hardly stop the drama, after all, and 
still produce a dialogue. Whether delivering this talk at the mla in 
a give- and- take always alive to the fear of annihilation through a 
“zinger,” intended as such or not, or here in the space of the printed 
page where our separate but interwoven words still function contra-
puntally, we’re mired to our eyeballs in drama—the drama we’ve 
known since Plato inheres in encountering an idea but that also in-
heres, as we’ve known since Sigmund Freud, in the negativity of re-
lation. The question is how we stage that drama, both for others and 
for ourselves, and how it stages us.

Together and separate, Lauren and Lee: bound by the dia-
logic structure that also distinguishes our voices, we’re certain to 
be staged, whether we like it or not, as instantiating the hendia-
dic logic of “Paranoid Reading and Reparative Reading.” Not that 
you and I occupy, as if we were allegorical figures, the reparative 
and paranoid positions respectively (or as if those positions them-
selves, as I’ve been arguing, are ever as clear- cut as they seem), but 
we’re certainly susceptible to misrecognition in those binarizing 
terms. Though we share, that is, a resistance to the pastoral affir-
mation of cohesiveness, though we both see Eve herself as produc-
ing something beyond the repair that endlessly animates rupture’s 
“no,” we nonetheless, and perhaps unavoidably given the form in 
which we’re working, subject ourselves to the risk of construction 
in allegorical terms. Viewed through the distortion of such a lens, 
I would embody the negativity Eve distrusts in paranoia: the nega-
tivity she associates with the demystications practiced by the Yale 
school, whose “masculine” regime of epistemological power she 
opposes to “vitality and value” and so to the prospect of aesthetic 
coherence imagined as “weather” or “environment.”

That same false optic would identify you with the affect theory 
through which Eve envisions an access to immediacy, to the pleni-
tude of possibility, to a less anxious relation to the body, and to a 
nondestructive, nondualistic ability to be with what is. As under-
stood in this way by Eve, affect theory permits movement beyond 
the ruptures resurrected by repair, even if only in ways that one—
or at least the allegorical other one who figures paranoid reading—
might describe as largely enacting a fantasmatic repair of repair. Af-
fect theory, as Eve conceives it, which is not, as we know, how you 
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do, envisions the possibility of a universe of good: a holding en-
vironment that opens a space beyond histrionic extremes and the 
lethal conflicts of either/or. That version of affect theory, by hold-
ing on to the possibility of the subject’s being held (hence neither 
abandoned nor allowed to drop), occupies the fantasmatic place of 
the good, or the good enough, mother for Eve, whether that mother 
be identified with Shannon or with the text of À la recherche. And 
though such a version of affect theory differs markedly from yours, 
our audience, Lauren, may align you too with Eve’s conflation of 
affect theory and a sustaining maternal hold. Not because you be-
lieve in that hold as what affect theory offers, but because Eve, in 
enlisting affect to affirm the prospect of repaired relation, of the 
openness of and to “being with,” employs your language to imag-
ine a dread- free coexistence with mess. She reads the potentiality 
inherent in weather—in a quotidian, “reality- grounded” environ-
ment—as what holds us by holding out to us the promise of “value 
and vitality,” of the universe as a livable space.

If you face allegorical inscription, though, in the place of the 
good enough mother, then I, like the paranoid practices of decon-
structive knowingness, am likely to be cast, and no less falsely (at 
least from my point of view), as theory’s equivalent of Darth Vader, 
a form of the father we love to hate: withholding, histrionic, life- 
negating, and full of inhuman enjoyment. In such an allegorical 
setup, though, where both of us get set up (and not by reason of 
gender alone, though gender will play a role), I’m made to figure 
something Eve resolutely sought to project, while you figure some-
thing Eve equally resolutely wanted to incorporate. And just as 
neither you nor I conform to these allegorical images (though say-
ing so won’t forestall in the least our assimilation to them), so Eve, 
or the Eve that survives as her texts, is distinct from the self that 
such acts of projection and incorporation would induce. Her texts 
show those acts, or perhaps we should define them as tendencies in-
stead, to be wishes, desires, karmic strivings bound up with the 
drama of trying to overcome her own intractable resistance. You 
write, and for me quite movingly, “I read for what Eve makes pos-
sible”; I, on the other hand, read in Eve’s text what makes its co-
herence impossible. You resonate to what you call Eve’s “belief in the 
work of concepts to make the unbearable livable and the nonrela-
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tional part of intimacy a part of what’s potentially sustaining in at-
tachment,” while I respond to her text’s incapacity to resolve into 
such propositional utterances without, in the end, repudiating the 
very privilege of propositional thought.

I view as serious reflections on the different ways we read the 
series of questions you generate in response to my take on Eve’s 
work: “Is trumping the only relation we can see when divergent 
models line up next to each other? Are managerial impulses really, 
in the end, impulses toward mastery?” No doubt there are other 
models than trumping for thinking what happens when antitheti-
cal constructs appear beside each other. But as the contexts of our 
readings must count for something, so must the language Eve uses. 
When A Dialogue on Love first broaches dread, the book’s most trou-
bling affect (and most troubling precisely insofar as it springs from 
the prospect of love’s undoing), she locates it, where dread for herself 
is concerned, uniquely in a failure of knowing—specifically a failure 
of knowing how to mobilize attachment to the world. In that sense 
the failure of knowledge, I argued, might be the form, however 
displaced, that affective blockage takes. Or it might, alternatively, 
function defensively to trump the incursion of affect. For me, then, 
the question is not whether trumping is “the only relation we can 
see when antithetical models line up,” but why in this instance, when 
she first explores dread, Eve focuses explicitly on epistemological 
failure; why the impulse to affect that’s figured by dread of a lost 
attachment to the world takes the form of what affect in Eve would 
displace: the insistence of epistemological mastery. I’m not inter-
ested in globalizing this particular move and making such mastery 
the secret desire of Eve’s writings, both early and late. I want to 
focus instead on the negativity inseparable from her career- long 
pursuit of a survivable self—the negativity implicit in her trying and 
failing to cast out paranoia while also trying and failing to incorpo-
rate what affect theory might promise. But “failing,” in Eve’s case 
as much as in ours, fails as a name for this practice; for her, too, 
the want that compels repetition is just what relation most wants.

This repetition has much to do with both survival and affect 
management. Wanting to allow for what you hail as “sociality’s 
great promise,” wanting to provide a space for what you describe as 
“affective mess,” and so for living with an incoherence that needn’t 
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prove to be murderous, you ask if “managerial impulses” must, in 
the end, aspire to mastery. But precisely as an effort to evade the 
murderousness of paranoid- schizoid splitting, affect management, 
at least in Eve’s work, does aim to master a threat. And that threat 
is itself an affect: the dread Eve traces to a failure of knowledge.

To make a very long argument short, the discourse of affect man-
agement for Eve seems to function like, but as an alternative to, the 
Freudian reality principle. Hence she characterizes affect theory as 
thoroughly grounded in reality. She writes, for example:

[Melanie Klein’s] work has a reassuring groundedness, a sense of 
reality. I realize that this remark may sound implausible to anyone 
willing to sail through sentences about the cannibalistic defense of 
the good partial breast against the devouring invasion of the feces. 
But . . . I feel enabled by the way that even abstruse Kleinian work 
remains so susceptible to a gut check. It may not be grounded in 
common sense, but it is phenomenologically grounded to a remark-
able degree. A lot of this quality is owing to the fact that Klein’s 
psychoanalysis, by contrast to Freud’s, is based in affect. (Sedgwick 
2007, 628)

The capacity to tolerate disturbance, to put up with frustration un-
dramatically, to be with and amid contradiction without resorting 
to murderous violence: that’s what the reality principle affords, and 
that’s why, for Freud, the reality principle and the pleasure prin-
ciple aren’t antithetical; instead the former temporalizes the latter 
in the service of survival. In this nonopposition the reality principle 
registers and manages affect by binding the otherwise freely mo-
bile energy of the primary process. This reality- based affect man-
agement aims for an overall feeling of evenness as a version of plea-
sure that’s more stable, modulated, and controlled than the primary 
process’s. This may explain why Eve takes great pains to link affect 
theory’s grounding in “reality,” and hence its attention to the possi-
bilities for “respond[ing] to environmental (e.g., political) change” 
(Sedgwick 2003, 144), with the reparative’s investment in pleasure 
(as opposed to paranoia’s investment in knowledge): “Reparative 
motives, once they become explicit, are inadmissible in paranoid 
theory both because they are about pleasure . . . and because they 
are frankly ameliorative” (144). Her recourse to a version of affect 
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theory thus brings reality and pleasure together, and this pairing 
sketches the outlines of a nonkarmic alternative to paranoia.

But beyond the reality and the pleasure principles lies the death 
drive’s repetitions—the pressure of a negativity that insists as a sur-
plus of form over content, of structure over statement, of perfor-
mance over meaning. Though Eve wanted something other than the 
death drive’s otherness to life, that wanting preserved the place in 
which its otherness survived. What her work, with its restless intel-
ligence and unyielding commitment asks of us, and what we, in 
being true to it, have been asking of each other, is whether the and 
can embrace the or without, in the process, repeating or’s own other-
ness to and. Does such an embrace, in other words, depend on the 
distance it would abrogate and the negativity it would deny? Which 
also may be a way of asking: In such an embrace, what  survives?

l b :  We converge in seeing that reparativity, in Eve’s work, marks 
the and/or in an insuperable negativity that induces nonetheless a 
wish for relief in repair, which may mean something as minor but 
major as a shift in attachment styles. But, at the same time, I would 
argue that the very shifting of the subject in response to its own 
threat to its self- attachment can be the source of an affective cre-
ativity that is not just a fantasmatic toupée, but also the possibility 
of a recalibrated sensorium, as when a comic orientation toward ag-
gression and pleasure produces new capacities for bearing, and not 
repairing, ambivalence. Eve’s work is a training in being in the room 
with that ambivalence, which she also called unbearable, in its reve-
lation that having and losing are indistinguishable; although some-
times, for example, while one is mourning, it does not feel that way.





3 .  l i v i n g w i t h n e g a t i v i t y

l e e  e d e l m a n :  We’ve been thinking about sex in relation to nega-
tivity and politics in order to reassert its importance at a moment 
when much of contemporary critical thought (and much of contem-
porary activist practice) seems, in our view, all too eager to put the 
subject of sex behind it. Critical discourse now centers instead on 
questions of rights (civil, natural, and human), of sovereign power 
and states of exception, of the definition and limits of the human, 
and of the distribution and control of populations through the cate-
gories of citizen and noncitizen. Sex, in this context, can carry the 
odor of anachronism, narcissism, or something irreducibly and dis-
concertingly personal, and any impulse to linger on its place in the 
social, cultural, and political fields can suggest a stubbornly narrow 
gaze or a refusal to move on.

To be sure, this makes a certain sense insofar as sex can be said 
to resist such narratives of moving on, naming instead the site 
where desire, for all its potential mobility, remains fixed to a primal 
attachment that alone makes our objects appear as desirable. The 
movement produced by this combination of mobility and attach-
ment defines, at least in Lacanian terms, the circuit of the drive in 
its orbit around an inaccessible (non)object (what Lacan calls the 
objet a) whose gravitational pull is reflected in the series of objects 
metonymically invested with desire that would take that (non)ob-
ject’s place. Insofar as this leaves the subject torn between desire as 
a form of representation (of the objet a that cannot be objectified) 
and the unrepresentable cause of desire that attaches us to attach-
ment itself, it speaks to the negativity of sex, to our nonsovereign 
status as subjects. What we know of ourselves as desiring subjects 
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remains fixed, that is, to the unknowable frame in which all such 
knowing occurs—fixed to the particular libidinal structure that en-
ables but also disrupts it. The calculations by which the desiring 
subject attempts to take its own measure are thrown off, there-
fore, by the unknown attachments that determine the measure it 
chooses. Though the subject endeavors to routinize this being out 
of joint with itself—to inhabit its environment, as Eve might put 
it—some experiences intensify the pressure of that disjunctiveness 
or incoherence, insisting on the negativity that structures the drive’s 
relation to desire.

With this as our context, I want to begin by returning to some-
thing that Lauren pointed out in chapter 1: “We both see sex as a site 
for experiencing this intensified encounter with what disorganizes 
accustomed ways of being,” and we both proceed from a recogni-
tion of “the subject’s constitution by and attachment to varieties 
of being undone.” But that undoing has different consequences in 
Lauren’s work and in mine, largely because we read it from differ-
ent, though clearly related perspectives. For Lauren, the impulse to 
historicize—and by doing so, to particularize—how different sub-
jects differently experience the sense of their encounters with un-
doing reflects her more phenomenological investment in theorizing 
ways of negotiating and managing such disorganizations of being. 
She’s committed, like Eve, to the political project of imagining and 
making possible a relation to the world not shadowed by threat or 
the defensive dramatization of differences as existential dangers. 
She proposes instead that we attend to the possibility of “making 
peace with” or “being in the room with” what she calls the “mess” 
of affective intensities by engaging that mess in its ordinariness in-
stead of as inherently traumatic. What she calls her “utopian” as-
pect inheres in this belief that the conditions supporting abjection, 
aggression, and domination by norms are susceptible to transfor-
mation in ways that won’t dramatize their negativity by defensively 
disavowing that negativity but might enable us, instead, to accept 
it as part of our openness to the world. Difference, conceived as 
“benign variation,” might thus give rise to a vitalizing experience 
of engagement and curiosity rather than encouraging a fearful re-
treat to normativity’s fortified bunkers. In this way she elaborates a 
transformative politics rooted in a commitment to the optimism by 
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which we “stay bound to the world” and thus to its possibilities for 
undoing and rerouting our genres of attachment themselves.

Focusing instead on structures that insist through historical 
variation, I see undoing less as the subject’s incoherence in the face 
of normativity than as the momentary access to a sense of its radi-
cal unrepresentability. Such negative encounters, such ruptures in 
the logic—which is always a fantasy logic—by which the subject’s 
objects (itself included) yield a sense of the world’s continuity (even 
if only the continuity of experiencing the world as incoherent), im-
pose the abruptions that Lauren calls drama and undertakes to de-
dramatize. But in my understanding of how attachment binds the 
subject to the world, a tear in the fabric of attachment, and so in 
reality’s representation, cannot be separated from threat or from 
the dramatics of undoing. The suggestion that heteronormative re-
productions of the “good life” might be interrupted by dedrama-
tizing the experience of rupture and “seeing dramas in their ordi-
nariness” presupposes, in the very recognition of and attachment to 
ordinariness, the consistency that the subject is trying to achieve by 
dedramatizing in the first place. The subject, that is, so positioned 
to “see” its drama as ordinariness is not encountering the sort of 
undoing with which I’m most concerned.

Managing affective intensities by recognizing their status as 
part of the ordinary puts the emphasis on a cognitive binding of the 
subject to the world of its representations—the very binding under 
pressure of undoing in the encounters to which I refer. Such trans-
formative self- perception achieved amid affective discontinuity im-
plicitly presumes a mastery of, and a capacity to include in our cal-
culations, our unknowable primal attachments. In this it risks a 
regression from engaging the nonsovereignty of the subject. At the 
same time, rather than obviating the subject’s experience of threat, 
it displaces the threat of undoing onto the subject of dedramatized 
“seeing,” a subject still defensively invested in the continuity of its 
representations precisely insofar as its incoherence is stabilized by 
being seen as ordinary—a stabilization whose reassurance can look 
like what social norms afford.

In “Sex without Optimism” Lauren and I began our approach to 
negativity while mapping our shared perspectives and the points at 
which they diverge; we examined negativity’s relations to drama and 
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disavowal in “What Survives,” thinking in particular about ruptures 
in attachment and fantasies of repair. But a question Lauren raised 
at the outset still remains largely unanswered and might be taken 
as the impetus to our conversation here. “Since misrecognition is 
inevitable,” Lauren wrote, “since the fantasmatic projection onto 
objects of desire that crack you open and give you back to yourself 
in a way about which you might feel many ways will always hap-
pen in any circuit of reciprocity with the world, why fight it?” This 
question rightly confronts my own description of negativity with 
the need to address the political consequences of its structural ac-
count of the subject. If attachment to the framework of representa-
tion defines the social subject, then what are the alternatives to the 
misrecognitions that at once domesticate the unknowable and con-
solidate the subject of representation? What politics proceeds from 
undoing, from breakdowns in the subject’s forms of attachment? 
What would it mean, from within the context of our approaches 
to undoing, to take seriously the question of what it means to face 
living with negativity?

l a U r e n  b e r l a n t:  In love, in collaboration, in ordinary inter-
action, and in scenes of potential attunement like teaching or theo-
rizing, the impossibility of getting the account precisely right—
even if one says plausible words and even if the interlocutor mainly 
concurs—often requires a tacit agreement not to push too hard on the 
object organizing the interaction. Here the object is the encounter 
between negativity and nonsovereignty, the problems of radical in-
coherence and relational out- of- synchness that threateningly tra-
verse the subject and the world. So it surprises me not at all that 
Lee’s representation of my relation to negativity makes me feel 
pedantic and also makes me laugh at my own will to tweak this 
chapter’s opening, for that very will to will accuracy—to make what 
I might call “the misrecognition we can bear”—makes up the con-
sistency of relationality as such, the texture that emerges from ad-
justing representations across the intimate and the political.

For the record, I have not actually been advocating a mode of re-
parative openness that “replaces” nonsovereignty, nor seeking one 
not “shadowed” by it. I am not trying to separate anything out from 
threat or “the dramatics of undoing,” nor looking for a neutralizing 
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repair. I don’t deny the drama of what’s unbearable in one’s own 
negativity, but I do not think that drama has to feel dramatic or that, 
however it manifests, its appearance evidences the same “fact” of 
negativity regardless of context. I am arguing that it matters that 
and how we acknowledge both our affective discomposure in re-
lation and the forms of misrecognition we improvise in ongoing 
negotiation with the sense of it, for those forms change how we en-
counter the intractable antagonisms and incoherences. Proposing 
to induce different settings from within a dynamic so as to change 
the becoming-form of an encounter—what I would call “politics” 
but which could also be called “aesthetics”—is not the same as sub-
stituting a new, better structure for an old, bad one. The affective 
event is not external to the structure but part of it too. Thus I am not 
claiming that normativity, hetero or otherwise, induces nonsove-
reignty as opposed to the threat to the subject’s ontological disorga-
nization. I am saying that both politics and pedagogy emerge from 
within the disturbing encounter of these various modes of being 
incomplete, contradictory, and out of control. Nonsovereignty can 
engender different atmospheres and potentials, and the structures 
of self- discontinuity and the place of fantasy in shifting, remediat-
ing, and revisceralizing its threat are more than extraneous noise 
and variation, are not always only failed attempts at adequation or 
mastery, and are where all kinds of significant transformations hap-
pen. So if Lee is tracking “structures that insist through historical 
variation,” I am feeling out a different understanding of structure 
and a more integrated understanding of structure and fantasy—
to what in these chapters I have called, variously, noise, variation, 
and tweaking—at the scene of living with our self- misrecognition. 
Negativity, like all objects, avails us a threat, an anchor, and the 
constant presence of failure and optimism. Whether or not all of 
this pressure produces futile gestures toward “mastery,” for me it 
also offers the possibility of significant affective transformation—
which is to say, a transfigured relation of drama to dramatics—
which I take to be the source of its fundamentally political import. 
It matters that I could have written none of this without the working 
through and debating of the previous two chapters; I’ve learned a 
lot from this conversation.

Lee and I turned to this chapter to induce a development in the 
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positioning we’ve elaborated in the previous two dialogues with 
respect to bearing the unbearable encounter with the unfinished 
business of being—not just its incompleteness but also in its desire 
for and resistance to being accounted for. As Lee has suggested, 
the earlier chapters address sex as a scene for staging the structural 
nonsovereignty of the subject and its relation to perturbed and in-
coherent relationality in the world, and we are looking also to the 
modes of threat that the world engenders and their inseparability 
from relations of love and attachment. Hence there are many scenes 
of “the political.” Each operation involves the relief in fantasy, an 
anchoring to a sense near representation that provides some confi-
dence in the endurance of the world and one’s movement through 
it. To the extent that this chapter is about narrative and the en-
counter, then, to me this chapter is also about fantasy, including 
the fantasy of theory and its relation to how narrative binds and 
seduces us toward impossible repairs and resolutions.

So we have turned, as our anchor, to a story about an attempt to 
get an account of something right. We will be converging on Lydia 
Davis’s “Break It Down,” a story manifestly about accounting for re-
lationality. We include it as an appendix to this volume so that there 
will be something outside of the hermeticism of the idiom we de-
velop between us for debating living with negativity. Using it as our 
common resource, we will be asking whether and how it matters 
to respond to the problem of living with negativity, with its own 
radical self- incoherence and incommensurability, and we will ask 
whether “mastery” and “disavowal” are adequate names for what 
comes next, as we move within our encounter not only with our 
inevitably traumatic nonsovereignty but also the unruliness of the 
world. All page references for extracts from Davis’s “Break It Down” 
refer to the reprinted story in the appendix to this volume.

l e :  If dialogue continuously affords us new occasions to feel our-
selves misrecognized, as Lauren cogently notes, that’s in part be-
cause the unspoken desire by which conversation is sustained can 
turn imprecisions into misrepresentations as grossly disfiguring 
as a funhouse mirror, but without the surcharge of fun. To en-
counter another is to have to confront our otherness to ourselves. 
The wonder is not that we get things wrong; dialogue tends to pro-
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ceed, after all, as much by identifying and correcting misreadings 
as by concurring with the other’s account. No, the wonder is that 
the micro- abrasions that tear the relational filament are precisely 
what, in certain circumstances, serve to make it stronger, much as a 
muscle develops through the repetition of stress. Where negativity, 
encounter, and dialogue are concerned, we might remember the 
words of William Blake from The Marriage of Heaven and Hell: “Oppo-
sition is True Friendship” (Blake 2008, 42). Or, as I might rephrase 
the proverb to fit the current context: Thinking With and Against 
are the Same.

The encounter performed by this dialogue centers on the ques-
tion of encounter as such: how to live relationality; how to con-
front our self- division; how to experience the unbearable undoing 
of the logic that binds us to the world; how to share a thought or 
an object when the pressure of its handling by another risks break-
ing the object, our willingness to share it, or our ability to cathect 
it. The question of encounter compels us to ask how the negativity 
of the subject’s nonsovereignty, and so the division that makes us, 
simultaneously, the (conscious) subjects of our statements and the 
(unconscious) subjects of their enunciation, can still yield forms 
of relation sustaining both intimate and political bonds. Can the 
primary process as site of undoing, of implacable resistance to the 
binding of energy in stable representations, leave room nonetheless 
for living with negativity in ways that don’t just shore up the ego for 
our survival or self- defense?

This question, frequently asked of my work on queer theory and 
the death drive, demands that we think more closely the join be-
tween the psychic and the social, between sex as the incoherence 
produced by the drive’s irreducible otherness and experience as or-
ganized with regard to the broadly political fictions of sovereignty. 
Where Lauren affirms “the possibility of significant affective trans-
formation” and sees in this “transformed relation of drama to dra-
matics” the “source” of her thinking’s “fundamentally political im-
port,” I maintain that political import inheres no less in asserting 
the structural constraints on such transformation, the constraints 
that political discourse routinely promises to overcome. But it’s not 
a matter of choosing one side and repudiating the other, even if that 
assertion (“it’s not”) repeats the insistence on repudiation that its 
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statement disavows (much like the claim about mysticism’s “defi-
ance of the closed system of either/or” [Sedgwick 2011, 5]). What 
Wallace Stevens (1954/1990, 403) describes as “not a choice be-
tween / But of” remains, despite that description, a choice between 
between and of; it’s just that choosing of requires the choice of be-
tween as well (and with it the exclusional force of between that of must 
now include). In the negativity essential to critical thought, think-
ing with and against are the same. Thus Lauren’s utopianism fully 
acknowledges the persistence of structural constraints even as my 
focus on what’s intractable in negativity wagers that the encounter 
with its queerness can change how we think and live the political.

But how does the queer negativity of the drive fit together with 
political thought? Teresa de Lauretis has brilliantly argued for their 
radical incommensurability, associating the former (particularly in 
my work) with rhetoric, irony, and figuration and the latter with the 
“fact- based” literality that the reality principle demands. The prob-
lem, she notes, resides in the difficulty of translation from one to 
the other insofar as “self- reflexive irony . . . is incompatible with 
the business of politics, as are all rhetorical figures that fissure the 
solidity of meaning” (de Lauretis 2011, 257). But to the extent that 
such solidity itself is no more than a rhetorical effect, taking shape 
as the irony of a figural practice whose counterpart is fantasy (the 
fantasy, that is, of an object to stabilize the dissolutions effected 
by irony), politics already bears within it the pressure of the drive. 
The literality, that is, to which politics appeals already bespeaks an 
irony—the very irony that enables politics, as the negativity of dis-
sent, continuously to dispute and dissolve any putative “solidity of 
meaning.” Far from being at odds with the fissures that irony occa-
sions, politics performs the ceaseless, evental eruption of irony 
itself (where irony expresses the nonsovereignty we encounter in 
our status as subjects of language). In that case politics might be re-
described outside its insistent teleological imperatives and future- 
oriented acts. It might be seen, that is, as the insistence of a struc-
tural antagonism that undoes the totalization of meaning to which 
it seems to aspire. “A political community,” to quote Jacques Ran-
cière, “is in effect a community that is structurally divided, not be-
tween divergent interest groups and opinions, but divided in rela-
tion to itself” (Rancière, 115). That division, which politics opens 
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through its dissensus from the social count, through “its supple-
mentary symbolization in relation to any counting of the popula-
tion and its parts” (115), suggests that the “fissure in the solidity of 
meaning,” far from being, as de Lauretis hypothesizes, “incompat-
ible with the business of politics,” may actually define it. Or define, 
at least, the formal conflict intrinsic to this notion of politics as the 
drive- like oscillation between the “solidity of meaning” it seems to 
enunciate and the act of enunciation itself as the renewal of social 
division.

De Lauretis is right to associate politics with the construction 
of literality, but literality, as Lacan reminds us, is, etymologically, 
the figure of a letter: “But how are we to take the letter here? Quite 
simply, literally” (1966/2006, 413). Such a letter, as Lacan goes on 
to note, can produce “all its truth effects in man without the spirit 
having to intervene at all” (424). How, then, can we think the politi-
cal relation, or the politics of relationality, without also thinking 
about the figural movements that produce it as object of thought 
and the literalization that tries to obscure all trace of that figural 
origin? Is politics the fantasy, when you break it down, of breaking 
down figures of fantasy? And if sex, as we’ve argued, can be seen 
as a name for what breaks down the fantasy of sovereignty, does it 
speak to the breaks and breakings down that go by the name of poli-
tics? As we turn to Lydia Davis’s story, trying to share it and to break 
it down without breaking the relational thread that binds us to each 
other and to the object, we find ourselves facing the demand, once 
again, to think both with and against.

l b :  As with sex and politics, theory is that to which we look both 
to disturb things and to repair them. But Lee and I begin with prob-
lems that are not reparable by theory or, perhaps, by anything. So 
the questions that we pose are really statements about a problem, 
not calls for a tucking in of the question. But there are always de-
fenses against the play of encounter. As in politics and sex, in theory 
the encounter induces all the concomitant dread and excitement at 
the potential for something to become different.

The negativity with which Lee moves is the place where social 
and political antagonisms match the contours of the singular sub-
ject’s incapacity to bear his internal divisions. But then, also, as po-
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litical antagonisms are only “drive- like” and not an extension of the 
drive’s own divisiveness, the question becomes what relation politi-
cal nonsovereignty has to fantasy, and how that relation articulates 
with the subject’s encounter with her internally chaotic tendencies. 
Are political and sexual fantasy the same structure thematically 
varied? What is the relation of unconscious fantasy to narrated and 
projected fantasies, since both enable ways of being in the world 
and involve struggling to corral symbols into a set that makes sense 
(in personality, the biography of being reliable, or as ideology)?

This question of structure’s relation to representation, noise, 
or variation is why we turn to “Break It Down” to break down the 
broken relation we call negativity. “Break It Down” involves an un-
named narrator trying to break down an overwhelming emotional 
event by detailing the different kinds of investment he has made 
in a brief erotic encounter, investments financial, temporal, affec-
tive, and now memorial. It is a detailing whose desperation emerges 
clearly because the protagonist has none of the couple form’s nor-
mative noise inside of which to hide his calculations for love. How 
does any account of subjectivity deal adequately with the affective 
and gestural aspects of being in relation when the inconvenience 
of the other who is both oneself and the others near oneself (actu-
ally and psychically) threatens thriving in common, while relation 
nonetheless goes on anyway? What does it mean to bring a language 
of accounting to a place surpassing accountability?

In some ways “Break It Down” is a story about trying to anchor 
an account of relationality to pronouns: a narrator’s “I” is listening 
to a “he” who tells a story as “I” but then switches between “I” 
and “you” as he generalizes his processing of his love object, as he 
makes their relation into a case study of relationality itself. Mean-
while the beloved “her” who is a “she” in his recounting is a singu-
lar figure who comes to stand in for anything lost—even in the ordi-
nary sense in which the biographical subject is lost, in a pronoun. 
Her imminent loss of physical presence is confirmed at the very end 
by a shirt that she gives him. The gifting of the shirt is impulsive—
“gifting” might be too strong a word. And, as in all collaboration, 
any impulse to transfer an intimate object between intimates pro-
duces a scene both shared and unshared. Perhaps the impulse to 
give the intimate other a thing is in many genres of forcing, bully-
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ing, gifting, giving, inciting, sharing, refusal, presence, penance, 
dissociation, and so on.

Another bad time, or it wasn’t exactly bad, but it wasn’t easy either, 
was when I had to leave, the time was coming, and I was beginning 
to tremble and feel empty, nothing in the middle of me, nothing 
inside, and nothing to hold me up on my legs, and then it came, 
everything was ready, and I had to go, and so it was just a kiss, a 
quick one, as though we were afraid of what might happen after a 
kiss, and she was almost wild then, she reached up to a hook by the 
door and took an old shirt, a green and blue shirt from the hook, 
and put it in my arms, for me to take away, the soft cloth was full of 
her smell. (Break It Down, 132)

Imminent to departing he takes the shirt of the woman whom he 
will no longer see and immediately begins to smell for her on the 
shirt. At that moment she might as well have disappeared, as she 
has provided a transitional object to stop the plot, the plotting for 
kisses that Adam Phillips argues is a fundamental narrative drive 
of the subject on discovering her constitutive aloneness (1993). On 
the other side of plotting for kisses, there is being in loss. Smelling 
a shirt is a thing people do with the intimate dead, the dead- to- me 
kind as well as the biologically departed: they smell the remaining 
clothing until the trace of the person has decayed beyond the nose’s 
capacity to retrieve it. Sometimes this is not a matter of choice; the 
loved one’s odor generates an atmosphere that must be breathed, 
that persists beyond cleanings. As the second skin of the soon de-
parted, the experientially dead, the no longer physically present, the 
shirt represents the space of apostrophe that any intimacy involves, 
externalizing the internal distances that one makes so as not to be 
overwhelmed by the overpresence embodied even on the ordinarily 
near horizon. Only once the other has been even a little vanquished 
is she available to be loved.

But at the moment of absolute departure, the internally distanc-
ing defenses that make relation possible disappear, and the result is 
that the second narrator becomes a man without an infrastructure, 
a mess, “nothing in the middle of me, nothing inside, and nothing 
to hold me up on my legs.” I am so interested in the literalization 
of nonsovereignty, the unwanted ideation and virtually skeletal dis-
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solution that scenes of desire induce as pleasure, terror, and con-
fusion. The narrative tracks him in this gesture, at a transitional 
moment to which he feels physically unable to navigate an adapta-
tion, by handing him the shirt. The shirt returns him to his skeleton, 
which is not to say that it returns him to an identity that represses 
his ambivalence, his confusion, or his awareness that the relation 
floats on an enigma that cannot be too disturbed if contact is to en-
dure. A skeleton is a framework for what makes living on possible. 
The shirt is a skin that demands a skeleton, that here brings it into 
being, pointing to a plan for action. There would be no narrative 
retrospect without the shirt. But it is not as though the act or its 
narration diminishes the mess of the narrator’s sensorium. Both 
events organize and disorganize; they redistribute nonsovereignty 
and open relationality within the manifolds of the negativity within 
the attachment scene.

Of course there is much more to say. How do you read this ges-
ture, at the last moment of their exchange?

l e :  In beginning to read this object to which you’ve asked me to 
respond (where the “object” is not only the “gift” of the shirt but 
also your account of it), I’m struck by your insight in framing us—
as collaborators and intimates—within the logic of exchange that 
Davis’s text explicitly engages. Can I take the object you pass on to 
me, redolent as it is of your intellectual touch, and recognize, in 
your analysis, what I saw in “Break It Down”? Is the object in this 
shared encounter the same, or do its contours change on account 
of attachments, including some unaccounted for, that condition 
our accounts? Does accounting itself presuppose the fantasy of an 
Other who guarantees our math by seeing what we leave out? These 
questions are central to “Break It Down” and to the forms of rela-
tion that it, and we, want to think in terms of sex.

For whatever else the story does, it parses the problem of de-
fining an encounter—of determining whether or not it takes place 
and of knowing precisely in what it consists—by reducing it first to 
a finite number of delimited sexual acts. When the man attempting 
to price the time that he spent with his female companion starts 
“breaking it all down,” he first tallies the expenses incurred in the 
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course of the ten days they enjoyed together (which he estimates at 
$1,000) and divides that amount by what he perceives as the goods 
he received in return: “And we made love, say, once a day on the 
average. That’s $100 a shot. And each time it lasted maybe two or 
three hours so that would be anywhere from $33 to $50 an hour, 
which is expensive” (127). But the ratio of cost to benefit changes 
as the man continues his reflections and determines that more and 
more time should be added to his reckoning of what he calls “[the] 
time it lasted.” The self- contained units of value he begins with, in-
stances of “ma[king] love” quantifiable at “$100 a shot,” expand 
to encompass more various aspects of the man’s affective experi-
ence as he meditates on just what counts as part of the “sexual en-
counter.”

What strikes me as most important here reinforces your keen 
observation about the story’s attempt “to anchor an account of re-
lationality to pronouns.” But where your reading focuses on the dis-
tribution of subjects as, variously, “I,” “you,” “he,” and “she,” mine 
sees the central pronoun as one your account doesn’t mention: “it.” 
The title of the story, from this perspective, could just as well be 
“Break ‘It’ Down” since “it” and its variants, “its” and “it’s,” make 
over 120 appearances in the brief eight pages of the tale. More than 
just a matter of quantity (even if the narrative occasions such mi-
metic calculations as my own), the centrality of “it” to the story 
lies in our and the speaker’s inability to know or specify what “it” 
is. Breaking “it” down enlarges it, changing our sense of the object 
itself. With his first assertion, “I’m breaking it all down,” the man 
seems secure in his ability to circumscribe, define, and comprehend 
“it” (127). “It lasted maybe two or three hours” at a time, he an-
nounces near the outset, where “it” here refers to each act of love-
making in its itemized particularity. Like Davis’s later story, “How It 
Is Done,” “Break It Down” seems to correlate “it” with sex, at least 
when the narrative begins. But as the man performing the account-
ing expands the temporal bounds of “it,” the referential scope of the 
pronoun seems to enlarge itself as well.

Consider, for example, the following sentence; though “it” re-
tains its sexual valence, it loses, through repetition, the stability of 
a specifiable referent:
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You’re with each other all day long and it keeps happening, the 
touches and smiles, and it adds up, it builds up, and you know 
where you’ll be that night, you’re talking and every now and then 
you think about it, no, you don’t think, you just feel it as a kind of 
destination, what’s coming up after you leave wherever you are all 
evening, and you’re happy about it and you’re planning it all, not in 
your head, really, somewhere inside your body, or all through your 
body, it’s all mounting up and coming together so that when you 
get in bed you can’t help it, it’s a real performance, it all pours out. 
(127–28)

Dramatizing acts of cognition more than the episodes such acts try 
to organize, Davis’s stories tend to center on scenes of interpersonal 
relation so deeply ensnared in their narrators’ relentless efforts to 
scan, interpret, and evaluate that the partner in the encounter can 
seem blocked out, set aside, or made nominal by the overpresence 
of narratorial consciousness. As the sentence above aptly demon-
strates, though, when that consciousness tries to assert the reality 
of something beyond itself, that something is frequently less an en-
counter with an actual other person than the somatic registration 
of an affect by which such encounters are experienced. Like a mode 
of thought in excess of the consciousness trying to describe it, such 
affect often qualifies or negates the sovereignty of consciousness. 
In the course of that negation, evoked above by making, then eras-
ing claims for the cognitive agency of the narrator, “it” undergoes 
changes as well: “you think about it, no, you don’t think, you just 
feel it”; “you’re planning it all, not in your head really, somewhere 
inside your body”; “you can’t help it, . . . it all pours out.” Without 
losing its sexual freighting, “it” becomes the locus of resistance to 
the consciousness that tries to comprehend “it.” In the process “it,” 
as the object of encounter, ceases to occupy a determinate position 
either inside or outside the narrator. “It” names instead the excess 
produced in attempting to “break it down.”

So when you read the subject’s own breaking down, his dissolu-
tion into what you movingly call “a man without an infrastructure,” 
as answered by the woman’s gift of the shirt, which, in your words, 
“returns him to his skeleton” and, by doing so, “makes living on 
possible,” I take your point but don’t fully share this view of his re-
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sponse. Once the woman puts the shirt in his arms, you suggest, he 
“immediately begins to smell for her on” it, displacing her onto the 
shirt itself, which becomes a transitional object. But the text is less 
emphatic (as opposed to “Brokeback Mountain,” for example,where 
Annie Proulx makes explicit the burden of a shirt as a figural skin), 
saying only “the soft cloth was full of her smell” and leaving in 
question whether he sniffs the scent out or merely takes it in. The 
difference matters only to the extent that you put so much weight on 
the shirt itself, making it into the fetish object central to the story 
as such: “there would be no narrative retrospect without the shirt,” 
you maintain. But for me the shirt is not the story’s object, in either 
sense of that word, and my claim depends on inserting the part of 
the sentence your quotation elides.

And she was almost wild then, she reached up to a hook by the door 
and took an old shirt, a green and blue shirt from the hook, and 
put it in my arms, for me to take away, the soft cloth was full of her 
smell, and then we stood there close together looking at a piece of 
paper she had in her hand and I didn’t lose any of it, I was holding 
it tight, that last minute or two, because this was it, we’d come to 
the end of it, things always change, so this was really it, over. (132)

Though the emotional drama plays itself out as the woman, “almost 
wild” with grief, gives the man the gift of her shirt, what seems 
to me more compelling is the sentence’s resistance to that drama. 
Though he registers the shirt as “full of her smell,” the man doesn’t 
linger on it. Instead the shirt is displaced by attention to another 
and, in this context, stranger and, paradoxically enough, less legible 
object: “a piece of paper” that somehow suddenly appears in the 
woman’s hand.

We learn nothing about this paper or why, after giving the man 
her shirt when she is said to be “almost wild,” the woman then 
stands with the man close beside her while they look at the paper 
together. But two things seem significant here. First, the story be-
gins with a glimpse of what might be this same piece of paper as a 
narrator, who immediately disappears from the text, sets the scene 
for the unnamed man’s narrative: “He’s sitting there staring at a 
piece of paper in front of him. He’s trying to break it down” (127). 
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Nothing requires that this paper coincide with the “piece of paper” 
at the end, but in each case the paper seems extraneous, a detail in 
excess of narrative demand, and so indexical of the excess intro-
duced by the labor of narrative accounting. Second, the first use of 
“it” in the story (in a phrase that inserts the title into the text) may 
take this “piece of paper” as its grammatical antecedent (and so 
may refer, metonymically, to what—if anything—is written on it): 
“He’s sitting there staring at a piece of paper in front of him. He’s 
trying to break it down.” The “piece of paper” that appears at the 
story’s end similarly calls forth a torrent of “its” while trying to af-
firm “it”s stability by insisting that “this was it . . . this was really 
it”: “we stood there close together looking at a piece of paper she 
had in her hand and I didn’t lose any of it, I was holding it tight, that 
last minute or two, because this was it, we’d come to the end of it, 
things always change, so this was really it, over.” Is the “it” that the 
man holds tight here the shirt, the piece of paper, his experience 
with the woman, or the very fantasy of there being something, some 
“it,” some object, for him to hold on to? The more emphatically he 
asserts that “this was it, . . . this was really it,” the more difficult it 
becomes to believe that “it” could ever come into focus or attain the 
solidity he desires.

To that extent I agree with your claim that the story depicts an 
attempt to bring a “skeleton into being,” but that skeleton, that 
framework for living on, is provided, in my view, less by the shirt 
as a transitional object allowing the man to live with affective mess 
than by the endless mutations of an “it” that takes on and casts off 
each particular referent that we or the man in the story would give 
it. In that sense “it”s negativity, “it”s resistance to fixed definition, 
sustains us. It keeps us coming back to the “piece of paper,” to the 
narratives whereby we would square our accounts and make every-
thing add up, but in which we encounter the persistent pressure of 
an unaccountable excess that breaks out from—and, in the process, 
breaks down—our efforts to break “it” down.

l b :  I learned a lot from what you lay out here; I hadn’t thought at 
all about the “it” or the papers. In any case, even if you would claim 
that all “againsts” are also “withs,” the shirt is the second narrator’s 
objectum sexualis, not mine: the story terminates with the sentence, 
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“So, I’m just thinking about it, how you can go in with $600, more 
like $1000, and how you can come out with an old shirt” (133). But 
I am loath to set up a competition among fetishes. This is partly 
because, in my view, not all invested- in objects are fetishes. It is 
possible to have a focalizing object that does not induce disavowal 
or whose structural function is not to enable it. Not all objects are 
equally overwhelming or overwhelming in the same way—but of 
course I would say this, as my claim throughout has been that an 
object is not one but a scene or fantasy setting that is living, mov-
ing, and available for multiple kinds of encounter. Your own read-
ing of the “it” changes “it” across usages. Without revealing the “it” 
merely as structure, it emerges as a volatile agent that undergoes 
transformation in different contexts, with different implications. 
One might make the same observation about Freud’s (1920/1955, 
14–17) concept “fort/da”: although the child’s play with a top that 
he loses and repossesses repeatedly is widely read as a scene of play 
as mastery over loss, why not read it as a scene defined by a play with 
multiple consequences and risks—for example, the risks of pos-
sessing, ambivalence, being in control, being out of control, being 
alienated or dissociated, and/or the pleasures of cycling through 
these (see Lacan 1975/1988, 239)? Why not read the child’s play as 
an experiment in potential form that does not seek out a form? Is it 
not possible that recontextualizing a problem shifts its conditions 
of extension even if one of its persistent conditions is its negativity? 
How to articulate structure and noise? What follows seeks to clar-
ify these questions.

In classic psychoanalysis, a fetish has the double function of not 
representing negativity (by being a consoling distraction from the 
encounter with lack) and of representing it (by proliferating repre-
sentations that stand for it). It offers and withholds cognitive con-
trol: the practice of acknowledgment plus disavowal phrased as “I 
know, but . . .” (Come to think of it, this is what you’ve been insisting 
about my position all along!) Had I been thinking in that idiom—
I had chosen the passage about the shirt to initiate a discussion of 
nonsovereignty—the point would have been that the shirt is a failed 
fetish, that it cannot bear the organizing function to which it also 
aspires; despite the fact that the narrator’s constant revisions, even 
in the very last instance, admit both his compulsion to come to an 
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accounting and, more strongly, the futility of so doing. Disavowal 
would be a relief, but the mood is something else, anxious both for 
the event to amount to something and for the relief of a state of de-
pletion. This is all technical, formal description; there is much we 
do not know about the affect.

All of the math in the world can’t reendow the object with the en-
counter’s clarifying wish. The narrator is overwhelmed that what re-
mains is disorganization, that he cannot maintain the shirt even as 
a melancholic object, as a vehicle for sustaining the affective event 
beyond the live presence of the couple’s dynamic. It should be no 
surprise, really, that the flatness of the story’s end is the revelation 
of the shirt’s existence beyond its capacity to sustain investment. 
So much of this story tracks the second narrator’s persistent experi-
ence of forgetting the incident while it is ongoing. But to be with for-
getting is not necessarily to be with the becoming- absent of some-
thing, just as, in chapter 2, I argued that loneliness is not a state 
of being alone; to forget is here to witness the conditioning of the 
object or scene itself, the psychic material’s incomplete suppres-
sion, amid what I called the “dispersed environment of causes and 
pulses” that can get resolved in the fetish or symptom, but which 
here are not (Phillips 1994, 22–33).

The second narrator is both structured and destructured by the 
activity of such causes and pulses, experiencing the ways even a 
casually invested object can induce limerence, a flooding of un-
wonted ideation in the scene of attachment. There’s a reason that 
an early state of erotic attachment is called in English “a crush”: it 
crushes confidence, stability, intention. Intense attachment induces 
a nonsovereignty that confuses the habits of the pleasure, pain, and 
fantasy circuits. Both of these lovers are limerent, as far as we can 
tell, more blurting and playing than thinking and plotting, occu-
pied by signs and phrases that are a little sourly unclear or not quite 
right—even at the end, when the woman is “wild,” we don’t know if 
it’s with grief and/or desire and/or the release of the energy that a 
new formlessness engenders when an attachment shifts its genre. 
All we know is that they are trading in, and partly enjoying, and suf-
fering, disorientation.

Compilations of thought like this are evidence for why, as Renata 
Salecl (2004) has argued, sexuality appears as style and why D. A. 
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Miller (2005) offers the concept of the stylothete, the subject for 
whom the achievement of style is as close as one gets to a genuinely 
sexually unanxious personhood. One’s sexual style mobilizes the 
pleasure and the fear of nonsovereignty without dissipating, being 
out of control, or resolving it into a satisfying form. Sexual style in-
volves practices that entrain, that pull oneself along, flung across 
rhythm and form. If it seeks solution, the resolution in form also in-
volves solution’s other sense, the loosening of the bonds of  matter.

We know this second narrator as a set of styles. We know his 
styles through his failure to achieve style in relation—even in his 
narrative nonrelation with the first narrator, to whom he mono-
logues. In “Break It Down” the sexual event produces in the sec-
ond narrator countless encounters with a breakdown of style’s ca-
pacity to float him—in sex, in dreams, while enacting norms, or in 
anxiety’s performance of an out- of- controlness against which there 
can be no successful defense. Failed style produces multiple experi-
ences of bodily weakness too (128, 131, 132). You focus on the nar-
rator’s attempts at control; I focus not only on the ways that he is 
always losing his grip but also on the ways he enjoys losing and 
having it, can’t bear losing or having it, and is interested enough in 
it to induce a different form for encountering it. Breaking it down 
with the quiet narrator is another attempt to have a style with which 
he can live, and that desire may be all he, or anyone, brings to the 
table.

One thing that’s crushed here, therefore, in the crush he has 
on his lover, is his capacity to disavow. And, I am claiming, this 
is identical to sensing his failure to achieve style. In being with-
out an anchoring way of being, in being the subject of a slapstick 
sexuality absorbing the painful, the enjoyable, and the awkward, 
he faces so many perturbing things: the enigma of the lover; the 
impossibility of intersubjectivity; the inutility of sex as a building 
block for a knowing intimacy or a life; his aversion to knowing and 
being known; his fear of disaster and rejection; his sense of small-
ness, belatedness, contingency, and cognitive weakness. Knowing 
that thinking thinks him, he flails to keep up and fails to keep up. 
Belated to himself, he can’t keep up with her either, in the most 
ordinary conversation, staged by Davis as that which must whip-
lash the reader’s attention as well: “And she smiled at me and didn’t 
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stop talking and singing, something I said, she would sail into it, a 
snatch, for me, she would be gone from me a little ways, but smiling 
too, and tell me jokes, and I loved it but didn’t exactly know what to 
do about it and just smiled back at her and felt slow next to her, just 
not quick enough” (127). She cannot keep up with herself either, in 
a sense: when she asks him, “Do I seem fat to you?” (130), she is 
delegating to him so many crises of self- encounter that he has no 
choice but to try to be game, to hold her together. He tries to stay 
in synch and to meet her worry, but they fail to repair whatever it 
was that produced her expression of a need to be held just so in the 
other’s image. Yet it’s her “fire,” not her image, that gives him life. 
He senses that being entered by her energy means to “go on living,” 
not in terms of immortality or ideality but in the live counterpoints 
and displacements of intimate relational time (130).

I concede that this gap between the fantasy of a structuring 
fetish and its failure to be both/and can be part of fetishism and 
can produce fake interrupts, as Freud explains, by producing ob-
jects available for devaluation and therefore fueling ongoing dra-
mas of substitution. But being in the room with the chaos of styles 
that one brings to relationality and that relationality induces can 
also induce us to think differently about how we stay around our 
objects. Once the fetish is acknowledged as only one of many styles 
of relation, it is possible to imagine processes other than the rule of 
disavowal that do not merely invert it (elevating structure over mess 
or the opposite). “Break It Down” points to some ways to reoccupy 
the relation of structure to noise within rhythms of exchange. Once 
one acknowledges that one has not lost one’s grip but never had it 
firmly or could have it, ever, in love or any structuring relation, then 
metaphors of holding and hoarding can be affectively reinvested, 
reconsidered, displaced, distributed, and diluted—and there is no 
choice, in the sense that one’s forms are always being put next to 
other forms, other platforms for fantasy. Inducing transformative 
proximities like this is the task of politics and theory, as well as 
love. In so doing we are shifting our way of occupying negativity’s 
hold on us.

l e :  What you’ve written is tremendously helpful to me insofar as 
it raises two large questions central to our conversation: Does ac-
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knowledging a psychic or ideological fantasy necessarily change 
its hold on us? Might your faith in the power of acknowledgment 
(whether viewed as a cognitive or a discursive function) reproduce 
the fetishization it proposes to displace? I’d like to approach these 
questions by way of the sentences with which you end: “Once one 
acknowledges that one has not lost one’s grip but never had it firmly 
or could have it, ever, in love or any structuring relation, then meta-
phors of holding and hoarding can be affectively reinvested, re-
considered, displaced, distributed, and diluted by being put next to 
other platforms for fantasy. This is the task of politics and theory, 
as well as love. In so doing we are shifting our way of occupying 
negativity’s hold on us.” I take your claim to be a strong one: not just 
that this act of “acknowledgment,” like anything else that alters our 
relation to the world, will induce affective change as well but also, 
and more important, that acknowledging nonsovereignty, giving up 
the illusion of mastery or control, signally transforms our affective 
encounter with “ontological disorganization” and the “unruliness 
of the world.” The promise of this narrative trajectory (acknowledg-
ment recalibrates the hold on our affects of the metaphors of hold-
ing and hoarding; it allows us to let something go) grants cogni-
tion a truly striking degree of power over affect. But is affect really 
subordinate to acts of consciousness in this way? Are metaphors, 
especially those whose facilitations or pathways are largely uncon-
scious, so readily dislodged?

To be sure, you say only that acknowledgment “can” allow for 
affective transformation, not that it will or must. But “acknowl-
edgment” remains a master term in your account of the subject’s 
potential for “shifting, remediating, and revisceralizing . . . threat.” 
It holds the potential for something other than accustomed forms 
of affective response by making possible an escape from disavowal 
as a mode of defense against reality. Consider the following sen-
tences that you’ve written in the preceding sections: “It matters that 
and how we acknowledge our affective discomposure in relation 
and the forms of misrecognition we improvise in ongoing nego-
tiation with the sense of it”; “Once the fetish is acknowledged as 
only one of many styles of relation, it is possible to imagine prin-
ciples other than the rule of disavowal that do not merely invert it.” 
In each case (re)cognition makes possible shifts in affective experi-
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ence by “induc[ing] us to think differently.” But acknowledgment, 
as you yourself acknowledge, is essential to fetishism too, which, 
as you write, is “the practice of acknowledgment plus disavowal 
phrased as ‘I know, but . . .’” As you rightly suggested, my concern 
is that your affirmation of the transformative potential inherent in 
acknowledgment may indeed keep company with a distinctive ver-
sion of such fetishistic disavowal: the disavowal, precisely, of the 
limits of knowledge, and the limits of acknowledgment, in freeing 
us from “the rule of disavowal” with regard to our constitutive non-
sovereignty.

It’s not, of course, that you don’t repeatedly acknowledge those 
very limits; but your acknowledgment is accompanied, if only im-
plicitly, by a certain “but nonetheless.” I’d venture to formulate it 
as follows: I know that the subject must live the incoherence that 
its constitutive nonsovereignty occasions, but nonetheless the con-
scious acknowledgment of our inevitable incoherence makes pos-
sible the affective transformation of our relations to the world. But 
insofar as affect exceeds our conscious regulation, mightn’t that 
second clause disavow what’s recognized by the first? Proposing the 
acknowledgment of nonsovereignty as a path toward affect’s redis-
tribution seems, in this context, to fetishize the knowledge whose 
limits you simultaneously maintain. And this is where we broach 
the problem for any politics that starts, as ours does, with the non-
sovereignty of consciousness.

To see just what I mean by this, let’s go back to the beginning 
of your response. You begin by maintaining, in a formulation with 
which I could hardly disagree (and whose deadpan humor made me 
laugh), “In any case, the shirt is the second narrator’s objectum sexu-
alis, not mine.” I’ve known you long enough to affirm uncondition-
ally that this is true. But, of course, I never suggested that we inter-
pret the shirt as your sexual object, only that your reading had the 
effect of “turning [the shirt] into the fetish object central to the 
story as such” and that it did so in a way that the story, at least in my 
view, doesn’t sustain. Your account of the shirt, your reckoning of 
its value to the man and the story both, transforms it into a fetish for 
them, makes it, as you say, the second narrator’s objectum sexualis. This 
is the claim from which I demur; I don’t see the shirt as his fetish or 
as the fetish of the story itself (though in the context of fetishism, 
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I love the fact that you describe it as a skin that returns him to his 
skeleton, filling his empty space with bone). While “Break It Down” 
concludes, as you note, with a sentence that returns to the shirt—
“So, I’m just thinking about it, how you can go in with $600, more 
like $1000, and how you can come out with an old shirt” (133)—it’s 
impossible to know from this sentence and its indeterminate tone 
(“So, I’m just thinking about it . . .”) whether the “old shirt” is an 
object of the narrator’s over- or underinvestment, whether it indi-
cates, as you write, that “the narrator is overwhelmed that he can-
not maintain the shirt even as a melancholic object,” or whether it is 
merely one figure among others, as contingent to him as it is to the 
woman at the moment when she puts it in his arms, for everything 
he judges incapable of representing “it.”

In this latter view, toward which I’m inclined, his persistence 
in attempting to break “it” down, to offer an adequate accounting, 
does not, as I see it, necessarily “admit . . . the futility of so doing.” 
For the man, to the very end, will substitute measuring, mental cal-
culation (“I’m just thinking about it”), and the production of theory 
(a theory of value) for the absence of a final measure of value, for the 
lack, that is, of an apprehensible “it” susceptible to the cognitive 
measure some god of mathematics could guarantee. That god of 
mathematics is nothing less than God as the final accountant, the 
Other who balances the books, and so the hypostatized ground for 
a faith in measurement as a value itself, in thought as equal to the 
task of reckoning, as capable of “breaking it down.” But how can we 
take the measure of thought as the measure with which we reckon 
when the primal attachments that form and deform it escape our 
every reckoning?

“We enter a realm of crude fetishism,” writes Nietzsche, “when 
we summon before consciousness the basic presuppositions of the 
metaphysics of language—in plain talk, the presuppositions of rea-
son. Everywhere reason sees a doer and doing; it believes in will 
as the cause; it believes in the ego, in the ego as being, in the ego 
as substance, and it projects this faith in the ego- substance upon 
all things—only thereby does it first create the concept of ‘thing’” 
(1954/1976, 482–483). If the fetish here produces the concept of 
the thing as a corollary to reason’s assertion of a substance or agent 
responsible for willing, then it makes good sense that Nietzsche, 
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shortly after this passage, should write, “I am afraid we are not rid of 
God because we still have faith in grammar” (483). God alone is the 
guarantee of reason as linguistic organization, even if God, like the 
subject, is merely the literalization of grammatical “voice” (de Man 
1979, 18). Isn’t this related to what Lacan maintains when he notes 
that Descartes had to turn to God to secure the field of knowledge? 
“What Descartes means, and says,” Lacan insists, “is that if two 
and two make four it is, quite simply, because God wishes it so” 
(1973/1978, 225). Our faith in thought’s ability, by acknowledging 
nonsovereignty, to account for it in such a way that it enters into the 
count we produce of ourselves and our relations, thereby inducing a 
transformation that rescripts us at the level of affect, may bespeak 
a similar fetishistic belief in the power of knowledge to operate on 
what knowledge doesn’t govern in the first place. To that extent, it 
may disavow the insistence of the unconscious and the Real.

You write, “It is possible to have a focalizing object that does not 
induce disavowal or whose structural function is not to enable it.” 
As an example, you cite my own attention to the metamorphoses of 
“it”: “Your own reading of the ‘it’ changes ‘it’ across usages,” you 
assert. “Without revealing the ‘it’ merely as structure, ‘it’ emerges 
as a volatile agent that itself undergoes transformation in different 
contexts.” But my point, in fact, is that “it” as the second narrator’s 
“focalizing object” does reveal a structure. Figuring his reification of 
the unattainable objet a, “it” is the structural counterpart to the nar-
rator’s faith in thought. In this sense the multiplications of “it” dis-
avow its nonexistence as a comprehensive totality. Isn’t that, how-
ever, the function of any “focalizing object”? By organizing reality, 
by creating the sense of logical relation, it disavows the absence of 
an a priori ground that might uphold such organization: the ab-
sence, to return to your metaphor, of a “skeleton” supporting reality 
itself. The “focalizing object” produces the “skeleton” that, in your 
words, “makes living on possible.” But that living on requires the 
continuous disavowal of the Real. The Real can be readily acknowl-
edged, of course; we can “know” that the skeleton, the framework, 
sustaining reality won’t stand up. Nonetheless, we continue to be-
lieve in the framework that permits us to dismantle that framework 
itself as no more than the product of fantasy.

Here, in my view, our readings of the text converge with the sec-
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ond narrator’s attempts to theorize and determine “it”s value. That 
is, we go into the story hoping to articulate the consequences of non-
sovereignty and come out perhaps with our own conceptual equiva-
lents of “an old shirt,” which is to say, with thoughts that affirm the 
efficacy of thought, the power of knowledge or acknowledgment to 
change what exceeds its scope. This does not amount (to stay with 
the mathematical metaphor a bit) to a corrigible error in thinking 
about either nonsovereignty or Davis’s text; instead it measures (that 
concept again) a limit intrinsic to thought. For the second narrator 
in “Break It Down,” accounting is the fetish intended to organize the 
disorganization of “it”—a disorganization that follows from his ini-
tial association of “it” with a sexual encounter that deroutinizes his 
life. (Should we note that the idiom, “break it down,” refers not only 
to the explanatory function evinced by logical parsing but also, in rap, 
to dancing and, not surprisingly, to sexual acts?) Though he theorizes 
“it”s instability, “it”s ceaseless recomputations of value, his theori-
zation takes for granted that theory or thought is adequate to “it”s 
measure. In this sense theory becomes the skeleton, the fetishized 
bone that would fill up his emptiness and enable his living on.

Though not every object of psychic investment constitutes a 
fetish, those that sustain a fantasy on which “living on” depends, 
those that operate by denying lack while expressing, through nega-
tion, its threat, do function fetishistically and deserve to be read as 
such. I proposed earlier that “politics [is] the fantasy, when you 
break it down, of breaking down figures of fantasy.” In this we 
can see where politics and theory might usefully coincide: in their 
shared resistance to reification, their common identity as negative 
practices that dismantle the fantasy of identity. Despite my doubts 
about acknowledgment as a path to affective change, I do invest in 
the fantasy, both personally and pedagogically, of breaking fantasy 
down. Not because I believe that a life without fantasy is possible or 
desirable (how could it be desirable, after all, except by way of fan-
tasy?) but rather because the reification of fantasy as reality, as what 
de Lauretis calls the “literality, or referentiality, [that] is a mainstay 
of political discourse” (de Lauretis 2011, 257), does violence both to 
those who reify themselves through attachment to it and to those 
made to figure the insistence of the Real that would rupture it from 
within. That rupture, for me, corresponds to the drive’s repetitive 
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intrusion on fantasy but also to the imperative of politics as nega-
tivity, as dissent from the world as given. As opposed to the politi-
cal imaginary, with its fantasy (an indispensable fantasy) of consti-
tuting community, it expresses the Real of politics as the breaking 
from and of what is. And in that I find “the task of politics and 
theory, as well as love.”

l b :  One of your styles of response, Lee, is to pose some version 
of the question “Is x necessarily so?” Then, if you can show that 
x is not necessarily so, you return to your structuring view, for to 
you, a structure is necessarily so. You write, though, “I do invest in 
the fantasy, both personally and pedagogically, of breaking fantasy 
down.” From one perspective, this is something like what the sec-
ond narrator might say, which I know wouldn’t bother you, since 
your tendency is to argue that we cannot not want the control and 
repair over relation that we also cannot achieve. But it also opens 
onto what I am claiming, which is that if the multiplication of ori-
entations toward negativity cannot enable the antinomies of life to 
appear as consistencies, it can change the consequences of nega-
tivity’s work and therefore the object or scene of encounter itself. 
Does this mean that you do invest in the fantasy that a breakdown 
of fantasy might point to a nonrepetitive libidinal or political out-
come, a transformation in what structure does, by virtue of how it 
appears? Or is it that you fantasize breaking fantasy, in its bind-
ing to representation? Or . . . ? I am trying to understand how you 
understand the implications of your investment.

To me, and to us mutually, I think, some things are necessarily 
so: that the subject is the scene of encounter of the productive or 
negating disciplines of the world and the ordinary work of taking 
up a position in form that is never fully complete, never consistent, 
always elliptical, noisy, and threateningly incoherent. At the same 
time, we agree that gestures that interrupt the patterns through 
which one predictably makes one’s way in life do not “readily dis-
lodge” anything or change a structure tout court, making or de-
stroying a world. But that just looks like the old structure- agency 
impasse. It also does not mean that one’s affective patterns repre-
sent coherently the totality of one’s actions or the totality of struc-
ture. Shifts in the atmospheres through which fantasy finds anchors 
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in symbolization, shifts that I associate with political struggles over 
imaginaries and the reproduction of life, may not transform what 
a structure is—since fantasy is itself a structure within the nega-
tive—but they shift what fantasy does, how it arcs, what it reaches, 
and what’s available to be in play. The subject is an effect of such 
play. This is why scenes of love and loss, scenes of an overwhelmed 
sensorium pushed to improvise action (flailing about making and 
unmaking worlds), are key to assessing how we do and can live 
with negativity. Why is love, the encounter with relationality, not 
always traumatic, while always overwhelming? To get at this ques-
tion requires elaborating a different sense of negativity’s relation 
to  relation.

I’ve been phrasing this as whether and how it matters what we 
do. If one’s capacity to disavow is crushed, if the fetish fails at main-
taining its own processes, one can always wait for the next train (of 
ideation) and begin again, taking up form with amnesiac hope. Or 
one can welcome the next breakdown of fantasy as a confirming 
reencounter with one’s disappointment with the world and/or one-
self. But one can also discover that one has already made different 
kinds of room to move and shifted potentials for moving along with 
the unbearable. Affect affects worlds and is impacted by them; the 
disjunction between affect, the event of its worlding (when it seeks 
a world), and anything like consciousness makes possible different 
encounters with oneself and one’s objects. Moving differently with 
affect is therefore not the same as pretending that a drama of deci-
sion changes things permanently or fundamentally. It involves dis-
covering and inhabiting disturbances in the relation between one’s 
affects and one’s imaginaries for action. That discovery is the site of 
potentially recontextualizing creativity.

But, as I have argued previously, it is not as though structuration 
comes from inside, and it is my attention to multiple kinds of ex-
terior force, I think, that induces your staging of me as more bound 
to the signifier than you are and to the sensual, historical experience 
of encounter. I think that’s correct too, insofar as I don’t perceive 
that to call the world’s modes of negation and antagonism “struc-
tural” makes them structural in the same way, or an expression of 
the drives, as you have attested. In chapter 2, through Sedgwick and 
Cavell, I suggested that acknowledgment, what we do in the sus-
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tained presence of an object, can extend a nonmastering relation 
to the enigma of that object that performs our obligation to it by 
way of a looseness that, from the perspective of drama, can consti-
tute a formally comic scene or make routes within the impossible. 
I appreciate that, to you, this wedge can seem like a hedge against 
confronting the drama of negativity within the setting fantasy pro-
vides for enlisting the attachment to attachment. But the drama of 
negativity takes on many valences. As fantasy provides settings for 
enduring relationality, different objects and scenes produce differ-
ent potentials for living with negativity.

Here’s another walk around the situation. Christopher Bollas 
(1987: 4) defines the “unthought known” as “the reliving through 
language of that which is known but not yet thought.” It exerts a 
pressure that the subject senses as an ongoing intuiting of one’s 
own and the world’s own rhythms and pulses; it is not the same 
kind of knowing that carries with it a sense of mastered truth. This 
means that those norms delivered to us as truths, for example, are 
not just copied in us as truths but as the aspirations of power in 
an atmosphere of potential action where it might have been other-
wise. The unthought known is an anchoring pressure of a relation 
to an object world and, within relationality, an insistent proposition 
about it with whose patternings the subject identifies as an orien-
tation loosely moored to the explicit event. One might even call it 
a structure. It may be related to Laplanche’s “enigmatic signifier” 
too, the unstated erotic pleasure that places us in relation not only 
to what we have been casting as the subject’s unbearable access to 
his own radical unrepresentability but also to the sensual pleasures 
of relationality itself (Laplanche 1992, 160).

So far we have been pointing to the subject’s unbearable en-
counter with her radical incoherence, her trembling out- of- 
synchness with her fantasy of herself in the world, and the fanta-
sies of sovereignty that seek to shift—you would say “master”—the 
dramatic nonrelation so that the encounter with it might not be 
absolutely defeating, repeating, and depleting. Folding pleasure 
into the structure of the unbearable would recast the shape of the 
thing that we have agreed to mean by structure. In this view the struc-
ture to which the subject returns is organized not only by a move-
ment between negativity and disavowal but also by a negativity that 
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is sensed, inarticulately, as a condition of being in the world a cer-
tain way, that is, as a feeling of displacement that is inevitable, non-
sovereign, and at the same time a pressure to which the subject re-
mains attached. It is pleasurable insofar as it induces desire to be 
in the neighborhood of the object; it is overwhelming insofar as 
it reveals the necessity of relationality itself. “The individual’s first 
and forever- recurring loss, in Freud’s view, is not of the object but 
of the fantasy of self- sufficiency, of being everything to oneself” 
(Phillips 1993, 99).

This is the kind of thing to which I have been pointing: to the 
sense of being primally unmastered by need that one senses but 
does not know, in your sense of knowledge as mastery; a sense clus-
tered with the sense of a need for the objects or scenes that hold up 
the world and pleasure in that need (not happiness, but pleasure, 
the form of enduring repetition itself ).

I believe you have predicted this move. When you call sex “the 
site where desire, for all its potential mobility, remains fixed to a 
primal attachment that alone makes our objects appear as desir-
able,” do you not mean that sex forces you, primally, to want an ob-
ject? That’s what makes it a drive; pleasure and “wanting” here have 
nothing to do with liking, or idealizing, or any particular experi-
ence. Likewise I see sex as an arena where a cluster of excited incli-
nations to discover a (dis)place within attachment is played out. It is 
a place where the trembling of one’s penetration by relationality is 
always revealed, even when no one else is in the room. It is a scene 
in which one enjoys the risk of moving through a field of ambiva-
lence, resistance, and interest.

I keep thinking of the pathos of our second narrator’s tone, his 
insistence on extending the always reconfiguring situation to a time 
in the penumbra of the live relation. “I guess you get to a point 
where you look at that pain as if it were there in front of you three 
feet away lying in a box, an open box, in a window somewhere,” he 
says, acting as a witness at the funeral of love. The pain is “hard and 
cold,” the second narrator says, “like a bar of metal. You just look at 
it there and say, All right, I’ll take it, I’ll buy it. That’s what it is. Be-
cause you know all about it before you even go into this thing. You 
know the pain is part of the whole thing” (132–33). Renting space 
in the vast “shadow of the object,” he stays there by multiplying ob-
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jects, moving between a thing that can be seen through but would 
shatter if moved through and a thing that’s solid, is all outside or 
inside. He is reexperiencing the primal abandonment after which 
the subject is launched into a life of crafting relationality with ob-
jects he moves with, moving in synch and syncope. The bar of metal 
is his mettle, his unspent hoard of potential and immanent relation-
ality, and it has a crushing and animating weight. Desire’s binding 
and unbinding circuits are not only not disavowed by his gestures, 
they are also acknowledged in the atmosphere around the question 
“Why doesn’t that pain make you say, I won’t do it again?” (133).

Is this a rhetorical question? We don’t know. If his variations do 
not matter to him—if he is doing everything he can not to give up 
his “libidinal position”—he might be trying to disavow by master-
ing. He might be happy as a fetishist who enjoys the constraints he 
has embraced against the encroachments of disorder. He might in-
cline to misrecognize closure as a form of openness, of sickly, nec-
essary hope. He might also sense that no form, no answer to the 
question will solve the problem of living, will allow him to stay in 
the scene of desire to produce, at minimum, the comfort of self- 
encounter and of encounter with the world’s potentiality for chang-
ing what the intractable can mean.

To me, regardless, such a refusal of form’s adequacy is a cen-
tral premise of antinormative politics, without which there is no 
refusal of the social negation that seeks to capture one’s own nega-
tivity. Identity is the “it” broken down through the recognition that 
one’s beloved objects, including oneself, are placeholders for an 
ever- evolving set of desires and forces; facing “it” induces the dis-
comfort and excitement in being with all that and forces a recon-
sideration of what Spivak would call the foundational “lack of fit” 
not just within but with the world on which one nonetheless also 
converges and toward which one cannot, nonetheless, not incline 
(Spivak 1987, 207).

This suggests that one can sense the breakdown of form in this 
story as a different kind of event from what you project. Our second 
narrator is seeing as clearly as can be seen the political form of the 
question of pain. He pushes toward a change that is not more of the 
same and does not see that as an internal shift but one that must 
take place in rhythms of sustaining relational inclination, which is 
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something different from a sovereign thought or a plan. We know 
this because he has turned to another in front of whom to recite his 
sums, his summa.

Why else, after all, is the story told to a silent listener? Perhaps he 
hopes that the listener will shut up and nod, so that he can pretend 
that his monologue is a genuine exchange. There is something flat 
in the story’s staging of it too, as though the title captures the first 
narrator’s last moments of attention before spacing out as the man 
spins out his process of being unmastered by what you call faith in 
cognition. Perhaps the nonencounter of the sexual encounter has 
moved from mouth to ear, as Foucault would have predicted, and 
he’s once again monologuing, just this time externally, forcing his 
internal states onto someone who has consented to be there. But at 
the same time, in giving his story over, consciously or not, he opens 
the possibility of its crumbling in front of another—no longer in the 
trembling of sex but in the expansive uncuratedness of conversa-
tion, a scene inevitably of nonsovereign relationality as such.

Depletion is also necessary for unsticking to a fantasy that is no 
longer working. In addition to the bodily pleasures that you detail, 
the phrase break it down refers to what happens to a theatrical set 
after a dramatic performance; it also entails a request for a speaker 
to simplify something complicated. Not just a request: out of con-
text, as a title, “Break It Down” is in the imperative, which, Barthes 
writes, is always the mood of the claim for love. “Break It Down,” 
then, also amounts to a love letter to love, addressed not only to 
the need for a reparative object but also to the need for access to the 
mood of the broken fantasy. As it shatters, the story proliferates 
into arcs. Is this cluster of displacements close to what you meant 
by the fantasy of breaking fantasy down?

l e :  You read the question I posed earlier (“Does acknowledging a 
psychic or ideological fantasy necessarily change its hold on us?”) 
as manifesting what you see as a “style” of response that allows 
me—illegitimately?—to “return to [my] structuring view,” by which 
I understand you to mean: allows me to affirm, in a given instance, 
the presence of a structural determination. “For to you,” as you put 
it, “a structure is necessarily so.” If I claim that I don’t “return” to 
such a view, it’s because I don’t think I ever left it (which, given my 
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position, should hardly come as much of a surprise). I do believe 
that what I call structures are “necessarily so”; it’s precisely that 
belief that leads me to define them as structures in the first place. 
To the extent that my phrasing was misleading (perhaps a conse-
quence of the irony implicit in the grammatical form of the rhe-
torical question), let me clarify it here. Acknowledging a psychic 
or ideological fantasy, the act you recurrently formulate as allow-
ing the movement, the change in atmosphere, that you construe as 
potentially transformative, does not, in my view, release us from the 
hold of a structuring fantasy. This is why the question of the fetish 
seemed to impose itself on us earlier, for the fetish makes clear that 
acknowledging a fantasy does not dissolve its power. The structure 
of the fantasy doesn’t coincide with the image (not even the image 
of itself ) that the fantasy produces. If fantasy, in other words, always 
entails the production of an image, the image may be changed with-
out affecting the structure (for Lacan, a defensive structure) within 
which it occurs. We can fantasize, as fetishism demonstrates, that 
we “know” our relation to fantasy, but the image of the fantasy we 
believe we “know” differs from that of the fantasy we enact in be-
lieving that we know it.

Thus the process of changing the fantasy image, of opening the 
potential for psychic mobility through the unblocking of desire, 
may itself reinforce a fantasy structure by occluding our fixation 
to desire itself as a defense against the drive (where the drive enacts 
the structure that desire, through the lure of its objects, conceals). 
Fantasy, as the Lacanian matheme suggests ($ <> a), always relates 
to objet a as object/cause of desire (Lacan 1966/2006, 653). And this 
underscores the stakes involved in thinking about sex, negativity, 
and politics by cutting to the heart of the question of change in 
relation to the unconscious. Displacements of our objects in the 
metonymic sequence distinctive of desire do not bespeak changes 
in our structuring fantasy even if they induce a new “atmosphere” in 
which that fantasy plays itself out. And it’s not as if we could some-
how function—psychically, socially, or politically—in the absence 
of such a fantasy frame, as Slavoj Žižek points out in his reading of 
Lacan’s “les non- dupes errent” (2000, 323). We rely for our reality 
as subjects on the fantasy image by which we flesh out and deny 
our constitutive division. That’s why we find ourselves torn between 
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the defensive stabilization our fantasies perform and the negativity 
of the drive that disrupts them, a drive that comes to conscious-
ness only as a fantasy of negativity, reinforcing the ego once more. In 
neither politics nor sex do we engage the positivity of relation; both 
open instead onto the impossibility inherent in the encounter: the im-
possibility, that is, of confronting the other as positivized in the ob-
ject without also confronting the unbearable negativity that the ob-
ject can never sublimate and that fantasy can never subsume.

That’s why you rightly distance yourself from any reading of 
your investment in acknowledgment as faith in the subject’s self- 
determination on the basis of rational analysis. “Moving differently 
with affect,” you write, “is therefore not the same as pretending that 
a drama of decision changes things permanently or fundamentally.” 
But your very next sentence produces, as I see it, a certain compli-
cation: “It [i.e., moving differently with affect] involves discover-
ing and inhabiting disturbances in the relation between one’s af-
fects and one’s imaginaries for action.” To the extent, however, that 
affect and action are intimately related (affect naming at once the 
somatic manifestation of psychic activity and the subject’s relation 
to bodily action), the concept of “moving” differently with affect 
raises the question of just what agency would generate such move-
ment. Logically it can’t be affect itself, but it isn’t, as I think we 
both agree, the subject of cognition either. This makes the relation 
between “moving differently with affect” and the “drama of deci-
sion” uncertain. Is the change in one’s way of moving with affect 
produced by a “drama of decision” or not—which is to say, is it the 
result of an acknowledgment on the part of the subject that is then 
supposed to have the ability to change its affective experience? If 
such movement springs from no “drama of decision” but arises in-
stead from the “discovery” (by the conscious or the unconscious 
subject?) of “disturbances” (an affective discovery therefore) in the 
relation between affect and “one’s imaginaries for action” (which is 
also to say, between affect and one’s fantasy of sovereignty), then 
how is this movement (which is going to move us “differently” 
through affect) different from the innumerable micro- adjustments 
that regulate our response to the “atmosphere” (what Eve would call 
the “weather”) in which we live our affective lives? Or is moving dif-
ferently with affect achieved by a “drama of decision” after all, but a 
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drama of decision that we recognize (or, to return to the key word, 
acknowledge) as necessarily provisional?

And how, in this context, should we interpret your invocation 
of Bollas’s “unthought known”? Bollas uses this concept to refer to 
a property of the ego and, more precisely, to a property of the un-
conscious ego that includes the “inherited disposition,” or what he 
also calls the “personality” that exists, according to his argument, 
before the infant’s birth. The “unthought known” in his account is 
capable of being brought to consciousness. “A psychoanalysis will 
bring the ‘unthought known’ into thought,” he writes. “Through 
psychoanalysis the ego is encountered and known” (Bollas 1987, 
9). Indeed so strong is his commitment to bringing this unthought 
known to thought, so far does its reach extend, that the unthought 
known gets bound up for Bollas with “a recollection of the person’s 
ontogenesis” and so with the baby’s capacity to “express his know-
ing of his being through fantasy, thought and object relating” (60). 
In this regard it speaks to Bollas’s filiations with Jung in the latter’s 
“humanistic” resistance to the negativity of Freud. Andrew Samuels, 
for instance, describes that resistance in the following terms:

Freud’s view of human psychology is a bleak one and, given the his-
tory of the twentieth century, it seems reasonable. But Jung’s early 
insistence that there is a creative, purposive, non- destructive core 
of the human psyche finds echoes and resonances in the work of 
psychoanalytic writers like Milner and Rycroft, and in Winnicott’s 
work on play. . . . Jung’s argument that the psyche has knowledge 
of what is good for it, a capacity to regulate itself, and even to heal 
itself, takes us to the heart of contemporary expositions of the “true 
self” such as that found in Bollas’s recent work.” (Samuels 1997, 5)

But such a view of the subject’s “being” (or of fantasy itself as an 
expression of that being instead of as a mode of defense against the 
knowledge of its loss) attests to the insistence of a set of beliefs at 
odds with the version of psychoanalysis within which my own work 
proceeds.

And that’s because I, like you, don’t believe that “structuration 
comes from inside”—or not, at any rate, from “inside” some fixed 
disposition that precedes the subject’s encounter with otherness. 
Rather it is the subject who “comes from” the encounter with those 
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structures that leave their decisive inscription on its psychically po-
tentialized soma. That, of course, explains why the “enigmatic sig-
nifier” matters so much for Laplanche—and even for Lacan, who 
used the term earlier. And it’s why for you and me alike the un-
bearable encounter of the subject with its radical incoherence works 
against recuperations of “being.” The fantasy of sovereignty suc-
cumbs not only to the recognition of non- self- sufficiency, as your 
quotation from Phillips indicates, but also to the necessity of the 
subject’s emergence as the division, the bar of signification, that it 
repeatedly tries to rise above in the sexual (non)relation.

In this sense I completely agree when you characterize the sub-
ject as attached to the negativity that marks its “condition of being 
in the world.” I’d call that attachment to negativity primal, for that 
negative condition becomes the ground for the subject’s ability 
to signify itself. But that attachment doesn’t, in my view, simply 
ground itself in “pleasure”; it carries instead the force of what’s 
“beyond” the pleasure principle: a compulsion, a repetition, a drive 
that escapes the affirmation of the ego to which the experience of 
pleasure conforms (what you evoke as the “form of enduring repe-
tition itself”). For the same reason I don’t read the subject’s attach-
ment to negativity as generating “desire to be in the neighborhood 
of our objects.” Negativity repeats the primal division that makes 
the subject “one” only to the extent that the subject imagines that 
it can refind itself in the signifier whose “unary stroke” divides it 
(Lacan 1973/1978, 218). The fantasmatic object, then, the object of 
desire, positivizes the subject’s lack and thereby secures the subject 
precisely as subject of castration, as subject of desire. But the in-
sistent attachment to negativity expresses the failure, the insuffi-
ciency, of every such positivization. And this insufficiency is struc-
turally determined by the Symbolic order of language in which, by 
(re)finding our objects repeatedly, we perform, through that very 
repetition, our refusal of the object as adequate to filling the gap, 
the division that we are. It’s not that we renounce our objects, aban-
don the Symbolic, and plunge into lack, but rather that our ob-
jects express the entanglement of attachment and negativity. This 
is where you and I come together in thinking about sex “as an arena 
where a cluster of excited inclinations to discover a (dis)place within 
attachment is played out.”
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But what can we do with this negativity that won’t disavow what 
it does to us? We both agree that refusing to accept the adequacy of 
given forms, which is also to say, the sufficiency of any social posi-
tivization, grounds antinormative politics. Insofar as that politics 
resists the fantasmatic coherence to which those forms lay claim, it 
always works to break down the fantasy of the object that, to borrow 
your phrase, “will solve the problem of living.” Just here, however, 
the fantasy of breaking down fantasy returns. For every investment 
in negativity as a potentializing instrument—as the means of break-
ing down fantasy (and, with it, the structural immobility concealed 
by the movement of its images or scenes)—fetishistically disavows 
its own fantasy structure, which commits it to another version of 
“solv[ing] the problem of living.” Such an investment remains, like 
theory itself, a defense against the breaking down it simultaneously 
desires—a defense precisely to the extent that it remains embedded 
in desire and therefore in the fantasmatic displacement of the drive. 
Isn’t this related to what de Man (1986) had in mind with his notion 
of the “resistance to theory”: that negativity, however persistent, 
doesn’t persist when we try to harness it to a known or predictable 
form—or doesn’t, at any rate, persist in the form we expect it to take 
in that harness?

For just this reason your focus on the performative context of 
the second narrator’s musings strikes me as crucially important. 
It opens a set of questions at the very core of our conversation by 
broaching the issue of the join between conversation and relation-
ality. Once again the textual object with which we anchor our dia-
logue has captured us unexpectedly in its frame. Is the object (for 
us, for the second narrator, or even for the first) encountered as 
something outside ourselves, or does it insist on the fantasy of 
“relation” as a way of resisting encounter as such? Though I don’t 
think conversation is “inevitably” a “scene . . . of nonsovereign 
relationality” (all too often—perhaps even in Davis’s text—it be-
comes the fantasmatic scene of sovereign assertion), I do think it 
marks the site of a potential encounter with the unbearable, with 
the otherness that permits no relation despite our best efforts to 
construct one.

That threat of the unbearable lurks in the figure of pain as a bar 
of metal. I’d like us to linger on that bar for a while, because I see 
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it as evoking the irreducible otherness that makes relation as such 
impossible. It speaks to the element in encounter that we try to 
bend to relational value, try to subsume to the economy of relation, 
when it marks, in fact, the impenetrability of what eludes our mea-
sure: “You can’t measure it, because the pain comes after and it lasts 
longer” (133). If the second narrator maintains nonetheless that the 
pain “doesn’t . . . make you say, I won’t do it again” (133), that re-
flects his desire to conceive the pain—however obdurate or hard it 
may be—as an object with which, through repeated encounter, he 
can enter into relation by turning it into an object of knowledge 
(which all his objects become): “Because you know all about it be-
fore you even go into this thing. You know the pain is part of the 
whole thing” (133). As the bar to relation that has to submit to the 
bartering of relationality (“You just look at it there and say, All right, 
I’ll take it, I’ll buy it” [133]), the bar of metal, “lying in a box, an 
open box, in a window somewhere” (132–33), serves as a window 
onto the encounter with relation’s negativity.

l b :  Conversation does require nonsovereignty, whether or not it 
feels otherwise or is marked manifestly by controlling gestures. This 
is why, beneath the skin, a defensive sense so often accompanies 
one’s inclination to susceptibility, and why any encounter’s aspi-
ration to synchrony is haunted by the threat of foreclosure games, 
even one’s own, whose styles might manifest in patter that domi-
nates, cares, or inattends. But as any genre brings with it metal bars, 
or dramas of desire, risk, and potential failure, the attachment to 
attaching is also an investment in other things that incite not con-
trol but a kind of cruising, a seeking to see what happens in relation 
without caring much to know what precisely the object is or who one 
is in relation to it. Contradictory aims are both resolved in the man-
agement of negativity and remain unsolved too, as they constitute 
the very density of a situation’s hologram. (Your reading of Bollas 
walks by this claim about the systematic pressure of the affective 
nonknowledge that moves us within attachment; it’s a place where 
we’ll have to diverge.)

Another way to say this is that, if to you the “fantasmatic object 
. . . the object of desire, positivizes the subject’s lack,” to me, that ob-
ject is also not an object but a scene, a setting for actions, a discon-
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tinuous space that appears navigable for moving around awkwardly, 
ambivalently, and incoherently, while making heuristic sense of 
what’s becoming- event. This setting is what Laplanche calls “fan-
tasy.” So, because I see the structure of the object as less tight or 
homogeneous than your staging of it suggests, I don’t think that 
“otherness . . . permits no relation despite our best efforts to con-
struct one.” I think it permits no neutral, stable, or consistent rela-
tion, but some relation- in- movement, more affective and sensed in 
the penumbra of the manifest content of the contact invested with 
images. If the encounter can never fully be governed by the “poten-
tializing instrument” of a reparative genre, whether from sex, poli-
tics, or theory, the open question for me, then, much more than for 
you, is about how relationality gestures beyond itself toward altered 
settings for the hits and misses. The experimentality in worlding 
complicates the space of the encounter with negativity; it’s where I 
locate political potentiality.

I’m playing this out polemically partly to increase the noise level 
within the psychoanalytic idiom of debate into which we’ve gotten 
ourselves. At times I think we risk losing the big picture, which to 
me does not involve a fantasy of making a big picture of a repaired 
world of happy lovers, adequate storytellers, and properly recog-
nized beings. It involves, as theorists, taking on the overdetermi-
nation of encounter in the staging of reparative fantasy—which 
points to something in addition to allegory. This returns us to the 
question of narrative.

As you’ve pointed out, my ongoing interest is in at once attend-
ing to the story of the postsovereign and the nonsovereign—the 
state of the collective world of distributed power, values, norms, 
affects, and practices and the states of affect that traverse singular 
and collectively emergent sensoriums. Thinking about “structure” 
less as the insistence of the Real and more as that which organizes 
diverse and contradictory systemic forces, I’ve been arguing that the 
nonidentity of nonrelation in these different registers allows scenic 
shifts in addition to the theater of minor adjustments to which you 
refer. Negativity might not change, but the worlding of it does.

But this optimism does not entail binding the negative to better 
objects. In a different version of this essay I might have started by 
noting that Davis’s récit takes place after a vacation, a vacation from 
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work. From what I hear, vacations are also experiments in nonsove-
reignty, attempts to enjoy unproductivity, dehabituation, and fan-
tasy by disturbing one’s usual dynamics, objects and scenes, and 
affective registers. (I am laughing at this description, which refuses 
to take a vacation from abstraction.)

Nonetheless the intense presence of the capitalist imaginary in 
Davis’s récit points to the impossibility of vacating the structuring 
fantasy: one can leave work but not the dreamwork. Our second 
narrator’s fantasy remains saturated with the language of property 
and of data, of the individual and the dividual. Not only that, but the 
productive ordinary reappears in the monologue’s pathetic echo of 
the optimism for nonsovereign sexuality that has legitimated sexual 
hookups without property relations since the heyday of progres-
sive heterosexual practice after ’68, when the hope was that the 
mutual reorganization of intimacy and productivity would induce 
new forms of life. A new form of life would restructure the work of 
structure. The desire for this released a lot of reparative creativity 
in the 1960s. Some of it endures and develops; most of it didn’t. 
“Break It Down” is a eulogy to how accidentally bad the sexual revo-
lution’s math could be. But accidents are information: just as a vaca-
tion involves openness to accident, so to talk about love, as Barthes 
wrote, is always to talk about the centrality of accident to love’s very 
structure.

But if “Break It Down” rehearses the inability to produce an 
emancipatory labor theory of affective value, the straight- dominated 
world’s release into a mode of sexual life without guarantees no 
longer allows the easy narrative foreclosure that would disavow 
intimacy’s induction of pleasure, torture, confusion, and boredom, 
especially when, as in this case, lovers peel away from teleology- 
flavored plots, discarding romantic resolution without discarding 
their need for encounter. The question is, then, how to induce an-
other story, or world, for the dynamic in which the negating and ec-
static burst of the subject that Nancy (2003) calls “shattered love” 
negotiates its patterns and accidents. Again this other story is not 
what appears in “Break It Down,” but the flat ending points to it, 
pressing us to imagine elliptically, beyond the second narrator’s 
broken rhythm and his restless imaging. Note in the following pas-
sage, by the way, the story’s prophetic staging of our very impasse:
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And finally the pictures go and these dry little questions just sit 
there without any answers and you’re left with this large heavy pain 
in you that you try to numb by reading, or you try to ease it by get-
ting out into public places where there will be people around you, 
but no matter how good you are at pushing that pain away, just 
when you think you’re going to be all right for a while, that you’re 
safe, you’re kind of holding it off with all your strength and you’re 
staying in some little bare numb spot of ground, then suddenly it 
will all come back, you’ll hear a noise, maybe it’s a cat crying or a 
baby, or something else like her cry, you hear it and make that con-
nection in a part of you you have no control over and the pain comes 
back so hard that you’re afraid, afraid of how you’re falling back 
into it again and you wonder, no, you’re terrified to ask how you’re 
ever going to climb out of it. (130–31)

Two things interest me here. One is fear of the question. The second 
is the presence of the phatic, of noise.

Our narrator is not terrified of being alone, exactly. He is terri-
fied of being left with a question that he can also not bear to pose, 
a question so overwhelming that it fails to become genuinely inter-
rogative.

For some reason, by which I mean, in response to the pressure of 
inarticulate affect, this makes me want to close by gesturing toward 
mourning. In “Break It Down,” mourning is a scene of being left 
with a question in the form of a flattened- out statement, a ques-
tion about the fading of the object of desire and its dissolution into 
noise, a feral cry. When Davis writes about love, the scene of the 
actual ongoing encounter is boring, overwhelming, too tender for 
words, inefficient, delayed, gestural, aspirational, and habitable 
only through repetitions that allow the viscera to settle, for mo-
ments, in the space their repetitions make. The genre of the ellipti-
cal question allows what’s dead, live, and excessive in love to occupy 
the same space, to be in the same story, which is the same thing as 
in the same scene or situation. In “How Shall I Mourn Them?” she 
imagines beloveds in terms of the gestures that made them charac-
ters to her, expressed in images of a characteristic movement:

Shall I keep a tidy house, like L.?
Shall I develop an unsanitary habit, like K.?
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Shall I sway from side to side a little as I walk, like C.?
Shall I write letters to the editor, like R.?
Shall I retire to my room often during the day, like R.?
Shall I live alone in a large house, like B.?
Shall I treat my husband coldly, like K.?
Shall I give piano lessons, like M.?
Shall I leave the butter out all day to soften, like C.?
Shall I have problems with typewriter ribbons, like K.?  

(Davis 2010, 697)

Here attachment is encrypted in a question that is not quite a riddle 
and not quite rhetorical. The sentences end twice, with a period and 
question mark that abbreviate and extend the encounter with the 
scene of encounter with the object. The object of attachment isn’t 
standing still for a portrait, either, but emerges in movement, like 
the cat, baby, lover, placeholders all, encountered as a direct and 
yet mediated impact. The sound they emit is also not a question, a 
demand, or an expressive autobiography but a repetitive noise that 
raises the specter of a singular relationality. Davis captures here not 
the love found in conventional narrative but something else that’s 
open, to be encountered queasily and interestedly.

Davis also emblematizes this alternative orientation toward nar-
rative in “The Center of the Story,” where, “unlike a hurricane, this 
story has no center” (173). In “The Center of the Story,” a narrator 
appears as a consciousness that cruises potential sites of interest 
that can never fully anchor all of the tale’s elements and intensi-
ties. Here Davis finds an alternative to the narrative norm structured 
by the drama of making and undoing—breaking down—a compli-
cation. Everything moves, as there is no center structuring life as 
an unbroken event. This helps me see why Davis opens up not the 
futurity of the will- have- been that you associate with narrative, but 
the sense that to call something narrative rather than scenic is itself 
to enact a fantasy that there is something beyond the ongoing, with 
all of the anachronistic force it bears. This returns us to our discus-
sion in chapter 1 of whether narrative requires expectations of tem-
poral extension and satisfaction.

Davis gives us a gestural aesthetic that undoes the satisfactions 
of a narrative that would otherwise insult with resolution and re-
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parativity, a happy ending–style merging of the desire for a center 
with anything deemed actual. Even negatively, in “Break It Down,” 
she models an aspiration to loosen the storytelling we wrangle to 
be attached to the world, which involves reconceiving the objects/
scenes of the world as laboratories for an ongoing question of how 
living might be structured. The question remains ongoing and in-
tractable; at the same time, that it is an ongoing question puts us 
in the realm of the predictables. That it is a question whose answer 
would not negate its persistence as a question puts us in the realm of 
the multiple actions and dynamics that change what a question, or 
negativity, can mean.

l e :  There’s a telling moment in “Break It Down” to which you made 
reference earlier. What matters about it to me in this context is how 
the force of a nonrelation erupts in response to an act of reading 
that both disturbs and promotes conversation:

We were in bed and she asked me, Do I seem fat to you? and I was 
surprised because she didn’t seem to worry about herself at all in 
that way and I guess I was reading into it that she did worry about 
herself so I answered what I was thinking and said stupidly that she 
had a very beautiful body, that her body was perfect, and I really 
meant it as an answer, but she said, kind of sharply, That’s not what 
I asked, and so I had to try to answer her again, exactly what she had 
asked. (130)

Nothing in the story turns on this incident; it occasions no narra-
tive consequence. Body size, beauty, the woman’s self- perceptions: 
none of these emerge as thematic concerns anywhere else in the 
text. Instead this incident points to the structural impediment to 
relation that springs from the opacity of the otherness (whether in-
ternal or external to the subject) that induces relation in some sense 
to situate that opacity and contain it. When the woman, at least from 
the man’s perspective, responds to him “kind of sharply,” the edge 
of that sharpness leaves a troubling gash in the relational scene he 
has staged. But the gash itself then plays its part in his recalibration 
of the scene, responding in this not merely to local exigencies of 
understanding (leading to more or less rational revisions of earlier 
assumptions) but also to the specific imperative of his fundamen-
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tal fantasy, which determines his place in the various scenarios he’s 
capable of mobilizing.

Changes of scene, like changes of object, occur in this frame-
work of attachment to a given structure of enjoyment. Neither 
changing the scene nor changing our objects can change our sub-
jection to that framework or to the compulsion that drives those 
changes with the goal of preserving those attachments. The changes, 
the shifts in scene or language, transform the texture of experience 
by introducing new tropes, new representations of relational possi-
bilities. But in doing so they merely define the figural repertoire of 
the subject, the particular set of fantasy scenes in which that subject 
can bear to play. To encounter this indistinguishability of change 
and repetition can make conversation, and the reading of the other 
on which it relies, a deeply demanding experience—and can make 
it, sometimes, more than that, which is to say, unbearable. For at 
any moment it can bring us to encounter the absolute limit of rela-
tion: the Real of nonrelation that relation contains, in more senses 
than one.

It’s these multiple senses that words always carry and the par-
ticular valences they gain over time in the idiolects each of us speaks 
that make conversation a site of encounter with the impossibility 
of reading, no matter how close, no matter how patient one’s prac-
tice of reading may be. Consider, as an instance of the problem, a 
series of sentences from our own conversation. Earlier you said of 
the second narrator that by “giving his story over, consciously or 
not, he opens the possibility of its crumbling in front of another—
no longer in the trembling of sex, but in the expansive uncurated-
ness of conversation, a scene inevitably of nonsovereign relation-
ality as such.” Responding to this, I subsequently wrote, “Though 
I don’t think conversation is ‘inevitably’ a ‘scene . . . of nonsove-
reign relationality’ (all too often—perhaps even in Davis’s text—it 
becomes the fantasmatic scene of sovereign assertion), I do think 
it marks the site of a potential encounter with the unbearable: the 
otherness that permits no relation despite our best efforts to con-
struct one.” You began your last post by replying, “Conversation 
does require nonsovereignty, whether or not it feels otherwise or is 
marked manifestly by controlling gestures.” I cite this conversation 
about conversation as exemplary of two points demonstrated by our 
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conversation: first, that the encounter with an interlocutor shapes 
conversation as, among other things, a sequence of missed encoun-
ters; second, that you and I have managed, despite this, to locate 
the area in which our theoretical differences can find ways to bring 
something into being.

To make the first point clearer, let me note that between your 
original assertion and your reiteration of it in your last response, 
something crucial has dropped out. Initially you presented con-
versation as “inevitably” a “scene” of “nonsovereign relationality.” 
Later the notion of the scene disappeared and conversation was 
said to “require nonsovereignty” in and of itself. In responding to 
your first formulation, it was this reference to a “scene” on which 
I picked up, since “scene,” as you noted in your last response, in-
vokes the setting of a fantasy. And precisely as a scene of fantasy, 
conversation, I argued, does not “inevitably” become a “scene . . . 
of nonsovereign relationality”; indeed it takes shape quite often as 
a scene of consolidating or asserting sovereignty, a scene that keeps 
the missed encounter from registering as such. That’s why I offered 
a different formulation and described conversation as a “site,” not a 
“scene”: a site that bears the “potential” for an “encounter with the 
unbearable,” with “nonsovereign relationality,” and hence with the 
bar or barrier to relation, the nonrelation in relation itself.

When you return to the claim that conversation “does require 
nonsovereignty, whether or not it feels otherwise,” I take it that 
you mean something similar to what I do when I call conversation 
a “site” (thereby focusing on the radical otherness in its structure 
that one may or may not encounter in any given conversation) rather 
than a “scene” (which would direct our attention, by contrast, to 
its fantasmatic frame). In drawing this distinction, I’m trying to 
determine if we’re confronting a substantive intellectual disagree-
ment or merely being sidetracked by each other’s distinct linguis-
tic scenes. For surely we both have noticed in the course of these 
conversations, and anyone encountering our dialogue must surely 
have noticed too, the different linguistic worlds we inhabit and the 
bearing of that difference on the political and theoretical scenes 
we produce. Theory, in its engagement with politics, must attend 
to the consequences of such differences, which produce the misses 
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in encounter, the mistakes we take for understandings in the tragi-
comedy of (non)relation.

The difference in thinking conversation as a site or a scene is not 
“just” semantic; it can serve to epitomize our different ways of in-
flecting negativity. Who could deny that your version of negativity 
feels more “livable” than mine? Your attention to “worlding” seeks 
changes of scene that rescript the insistence of the unbearable, that 
put it into motion and displace its pressure where it threatens to 
crush the subject. I also maintain the importance of change but 
focus on changing, on undoing, the subject rather than the sub-
ject’s scene. For the scene’s variations still manifest the subject’s 
fundamental fantasy—the fantasy that determines the range of 
play the subject is able to bear, which is also to say, that the subject 
can survive while remaining fundamentally the same. As such these 
variations of scene can serve, among other things, as a screen to 
keep what produces them unthought. But encountering what’s truly 
unbearable, attempting to push through the barrier of ourselves, 
means approaching the limit of fantasy as the medium of desire 
and finding ourselves in the movement of the drive that structures 
our changes of scene. This is the movement around a real lack (the 
gap of a primal negation) that might, as “The Center of the Story” 
 suggests, be construed in at least two ways: as the lack of a center 
and the lack at the center, which, as Davis cannily writes, “is or is 
not the same thing” (2010, 177).

If the object of desire, as I put it earlier, would “positivize” this 
lack, it’s not because I construe the object as “more homogeneous” 
than you do; to the contrary, the object is always, for me, a fan-
tasmatic placeholder (always exchangeable for others), an illusory 
binding of contradictory pressures, possibilities, and investments 
to defend the subject against the lack with which it can have no re-
lation. That lack is what’s unbearable, which is what I was saying 
earlier, and what you misconstrued when you quoted me as saying 
that “otherness . . . permits no relation despite our best efforts to 
construct one.” Though the words are mine, they’ve been stripped 
from their context in which they describe “the unbearable,” refer-
ring to it as “the otherness that permits no relation despite our best 
efforts to construct one” (emphasis added). It’s that otherness, 
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which I elsewhere describe as an “irreducible otherness,” with 
which we can have no relation: the otherness of the lack or nega-
tivity that persists in undoing all positivization, in erupting as non-
relation from within the fantasy of relationality.

The prospect of movement, in politics or in theory, derives from 
such unbearable encounters that break down the structuring fan-
tasy of the subject. What follows from this is not living on but the 
prospect instead of living—where living means, for me as for you, 
living with negativity, experiencing a movement within contradic-
tion, an identification with the force that would break down the bar-
riers to the lack that breaks us down, or what Davis calls, in lines 
that you quote, “a part of you you have no control over.” To break it 
down, where the subject is concerned, doesn’t free it from determi-
nation by structure, repair its incoherence, or liberate it from fan-
tasy. “Break It Down” remains an imperative: an imperative we can 
neither refuse to obey nor once and for all fulfill. But that impera-
tive alone makes it possible, at the cost of encountering pain’s metal 
bar, to have moments when living is neither survival nor merely 
postponement of death. That’s why I wholly agree with your call for 
an “alternative orientation toward narrative.” For neither of us does 
teleology offer political or theoretical promise. Instead, for both of 
us, it closes things down; it silences and immures.

But Davis supplants teleology with the ironies of consciousness. 
Her characters wrestle with whether they’re reading the world or 
their own projections, with whether there ever could be for them a 
world outside their projections, with whether the selves they imag-
ine are unreliable projections too. In the lines you quote from “How 
Shall I Mourn Them?” she asks, because she cannot know in ad-
vance, what form her incorporation of loss, inevitable as it is, will 
take: what sort of torsion she’ll undergo without seeing it as such, 
without, that is, perceiving it as a form of mourning at all. The en-
counter with this lack of knowledge leaves the subject in a perma-
nent state of emergency where the laws of identity are suspended 
and the rule of irony takes hold, establishing as absolute provision 
that all provisions be only provisional.

This rule of irony should not be confused with some particu-
lar form of affect—with a hip sensibility, a casual indifference, a 
privileged aloofness, a hard- boiled attitude, or any other mode of 
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self- presentation. Instead such irony undermines every affirma-
tive presentation of self and guarantees only the persistence, in its 
multitude of forms, of the negativity, the unresolved question, that 
drives us to pick at the scab of selfhood that aims to suture the 
wound of being. This is where, to borrow your phrase, I locate po-
litical potentiality, by which I mean the potential to experience the 
negativity that is the political: the division within community as well 
as the division from community; the division that leaves community, 
like the self, an always unresolved question. I’d like to think that 
you and I come together, in our different idiolects, in exploring the 
impulse, which I call the drive, to pursue this “ongoing question,” 
the question whose very ongoingness bespeaks its negativity. We 
come together, that is, in our willingness to encounter the possi-
bility of coming apart in the work and enjoyment of thinking that 
Davis theorizes in “Break It Down.”

l b :  Hmmm, fat, gashes, and scabs being picked at: the intensities 
of close reading cannot help but distort their object, inducing the 
irony to which you anchor negativity, but irony is not always un-
canny or dramatic. When overattention and inattention merge (in 
love, in close reading’s method, in friendship, there is no alterna-
tive), it’s a little crazy and comic too, with all of the aggression and 
pleasure entailed. So, as I never suggested that anyone or any re-
lation was freed, repaired, or liberated from anything by thinking 
about it, I do not know to what, or maybe whom, you’re respond-
ing when you stake that claim. But our fantasy that a collaborative 
movement between us might be happening even here is not just 
a disavowal of our incapacity to achieve consistency or unambiva-
lence. To stay in the situation involves remaining curious about how 
experimentality must involve the distortions of misrecognition on 
all sides, precisely because we are trying, together and separately, 
to induce a shift in what it means to be within the instability of the 
encounter.

In a related kind of contrast, the scene of nonsovereignty I was 
describing points to “the encounter” not just as a test of completion 
or repair but also as a scene in which one risks getting inside of a 
thing whose qualities will appear only in the action of its extension. 
This thing, this relation, this “it,” taps into a prediction of the pos-
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sibilities released by attunement. But what is attunement? In a sat-
isfying conversation, attunement is not bound to having the same 
relation to content and prospects for world-building or narrative. 
These are archives and media for experiencing already established 
relations, in relation to which the process of encounter makes room 
for the interlocutors to emerge in their variousness, even when their 
needs for inattention and attention do not quite mesh and are not 
quite resolved. Those experiences from within collaborative ordi-
nariness get us through the day, the week, the month, the world, 
life; they also shape, in the political register, the affective sense of 
justice, fairness, and recognition as more than formal acknowledg-
ments.

Thus sex, activism, stranger encounters, reading—any collabo-
rative practice—are not just performances of disavowal of the ob-
ject’s placeholderness but scenes of a drama of attention in which 
we seek to work out relationality, which is a task alongside of our 
aims to explain, maintain, and control the encounter. Most encoun-
ters, anyway, sexual and otherwise, are forgettable and demand only 
minor attention; they rely on riding the efficiency of the norm. De-
manding encounters, like paying attention to a lover, a friend, a col-
league, worker, or disciplinary agent—anyone whose satisfaction 
matters—force us to confront how little we want to disturb our-
selves within the scenes of attunement we also must of necessity 
seek. One flails around wanting something other than what is, but 
one also fears the disappointment of one’s lack of imagination and 
trust in the patience and inventiveness of others.

But to me it’s not politics if we are not trying to see how to change 
the consequences of what happens when the scene we are in shifts 
our orientation in ways we do not control. To me, it’s politics if 
we are seeking to change the consequences and resonances of the 
appearance of the foundational antagonisms. Your story is about 
facing how persons are controlled by those ways and their aims to 
deny them, and my story is that as we move with each other, when 
we can, we can shift the consequences of what’s irreparable and out 
of joint in our internal and social relations. We don’t necessarily shift 
them, but this is what it means to do our work collectively. Because 
of our curiosity about how it will work out (will it be broken down 
or transformed?), because of our desires not to be defeated by life, 
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we enter the scene of relationality that is also and ultimately a de-
mand for collaboration; relationality disturbs fantasy enough that it 
is open to crazy controls and also to absorbing and generating new 
social relations.

Maybe you believe less in the structural generativity of this 
worlding work than I do; I don’t know. I do know that central to my 
own approach to this conversation has been not to take on many of 
your challenges directly in order not endlessly to dig into our posi-
tions under the fantasy that in so doing either of us will persuade 
the other. To me, the great pleasure of any collaboration is multi-
plying idioms and infrastructures for further thought that neither 
of us could have generated alone. If not repair, what? If not world-
building, what? If the inevitable nonencounter, then what? Working 
with aesthetic exempla has been our way of further extending that 
practice, reading with our objects as allies in a double collaboration 
aimed toward discovering why it is that we address unbearable out- 
of- jointness so similarly and yet with such different anxieties about 
what occupying a structure entails.

What would you do if I closed by saying, Okay, you win, you’re 
right: the capacity to make new settings for occupying the irrepar-
able rivenness of subjects and worlds is just my fantasy of the pos-
sibility of social and personal transformation, and in the end really 
is merely reparative, really is just trying to distract me from the ways 
it’s unbearable to be partnered by one’s brokenness and saturated 
by the bad, wearing world? What would you do if I acted like the 
narrator and responded dutifully and dissociatively to the question 
“Do you think I’m fat?” I don’t think you’d feel satisfied. Would you 
dance around the house, pumping your fists in the air? No, I don’t 
think you would.

Were I to take on your view it would feel as if I’d withdrawn 
from the ethics of the conversation, which is to maintain fidelity to 
the question cluster we’ve developed over time, even as we face, in 
our own ways, the loneliness and the gash of the failed encounter 
around those questions. So we made a context for the work in a reg-
ister that is not bound precisely to the terms that we’re debating. 
This way, although we have not resolved how best to live with or 
even think about negativity, we’ve opened up for ourselves—and 
we hope for our readers—some clarity about what is at stake in the 
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debate over nonsovereign subjectivity and its vicissitudes in sex, 
theory, aesthetics, politics, fantasy, and attachment. We have seen 
described and enacted some of the kinds of violence done in the 
name of fantasy, of disavowing the impossibility of repairing rela-
tionality simply. We have debated whether it matters what tone we 
take toward the recognition of the work of the structural. And we 
have seen that there is pleasure in working it out together, for ex-
ample, in worlding practices.

In this mode of attention toward attunement, there is no ro-
mance to the work of theory and no repair through the work of ro-
mance. There is converging that is inseparable from abandonment, 
movement within varieties of intense stuckness, and foreclosing 
gestures that are also openings, because we are thinking together 
and with other things and thinkers. The work of theory and of sexual 
normativity cannot be said to resolve any problem related to the in-
evitable violence of the nonencounter with ourselves and the world. 
But the drive to inhabit what passes among intimates and strangers 
and publics is another sense in which to “break it down” is to make 
an “it” happen that is predicated on our desires for the nonsove-
reign and the relational without predication.

Sometimes the struggle to attend to this without foreclosure is 
difficult, but the desire for “it” is not merely unbearable and taken 
care of by the irony that stages in language the ruination of the fan-
tasy of repair. Alongside of what’s hard, as all of our cases have 
shown, are examples of the unbearable question that point us to 
a different understanding of structure not as noun but as verb, as 
embedded in the gestures we make to make radiant exempla, things 
into scene, and the struggle, which is collective before it is mutual, 
to make new terms for the encounter that restages the desire for 
attachment alongside all of the ways that we fight it.

l e :  As this conversation has surely made clear, my mode of being 
present to it is to “take on many of your challenges directly,” to re-
spond to the specific language and form you give to your ideas. And 
I do so “under the fantasy” you explicitly reject: “that either of us 
will persuade the other.” That doesn’t mean, on the one hand, that I 
consciously invest in some notion of “winning,” as in an argument 
or a quarrel; we approached this conversation from the outset not 
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as a debate but as a dialogue about the place of negativity in politi-
cal projects we both conceive as inseparable from theory, narrative, 
and sex. But it doesn’t mean, on the other hand, that we escape the 
fantasy of persuasion either: not a persuasion that would be global 
(surrender- inducing, once and for all), but one that allows us to 
recognize when the other has shown that a particular claim, or the 
form of its assertion, needs adjustment or isn’t stable in the way 
that it’s been framed. Such a possibility of being persuaded that 
something other than what we recognize may bear on and valuably 
change the shape of our original understandings derives from our 
common commitment, first and foremost, to ideas and to the enjoy-
ment to be found in their continuous reencounter and modification. 
That’s what makes our conversation, to my way of thinking, col-
laborative. Like any form of pedagogy, it operates at the uncertain 
border where persuasion and seduction meet. Except as a rhetorical 
gesture, therefore, we can’t renounce persuasion. But that doesn’t 
make agreement the point toward which we ought to tend.

In the give- and- take of dialogue, our primal attachments may 
lead us from one mode of analysis to another, from one example 
to another, from one form of argument to another, in a metonymic 
movement that never abandons those attachments even as we re-
spond to the other’s critical and theoretical claims. This movement, 
reflecting the gap that reopens on every approach to “it,” accounts 
for what I’ve been calling the impossibility of encounter: the im-
possibility, more precisely, of encountering the nonsovereignty 
exemplified by the drive. That’s why I describe this impossible en-
counter as properly unbearable. It’s impossible because unbearable 
for the subject as subject of fantasy. And that’s why sex, which always 
takes place in proximity to the unbearable, can also, in the realm of 
Panoptimism, aspire to take its place, to repair the ruptures of nega-
tivity by realizing relation, as if sex might be able to positivize it, liter-
ally to flesh it out. That doesn’t, of course, mean that sex is always a 
positive experience, only that it’s often expected to produce the sort 
of positivization by means of which otherness is accommodated, 
relation made material, and negativity overcome.

But relation’s materiality lies neither in the flesh nor in our posi-
tivizations of it; it lies instead in the signifying system within which 
it appears. As a consequence, sex emerges as tragicomic conversa-
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tion, as a mode of exchange or a form of intercourse that Me and You 
and Everyone We Know invokes by way of its logo: )) < > ((. The lozenge 
(< >), the “poop,” that passes from one set of buttocks to the other 
in the logo, oblivious to particularizing differences such as gender, 
race, or age, and erasing the legibility of active and passive posi-
tions in sex, remains forever suspended, as if affirming the “inter” 
of intercourse and figuring what joins and separates subjects who 
form (and are formed by) inverted brackets that contain and totalize 
nothing. Exchange takes place through a signifier here that would 
signify exchange as such: a signifier capable of transmuting shit 
into meaning as relationality. Ultimately, though, that relation itself 
is a relation to the signifier and all the divisions that determine it, 
divisions that keep us (as the logo and Davis’s story both suggest) 
always at a distance from “sex,” from “it,” from radical encounter 
with the other, which is other than signification. The impossibility that 
structures the encounter, however, doesn’t make relation impos-
sible; as relation depends on negativity, so negativity constitutes 
relation. But that relation can never be positivized; we can never 
know in what it consists or with whom or what it’s played out. In-
stead, as the logo demonstrates, it exists in the form of continuous 
exchange, in the openness of (and to) our questioning the forms of 
its possibility.

This, for me, is what’s at stake in the negativity of politics. 
You write, “To me it’s not politics if we are not trying to see how to 
change the consequences of what happens when the scene we are 
in shifts our orientation in ways we do not control.” But we can’t 
control or predict in advance what consequences (for us or for any-
one else) will follow from a change in our orientation that’s defined 
as beyond our control. The change that politics makes lies rather in 
keeping the question of relation (to oneself, to others, and there-
fore to politics) open to the negativity with which relation is bound 
up—and open, therefore, to the irony of attempts to totalize poli-
tics or community by negating those who embody its negativity, its 
“antisociality.”

You say that if you were to “take on my view” it would constitute 
a withdrawal from the ethics that have guided our conversation. I 
agree with you completely. Having you adopt “my view” and so end 
the movement of our conversation has never been my goal. Flour-
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ishing demands the conversation itself, the open- endedness (as the 
logo depicts it) by which, as in Johnson’s Untitled (Ass), enjoyment 
can find its occasion in what might seem to erase us as well. The 
shaping of our claims in terms of various rhetorics of persuasion 
thus solicits, in this context, resistance, counterargument, and the 
teasing out of thought that allows us both to rework our ideas as 
they pass through the filter of the other. Would I pump my fist in 
triumph should you accede to my positions? Not at all. But I’d love 
to be persuaded by you; I’d love to be able to believe that “as we 
move with each other, when we can, we can shift the consequences 
of what’s irreparable and out of joint in our internal and social rela-
tions.” It’s because I’m drawn to and admire your vision of “moving 
with the unbearable,” as I admire and am drawn to Leo Bersani’s 
attempts to think what “play[s] to the side of” jouissance with-
out, in the process, denying it, that I want to keep this conversa-
tion alive and put pressure on your reading of the irreparable (2010, 
65). I want to believe, for example, as you say in chapter 1, that ac-
knowledging and dedramatizing negativity could produce a context 
in which “the virtue squad [would] not be able to use dramas of 
threatened sexual security to reproduce the normative good life.” 
But I don’t, as yet, see proof that we can shift the consequences of the 
irreparable. What else, after all, are those consequences but the end-
less movements of negativity, with all the violence that comes from 
our various ways of enacting and denying it? But also, therefore, 
with all the possibility of dissent from totalizing norms. Those con-
sequences, in short, include politics as negativity’s expression. And that, 
for me, is why fighting our own misrecognitions matters, even if 
misrecognition as such remains, in the end, inevitable. Such resis-
tance defines the work of thought as a movement, not an end, as an 
endless self- undoing whose negativity brings us to life. Challenging 
the fixity of “me” and “you” and “everyone we know,” this conver-
sation enacts that negativity for me and remains, as a consequence, 
intimate, political, open- ended, and imperative: a fragment of our 
ongoing efforts to encounter what’s other, to break “it” down.

l b :  The hardest thing for me in this conversation has been to lis-
ten well to you, responding to your account of the subject’s and the 
world’s dialectic of intractable negativity, while also exploring my 
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own interest in how things multiply, are overdetermined, and move 
in relation nonetheless. We were brought together as like- minded 
polemicists against futurity. Your argument against the optimism 
in futurity was that it enables the straight- identified world to dis-
avow the unbearable fact that it will never coincide with itself and 
never really reproduce itself, except insofar as it projects out fan-
tasies of repair through the subordination of disturbing enemies, 
like queers. For me, the problem of futurity’s perspective is in the 
presumption that contemporary structural subordinations are intrac-
table. I insist instead on a less austere materialism of a continuously 
contemporary ordinariness, in which beings try to make do and to 
flourish in the awkward, riven, unequal, untimely, and interesting 
world of other beings, abstractions, and forces, and in which we 
therefore have a shot at transforming the dynamics and the costs 
of our negativity and appearance. So many different kinds of struc-
ture organize the estrangements and attachments of the world that 
how we are to live among and transform their existence both ma-
terially and in fantasy is my central question. Antifuturism for me 
therefore shapes the terms of urgency and curiosity through which 
we make worlds for transforming life now. Politics, like affect, and 
like theory, has to attend to the present that it is also generating.

But our focus has moved on too, from the question of futurity to 
that of collaboration as a figure of relation. We did not predict this. 
In sex, in politics, in theory—in any infrastructure that we can call 
intimate or invested with the activity of living—we cannot banish 
the strangeness in ourselves or of anything in the world. While we 
can point to the impossibility of staying reliable to one’s self- and 
other- directed relations and to the impact of the ways we fail them, 
though, these contacts can spark new forms of life, of being in the 
scene of relationality, whose effects are always being calculated yet 
are beyond calculation. Even though I can imagine agreeing to an 
account of politics “as negativity’s expression,” I am stymied to 
think what kinds of argument and evidence you would have to en-
counter not to see the transformative force of recontextualization 
since you practice it yourself. But bafflement is an integral part of 
the pleasure and sometimes the comedy of the intimate, just as dis-
belief is a core affect of the political.

In this book, for me, the opening up of the encounter between 
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negativity and nonsovereignty has been the great revelation of sex in 
its various forms. Sex and love are not events that change anything, 
usually; they induce a loosening of the subject that puts fear, plea-
sure, awkwardness, and above all experimentality in a scene that 
forces its participants to disturb what it has meant to be a person 
and to “have” a world. It forces people to desire to be nonsovereign, 
and sometimes not- autonomous, and that puts them in intimate 
proximity to play, aversion, and unbearable intensity. When it takes 
the shape of intimate relationality, it is both disturbing and anchor-
ing, and therefore never stilled enough to be a concrete foundation 
for the house of life or the house of pain; expressing a desire for dis-
turbance, sex cannot also defend entirely against it. But when put 
in proximity to pleasure, the unbearable is also borne, and the riven 
accompanied by banality and varieties of attunement. It breaks us 
down in multiple, nonidentical ways, all of which are in a complex 
relation to the fantasy of relation itself.

As all of our chapters demonstrate, and as “Break It Down” 
stages so brilliantly, the impact of any encounter cannot just involve 
an estimate of whether it was “worth it,” successful, or added up to 
something, as though the dominant register of the calculation is 
the only register possible. This is what it means to live, and to theo-
rize, experimentally: to make registers of attention and assessment 
that can change the world of their implication, but also to model 
the suspension of knowing in a way that dilates attention to a prob-
lem or scene. This involves the pain and pleasure of unlearning or 
“breaking down” what we thought our object was and who we are 
in relation to it; this involves moving with it without assurance of 
what we might become as we refuse to reproduce the lines of asso-
ciation, convergence, and force whose security defended us from 
the disturbance that, we say, we also want. In the meanwhile, the 
pursuit of clarifying and transformative phrases, exempla, and ar-
chives holds up the world with which we are inevitably, sometimes 
happily, and always fantasmatically, in relation. “And it’s still all a 
surprise and it never stops, even after it’s over, it never stops being 
a surprise” (128).





a f t e r w o r d S

We close this book with two afterwords. Given our interest in shift-
ing the available genres of theoretical encounter, we wanted these 
afterwords to break from both the collective voice of the preface 
and the dialogic responsiveness of the chapters themselves. So we 
decided to write our afterwords separately, unaware of what the 
other would say or what form that saying would take. We hoped to 
discover what we each had learned from our collaborative work on 
this project and to look back at our exchanges while answering the 
loaded question, How was it for you?

Unsurprisingly, no reader could wonder for a moment which 
afterword was written by whom. For better or worse, our voices, in 
all their differences, come through loud and clear. But what does 
surprise us, given the argument foregrounded throughout this text, 
is how close we come to each other in certain crucial formulations, 
especially where we both converge on the pedagogy of surprise. In-
sofar as critical practice takes shape as an intimate encounter—
with one’s own ideas, with an object’s otherness, with the voices of 
countless scholars—we do not intend these afterwords as the last 
word in any way. Nor do we think our conversation, or the effect 
of our having had it, is over. As the man accounting for his sexual 
adventure in “Break It Down” insists, “It isn’t over when it ends, it 
goes on after it’s all over” (129). That’s what an intimate encounter 
means and what we mean by the encounter that animates us in Sex, 
or the Unbearable.
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It Isn’t Over

It seems fitting that our final chapter ends on the word “surprise.” 
With its etymological link to being seized, overtaken, or taken over, 
surprise defines the encounter with what disrupts our expectations 
by breaking through the defensive barriers associated with routine. 
To that extent surprise inheres in experiences of nonsovereignty 
that take us (as, for example, in sex) beyond our familiar limits—if 
only, as so often with sex, in largely familiar ways. Even those sub-
jects who live with the expectation of nonsovereignty (children and 
prisoners, among others) can find a vestige of sovereignty in that 
very expectation, thus normalizing those limits into the logic of a 
world. It takes a lot of attention and a willingness to be seized by 
something one cannot know in advance to retain the capacity for 
surprise before what offers itself as what is; it takes a continuous 
resistance to one’s englobement by “the world.”

The paradigmatic form of such resistance is the drive. In con-
trast to the investment in fantasy that vivifies desire, affirming a 
world where objects have the power to complete us, the drive dis-
misses both objects and the aim of achieving completion. Enact-
ing a negativity with no other end but its own insistence, the drive 
expresses the nonsovereignty brought home in what we’ve called 
“the encounter.” Though the effects it generates constantly change, 
the negativity of the drive does not. Nor can it, properly speaking, 
be taken as an object of desire. No wonder negativity gets such bad 
press. It shrinks from positivization in any program of political 
action and undermines whatever we take as an a priori good. Like 
the drive, that is, it affirms no good beyond its own persistence: 
the good (but is it a good at all?—negativity can never affirm it) of 
encounter, interruption, disturbance, unmaking, disappropriation, 
subtraction, surprise.

But surprise is often unpleasant. The jolt it induces, the shock of 
what we didn’t or couldn’t anticipate, reminds us that whatever the 
feelings a given instance of it inspires, surprise corresponds to a 
breach of security and so to a possible threat. Another name for that 
threat, as this book has argued, might be life, where life entails vul-
nerability to the unpredictable encounter that can often seem, with 
regard to the selves that we recognize, unbearable. Who wants de-
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stabilization when what’s destabilized is us, our place in the world, 
our deepest values, the political goals we advance? Shouldn’t nega-
tivity shake the ground our political rivals stand on without its seis-
mic ripples causing us to topple too? But the encounter buffets the 
world as it is and us in a single blow. How could it ever do otherwise 
when we are the products of that world? We claim that we want to 
break it down, but our wanting, our desire as subjects (insofar as we 
view that desire as ours), no more survives the encounter intact than 
does the subject itself. Negativity- lite is no option.

That explains why these dialogues, in the process of thinking 
the conditions for change, keep coming back to the unbearable 
in the encounter with negativity. Negativity is unchanging as struc-
ture because negativity structures change. Far from being incompat-
ible, structure and change are inextricable. In any given instance, 
though, we need to ask some questions to understand their rela-
tion more fully: What sort of change are we talking about? What 
level of structure do we aim to describe? What scale of attention do 
we deploy to distinguish between change and repetition? It might, 
for example, seem surprising to some that this book, in which we 
explicitly advocate openness to surprise, should “keep coming back 
to the . . . unbearable” as if to iterations of the same. That the em-
bedding of surprise in repetition is able repeatedly to surprise us 
speaks to the incessant pressure of what we continue not to know. 
But our coming back to the unbearable is never just a return to the 
same. What’s unbearable in negativity is its vertiginous noniden-
tity, the disunity we fail to comprehend however much we think we 
know our own and the world’s incoherence. Our encounters with 
negativity, like the repetitions of the drive, may change our objects, 
ourselves, and our relation to what surrounds us. They may alter our 
experience of being in the world in ways both large and small. But 
they do so without, for all of that, affecting the persistence of the 
unbearable or the force of its structural consequences, including 
the urge to negate whatever contingently (and therefore variably) 
may figure its negativity.

All of which serves to remind us of what we far prefer to for-
get: the unbearable names what cannot be borne by the subjects 
we think we are. We build our worlds in the face of it so as to keep 
ourselves from facing it, as if we implicitly understood that the un-
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bearable as such can have no face and works to deprive us of ours. 
Though meant to forestall the unbearable, such world-building no 
more escapes it than do our attempts at political change. But the 
fact of that structural imperative discredits neither world-building 
nor political struggle; to the contrary, it interprets such struggle 
itself as integral to negativity’s structure. It suggests, moreover, 
that politics derives from a negativity indifferent to the future, a 
negativity that insists, in the present tense, on the urgency of poli-
tics as the ceaseless drive of resistance and dissent. One might even 
add: for their own sake, which is also to say, for ours.

Exploring how negativity casts off its every reification, including 
attempts to oppose it simplistically to optimism, sociality, or repair, 
these conversations have tried to be true to negativity’s creative de-
struction, enacting the otherness of relation as seen in the moment 
of encounter. Perhaps, then, the most surprising thing about Sex, or 
the Unbearable is its suggestion that the word we understand least in 
its title may be “or.”

— l e e  e d e l m a n

After It’s Over

At one difficult time during the writing of this book, after a heated 
phone call about where our work was headed, I returned to the text 
to respond to what I felt was some misreading of the grounding of 
my arguments. In that writing, as often, I was feeling my way, both 
focused on moving the discussion forward (about what it means to 
seek to transform what’s nonsovereign in desire and unbearable in 
relation) and also irritated about how I’d been characterized. Yet I 
also did not want to become stubborn and stentorian, pulling our 
work off- track by making it about me rather than the problem at 
hand, which I hoped wasn’t me! But in collaboration, as in love, or 
even ordinary conversation, one can never be sure.

I began writing with a digression from our shared focus on the 
impossibility of repairing, mastering, or even being adequate to the 
intimate encounter and turned instead to the James Mason film Big-
ger than Life (Ray 1956). Bigger than Life is about an English teacher 
after World War II who is rescued from a heart problem by a new 
miracle drug, steroids. But, as both Lee and I would predict, the 
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repair also injures, transforming the story of cause and effect to a 
spectacle of cause and side effects. Steroids make Mason a hyper-
masculine sadist, inflated with sexual and intellectual grandiosity 
and seething with contempt at the pathetic self- esteem obsessions 
of the bourgeois parents whose children he teaches. At the same 
time he oscillates in his affect, weeping and overwhelmed by the 
appearance through him of an aggression he cannot fully own as 
his. Then, paradoxically and spontaneously, he seethes at his own 
wife and child for their weakness, their own refusal to be Bigger 
than Life like him, and their resistance to the rules he has set up to 
enable a superior askesis, or discipline of life.

In one scene, Mason, with his enormous head, is helping his 
small, soft son to do his math homework. Helping turns to intimi-
dation and bullying. As the scene intensifies and becomes scary, the 
son gets worse at the math that he already cannot do. They are try-
ing to parse a story problem. As an exercise in the assessment and 
force of relation, the story problem often finds its way into the nar-
ration of love. (Lover X does this, and lover Y does that: Why, then, 
is the outcome Z?) Here, to find a common denominator, the child 
adds six and five when the task warrants multiplying. He gets the 
conjunctures of relation wrong. The father’s critical voice deepens 
and the son’s defensive voice gets higher. As the voices intensify, 
the commanding voice penetrates the room and siphons the child’s 

f i g  a . 1 .  Love, teaching, intimacy . . . or the unbearable. Bigger Than Life (1956).
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confidence. Then the father behind the desk crosses over to the son 
at the table, as though his physical proximity will produce a greater 
clarity of thought. This shift converts the wall into a screen, as the 
silhouette of the dominating father towers over his cowering son 
(figure A.1).

This dumb show in nuce, this shadow puppet show, is haunting 
and terrifying. It is as though the film turns at once toward affec-
tive inflation and a demonstration of the magic of cinema in order 
to distract the audience from the pure brutality it also continues 
to demonstrate. Even when it is crowded out by other gestures of 
enabling and gifting, even when turning toward and turning away 
from our objects is executed with good intentions, this tableau of a 
bullying pedagogy is desperately ordinary at the heart of love.

I was surprised to be writing about Bigger Than Life as though Lee 
had cast me as the woman or the child in that film, appearing in 
these pages variously as the weak theorist, the reparative sociolo-
gist, the politically correct subject seeking out the virtuous archive 
and reparative gesture, the reader who missed a crucial point. True 
enough! But was I so sure that I did not want to dominate Lee back 
through some kind of lateral- minded sweetness or a Nietzschean 
weak- strong countertheorizing style? My question opened onto the 
vista of contradictory desires that intimate encounters will animate: 
to dominate; not to dominate; to avoid being dominated; to sub-
mit to his claim so as to get on with things, or to give in to a partial 
agreement; to listen hard to find what’s movable in the situation; to 
give as good as I get; to be equal; to try both to get it rightish con-
ceptually and between us. Then I started laughing at what a perfect 
scene this crazy condensation in Bigger Than Life was for demonstrat-
ing the cluster of impossible and unbearable interests we bring to 
relationality—in this book, Sex, or the Unbearable, I mean.

So, sheepishly, in our next phone call, I told Lee of this outtake 
I had written and what I had learned from writing it, and it turned 
out that, lo, he too had memorized Bigger than Life, or been dented 
by it, and the same scenes and the same problems, without exactly 
identifying all over it (and there we are, not identical). We started 
laughing and riffing all over the place, drawing from the kinds of 
things we know (more psychoanalytic, in his case; more materialist 
and affective in mine; aesthetically focused for both of us) to make 
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some sense of the impact of this film. This kind of open ferocity and 
friendliness was exemplary of the collaborative spirit that made this 
book possible for us and enabled us to be educated by the process 
of writing it, even when our encounters radically diverged or just 
shifted awkwardly in the ballpark of a mutual clarification. But of 
course I would claim this, since the position I hold in what you’ve 
just read is that making a world for what doesn’t work changes the 
consequences of those failures in a way that produces new poten-
tials for relation within the structural space of the nonsovereign.

I might rest my case by being my final case. Throughout the 
book, though, there is no finishing off of the structural problems 
with an optimistic inversion, comic displacement, capstone phrase, 
or decisive vignette. There is no formula—no form—that can an-
chor the or that marks the problem our title poses. Sex, collabo-
ration, and relationality as such require us to learn to walk in the 
wet sand of the questions that shift on the occasion of an impact 
by another, even when that impact involves something as small as 
another’s phrasing. Why should our critical work be different from 
any other object whose force affects what it seems possible to think, 
to do, and to undo?

I do not read things; I read with things. When I read with theo-
rists, with art, with a colleague or a friend, to read with is to cultivate 
a quality of attention to the disturbance of their alien epistemology, 
an experience of nonsovereignty that shakes my confidence in a way 
from which I have learned to derive pleasure, induce attachment, 
and maintain curiosity about the enigmas and insecurities that I can 
also barely stand or comprehend. This is what it means to say that 
excitement is disturbing, not devastating; ambivalent, not shatter-
ing in the extreme. Structural consistency is a fantasy; the noise of 
relation’s impact, inducing incompletion where it emerges, is the 
overwhelming condition that enables the change that, within col-
laborative action, can shift lived worlds.

— l a U r e n  b e r l a n t





a P P e n d i x

Break It Down

ly d i a  d av i S

He’s sitting there staring at a piece of paper in front of him. He’s 
trying to break it down. He says:

I’m breaking it all down. The ticket was $600 and then after that 
there was more for the hotel and food and so on, for just ten days. 
Say $80 a day, no, more like $100 a day. And we made love, say, once 
a day on the average. That’s $100 a shot. And each time it lasted 
maybe two or three hours so that would be anywhere from $33 to 
$50 an hour, which is expensive.

Though of course that wasn’t all that went on, because we were 
together almost all day long. She would keep looking at me and 
every time she looked at me it was worth something, and she smiled 
at me and didn’t stop talking and singing, something I said, she 
would sail into it, a snatch, for me, she would be gone from me a 
little ways but smiling too, and tell me jokes, and I loved it but didn’t 
exactly know what to do about it and just smiled back at her and felt 
slow next to her, just not quick enough. So she talked and touched 
me on the shoulder and the arm, she kept touching and stayed close 
to me. You’re with each other all day long and it keeps happening, 
the touches and smiles, and it adds up, it builds up, and you know 
where you’ll be that night, you’re talking and every now and then 
you think about it, no, you don’t think, you just feel it as a kind of 
destination, what’s coming up after you leave wherever you are all 
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evening, and you’re happy about it and you’re planning it all, not in 
your head, really, somewhere inside your body, or all through your 
body, it’s all mounting up and coming together so that when you 
get in bed you can’t help it, it’s a real performance, it all pours out, 
but slowly, you go easy until you can’t anymore, or you hold back the 
whole time, you hold back and touch the edges of everything, you 
edge around until you have to plunge in and finish it off, and when 
you’re finished, you’re too weak to stand but after a while you have 
to go to the bathroom and you stand, your legs are trembling, you 
hold on to the door frames, there’s a little light coming in through 
the window, you can see your way in and out, but you can’t really 
see the bed.

So it’s not really $100 a shot because it goes on all day, from the 
start when you wake up and feel her body next to you, and you don’t 
miss a thing, not a thing of what’s next to you, her arm, her leg, 
her shoulder, her face, that good skin, I have felt other good skin, 
but this skin is just the edge of something else, and you’re going to 
start going, and no matter how much you crawl all over each other it 
won’t be enough, and when your hunger dies down a little then you 
think how much you love her and that starts you off again, and her 
face, you look over at her face and can’t believe how you got there 
and how lucky and it’s still all a surprise and it never stops, even 
after it’s over, it never stops being a surprise.

It’s more like you have a good sixteen or eighteen hours a day of 
this going on, even when you’re not with her it’s going on, it’s good 
to be away because it’s going to be so good to go back to her, so it’s 
still here, and you can’t go off and look at some old street or some 
old painting without still feeling it in your body and a few things 
that happened the day before that don’t mean much by themselves 
or wouldn’t mean much if you weren’t having this thing together, 
but you can’t forget and it’s all inside you all the time, so that’s more 
like, say, sixteen into a hundred would be $6 an hour, which isn’t 
too much.

And then it really keeps going on while you’re asleep, though 
you’re probably dreaming about something else, a building, maybe, 
I kept dreaming, every night, almost, about this building, because 
I would spend a lot of every morning in this old stone building and 
when I closed my eyes I would see these cool spaces and have this 
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peace inside me, I would see the bricks of the floor and the stone 
arches and the space, the emptiness between, like a kind of dark 
frame around what I could see beyond, a garden, and this space was 
like a stone too because of the coolness of it and the gray shadow, 
that kind of luminous shade, that was glowing with the light of the 
sun falling beyond the arches, and there was also the great height of 
the ceiling, all this was in my mind all the time though I didn’t know 
it until I closed my eyes, I’m asleep and I’m not dreaming about her 
but she’s lying next to me and I wake up enough times in the night 
to remember she’s there, and notice, say, once she was lying on her 
back but now she’s curled around me, I look at her closed eyes, I 
want to kiss her eyelids, I want to feel that soft skin under my lips, 
but I don’t want to disturb her, I don’t want to see her frown as 
though in her sleep she has forgotten who I am and feels just that 
something is bothering her and so I just look at her and hold on to 
it all, these times when I’m watching over her sleep and she’s next 
to me and isn’t away from me the way she will be later, I want to stay 
awake all night just to go on feeling that, but I can’t, I fall asleep 
again, though I’m sleeping lightly, still trying to hold on to it.

But it isn’t over when it ends, it goes on after it’s all over, she’s 
still inside you like a sweet liquor, you are filled with her, everything 
about her has kind of bled into you, her smell, her voice, the way her 
body moves, it’s all inside you, at least for a while after, then you 
begin to lose it, and I’m beginning to lose it, you’re afraid of how 
weak you are, that you can’t get her all back into you again and now 
the whole thing is going out of your body and it’s more in your mind 
than your body, the pictures come to you one by one and you look 
at them, some of them last longer than others, you were together in 
a very white clean place, a coffeehouse, having breakfast together, 
and the place is so white that against it you can see her clearly, her 
blue eyes, her smile, the colors of her clothes, even the print of the 
newspaper she’s reading when she’s not looking up at you, the light 
brown and red and gold of her hair when she’s got her head down 
reading, the brown coffee, the brown rolls, all against that white 
table and those white plates and silver urns and silver knives and 
spoons, and against that quiet of the sleepy people in that room sit-
ting alone at their tables with just some chinking and clattering of 
spoons and cups in saucers and some hushed voices her voice now 
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and then rising and falling. The pictures come to you and you have to 
hope they won’t lose their life too fast and dry up though you know 
they will and that you’ll also forget some of what happened, because 
already you’re turning up little things that you nearly forgot.

We were in bed and she asked me, Do I seem fat to you? And 
I was surprised because she didn’t seem to worry about herself at 
all in that way and I guess I was reading into it that she did worry 
about herself so I answered what I was thinking and said stupidly 
that she had a very beautiful body, that her body was perfect, and I 
really meant it as an answer, but she said kind of sharply, That’s not 
what I asked, and so I had to try to answer her again, exactly what 
she had asked.

And once she lay over against me late in the night and she started 
talking, her breath in my ear, and she just went on and on, and 
talked faster and faster, she couldn’t stop, and I loved it, I just felt 
that all that life in her was running into me too, I had so little life in 
me, her life, her fire, was coming into me, in that hot breath in my 
ear, and I just wanted her to go on talking forever right there next 
to me, and I would go on living, like that, I would be able to go on 
living, like that, I would be able to go on living, but without her I 
don’t know.

Then you forget some of it all, maybe most of it all, almost all of 
it, in the end, and you work hard at remembering everything now 
so you won’t ever forget, but you can kill it too even by thinking 
about it too much, though you can’t help thinking about it nearly 
all the time.

And then when the pictures start to go you start asking some 
questions, just little questions, that sit in your mind without any 
answers, like why did she have the light on when you came in to bed 
one night, but it was off the next but she had it on the night after 
that and she had it off the last night, why, and other questions, little 
questions that nag at you like that.

And finally the pictures go and these dry little questions just sit 
there without any answers and you’re left with this large heavy pain 
in you that you try to numb by reading, or you try to ease it by getting 
out into public places where there will be people around you, but 
no matter how good you are at pushing that pain away, just when 
you think you’re going to be all right for awhile, that you’re safe, 
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you’re kind of holding it off with all your strength and you’re stay-
ing in some little bare numb spot of ground, then suddenly it will 
all come back, you’ll hear a noise, maybe it’s a cat crying or a baby, 
or something else like her cry, you hear it and make that connection 
in a part of you you have no control over and the pain comes back 
so hard that you’re afraid, afraid of how you’re falling back into it 
again, and you wonder, no, you’re terrified to ask how you’re ever 
going to climb out of it.

And so it’s not only every hour of the day while it’s happening, 
but it’s really for hours and hours every day after that, for weeks, 
though less and less, so that you could work out the ratio if you 
wanted, maybe after six weeks you’re only thinking about it an hour 
or so in the day altogether, a few minutes here and there spread 
over, or a few minutes here and there and half an hour before you 
go to sleep, or sometimes it all comes back and you stay awake with 
it half the night.

So when you add up all that, you’ve only spent maybe $3 an hour 
on it.

If you have to figure in the bad times too, I don’t know. There 
weren’t any bad times with her, though maybe there was one bad 
time, when I told her I loved her. I couldn’t help it, this was the 
first time this had happened with her, now I was half falling in love 
with her or maybe completely if she had let me but she couldn’t or 
I couldn’t completely because it was all going to be so short and 
other things too, and so I told her, and didn’t know of any way to 
tell her first that she didn’t have to feel this was a burden, the fact 
that I loved her, or that she didn’t have to feel the same about me, 
or say the same back, that it was just that I had to tell her, that’s 
all, because it was bursting inside me, and saying it wouldn’t even 
begin to take care of what I was feeling, really I couldn’t say any-
thing of what I was feeling because there was so much, words 
couldn’t handle it, and making love only made it worse because 
then I wanted words badly but they were no good, no good at all, 
but I told her anyway, I was lying on top of her and her hands were 
up by her head and my hands were on hers and our fingers were 
locked and there was a little light on her face from the window but 
I couldn’t really see her and I was afraid to say it but I had to say it 
because I wanted her to know, it was the last night, I had to tell her 
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then or I’d never have another chance, I just said, Before you go to 
sleep, I have to tell you before you go to sleep that I love you, and im-
mediately, right away after, she said, I love you too, and it sounded 
to me as if she didn’t mean it, a little flat, but then it usually sounds 
a little flat when someone says, I love you too, because they’re just 
saying it back even if they do mean it, and the problem is that I’ll 
never know if she meant it, or maybe someday she’ll tell me whether 
she meant it or not, but there’s no way to know now, and I’m sorry 
I did that, it was a trap I didn’t mean to put her in, I can see it was 
a trap, because if she hadn’t said anything at all I know that would 
have hurt too, as though she were taking something from me and 
just accepting it and not giving anything back, so she really had to, 
even just to be kind to me, she had to say it, and I don’t really know 
now if she meant it.

Another bad time, or it wasn’t exactly bad, but it wasn’t easy 
either, was when I had to leave, the time was coming, and I was 
beginning to tremble and feel empty, nothing in the middle of me, 
nothing inside, and nothing to hold me up on my legs, and then 
it came, everything was ready, and I had to go, and so it was just 
a kiss, a quick one, as though we were afraid of what might hap-
pen after a kiss, and she was almost wild then, she reached up to a 
hook by the door and took an old shirt, a green and blue shirt from 
the hook, and put it in my arms, for me to take away, the soft cloth 
was full of her smell, and then we stood there close together look-
ing at a piece of paper she had in her hand and I didn’t lose any of 
it, I was holding it tight, that last minute or two, because this was 
it, we’d come to the end of it, things always change, so this was 
really it, over.

Maybe it works out all right, maybe you haven’t lost for doing it, 
I don’t know, no, really, sometimes when you think of it you feel like 
a prince really, you feel just like a king, and then other times you’re 
afraid, you’re afraid, not all the time but now and then, of what it’s 
going to do to you, and it’s hard to know what to do with it now.

Walking away I looked back once and the door was still open, I 
could see her standing far back in the dark of the room, I could only 
really see her white face still looking out at me, and her white arms.

I guess you get to a point where you look at that pain as if it were 
there in front of you three feet away lying in a box, an open box, in a 
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window somewhere. It’s hard and cold, like a bar of metal. You just 
look at it there and say, All right, I’ll take it, I’ll buy it. That’s what it 
is. Because you know all about it before you even go into this thing. 
You know the pain is part of the whole thing. And it isn’t that you 
can say afterwards the pleasure was greater than the pain and that’s 
why you would do it again. That has nothing to do with it. You can’t 
measure it, because the pain comes after and it lasts longer. So the 
question really is, Why doesn’t that pain make you say, I won’t do 
it again? When the pain is so bad that you have to say that, but you 
don’t.

So I’m just thinking about it, how you can go in with $600, more 
like $1,000, and how you can come out with an old shirt.

“Break It Down” from The Collected Stories of Lydia Davis by Lydia Davis. Copy-
right © 2009 by Lydia Davis. Reprinted by permission of Farrar, Straus and 
Giroux, LLC, for world rights; “Break It Down” from The Collected Stories of 
Lydia Davis by Lydia Davis. Copyright © 2009 by Lydia Davis. Reprinted by 
permission of Penguin Books, Ltd., for UK rights.
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